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due, when

thus sent.

Agents

year, without further

reminder from this office.

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
:
2.
Ifa person orders his
paper discontinued, he
must'pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con-

tinue to send it until pryiient is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
eflice or not..

y

3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
9 When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
& We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise,
them.
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Twilight.
PF)

——

Its filmy veil o’er summer skies
It drew, and cooled their fervid dyes;

’

With tenderer tint on field and dell,
The light across the landscape fell ;
1t flushed on tired Childhood’s cheek,
And said: “ Thy dreamy pillow seek!”

drilling,

this

roof liad oftén been seen.

But since the re-

Bhimpore, the abilities of the men were
sufficiently tested to admit of classification.
So far there have been uniform lessons, but

a secret, hy which he had introduced sever-

meeting

of

this

kind

at

next time we begin with distinct lessons for’ al parties. His plan was to rise by daylight,
three classes.
This grading will work reach the entrance early in the morning,
well, and I am pleased to see an ambition ‘before the officials were a-stir ; the servants,
to rise to the first class. Besides attention who keep the grounds and walks in order,
to study there has been decided improve- are very glad of the fees, and readily admit
ment in other respects.
These jungle our friend, whom they have always found
teachers have improved much in personal orderly and well disposed.
appearance and habits. Their faces look
Some of us were as pleased with the idéa
more intelligent and their conversation is as children, waking nearly every hour in
more elevating. They are more active, in the night, to inquire if it was time to start.
both body and mind. 1 must say that I At three o'clock we were all up, took a hasthink the giving up of tobacco has had ty breakfast, and were soon seated in the
much to do with this. Our total abstinence mule-carts, the sine gua non of all Pekin
pledge gains ground with the very best traveling—it is a city of such ‘magnificent
teachers, and they preach true temperance distances. We were some three or four
te their pupils.
Mr. Martin, our kind miles from the entrance, by the ordinary
friend the School Inspector, helped us much, routes, but we frequently came upon ponds
and conducted the mathematical examina- of water, rendering the streets impassable,
tion. The movement for bringing in the and turning back and going round through
girls is doing well. Madhu’s school (one other streeté consumed much time. At
of the best) reported seven, and others a | length the entrance was reached, at an earless number. The teachers
are beginning ly hourin the morning. The gate-keepers,
to believe in this, and to. wbrk for it. Ope though they have no objection to the fee,
Temperance meeting was a grand success.
find it convenient to profess great relucSuch men
as our Bhimpore brethren and tance, in short declare that it is impossible.

and

though

not one of them

This enables

them to reap a richer harvest,

the foreigner bidding higher and higher.
On this occasion, they objected to the ladigs
being admitted. . But our irrepressible
guide, having paid a good admittance fee for
the whole party, would listen to nothing of
the kind, and the carts were permitted to
drive through the first or outside gate. We

It whispered: *“ Rest! day’s toil is o'er!”
To wistful Watcher by the sea:
“ The morn may bring thy ship to thee!”
his bier:

He was called up,

and

said in

Santal, “I

was. away tending the cattle when Supai
was baptized, but on hearing of it my mind
became “very troubled, because I had
asked for baptism.
I believe in Jesus:

not
He

“ Sléep well, God’s own !—the night is here!”

Immediately before us stood the Temple
of Heaven, in all its grandeur and: beauty.
It is built upon a raised, circular terrace,
about one thousand feet in circumference.
There are three flights of nine steps lead-

has forgiven my sins, and I wish to confess
him before men and be baptized. in his ing to the top, with handsome marble balKissed off the tears from weeping eyes:
Have faith !—thé day again shall rise!”
name.” After a brief and satisfactory ex- ustrade on each side and surrounding each
amination we decided to grant his request. of the three terraces. If is circular, and
Its passing ray, through chancel pane,
Wrote.on the urn: * This life is vain!”
So, at the close of Sabbath-school, in the the dome-like roof is covered with blue
afternoon, we gathered again at the water's tiles, The windows arg shaded ‘with blinds
The spire’s gold cross, athwart the sky,
edge. May we have to visit that spot many composed of blue glass rods. The interior
Flashed its last words: ** "Tis gain to die!”
times in future with disciples eager to do, is as dirty -as all the other temples in
And thus, with vari-colored thought,
the Lord's command. The Bhimpore branch and about Pekin. On the east is a winding
Were evening shadows interwrought.
Bt SP
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thriving, thank God; Raju’s wife isin a covered passage-way or corridor, leading:
Thus to the Earth the fading light
very hopeful state, and the wives of the to the slaughter-house, where the victims
Gave benediction of the night,
are prepared for the sacrifice. Thirteen
two Sanatans are improving.
I hope we
\ —N. Y. Evening Mail.
may soon have some Bhimpore women in bullocks, without blemish, are selected, killHere are four large, deep
the church.
:
: ed and dressed.
Missionary Correspondence.
From Bhimpore our camp moved direct- iron caldrons for heating water and a brass
ly across the field and the river to the other vat large enough to receive the ox -entire.
Caxp DuEDUA, INDIA, Jan. 27, 1872.
branch at Bandarbani, a distance of per- The hair is removed by scalding and scrapOur tent stands on the banks of the beauhaps ten miles. It was moonlight when ing, and one ox is offered as a whole burnt.
tiful Cassai, 17 miles from homg. ‘We have
the carts got through, and everybody was offering, while the other twelve are reservhad a tedious time getting here from Daijutired out. At this place we stayed four ed for a feast. South of the Temple of
di, our last camping ground. The distance
days, working in the Hindu and Santal vil- Heaven, is the altar where the sacrifice is
is only seven miles, but though we startéd
Itis a circular brick structure;
lages all argynd. This little branch too is consumed.
at'8, A. M., it was long past noon before the
about twelve feet high, with flights of steps
thriving.
There
was
some
pruning
to
do
last cart came up. Your readers who enOne member had to be suspend- ‘on the east and west. In the center isa
joy railways and steam-ships are hardly however.
ed for gross immorality, but the Lord glad- grate for supporting the fuel and offering,
prepared to sympathize with us in this afdened our hearts by two accessions to the and on the north side, at the bottom, an
fliction of slow locomotion. This" crosschurch.
The mother and wife of Subanath opening for applying the fire and admitting
country traveling is sometimes distressing
were
baptized
in the beautiful Cassai on airto support the flame.
enough. An active man will find ample
The imperial worship is performed anSabbath
morning.
And another token of
scope for the application of hard muscle on
nually at the winter solstice. The Empergood
it
pleased
God
to
give
us
here.
The
one of our tours over the rice. fields. The
country roads, as Dr. Bacheler used to say, little chapel about which we've talked so or proceeds in a cart, drawn by an elephant,
were good enough until the Department of much for these 18 months, since the one at to the fasting hall vear the temple of HeavPublic Works spoiled them. The amount of Bhimpore was built, was dedicated to the en, where he spends the night in fasting
pulling and pushing, lifting and lowering worship of our Heavenly Father. Itisa and prayer. Iu the morning, clothed in
the carts thgt we have had to do these very meat little house, made of course of his sacerdotal robes, he goes in the eleseven miles to-day, will compare favorably mud, bamboos and- straw, like the dwell- phant carriage to the Temple of Heaven,
with a full day’s work in the hay and har- ings of the brethren, but more tastefully at about half past five o'clock, Standing in
vest field at home, so far as tax on strength finished. . I hope these branches may grow the- midst of his high officials grading off inand strain .on muscle are concerned. But into "independent churches before many, to outer circles, according to their rank,
now the tent is up, supper disposed of, and years. Both of them, Bhimpore taking thé just as the torch is applied to the sacrifice,
the babies asleep, I shall try to forget the lead, have asked for a preacher to be station- he kneels, and with him all his attendants,
fatigue of the tedious journey, and tell you ed with them, and both together may soon offering adoration to High Heaven, acunite in the support of such a laborer. My knowledging his inferiority to Heaven and
a little about the work of the month.
time
is up aid my sheet full, though I have to Heaven alone. There-are seven large
Upon getting home from the School Meeting at Patnd,it took a week té~aftend to still plenty to say. Next time, I'll tell censers ranged along in a row, to the east

many duties at the station. * On the morn- you more.
ing of the 9th, before sunrise, we were off

for ‘the Santal Teachers’ Meeting at Bhimpore.

Our tents had

gone ahead, and so

had Mr, Martin's, so that we might have
shelter and

hungry.

pairs,

The building is a light pink

color,

surrotinded by a wall and moat, though the

wall is low and the moat narrow.

rest upon getting in tired and

ret

A Burial at Sea.
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A death in the steerage——a

The distance is only 21 miles, taken on board sick at Aspinwall.

passenger

All day

of the altar, where "silk, &o., are offered.

A broad paved road leads to the open
about half a mile diréctly south of the
ple of Heaven,
The open altar consists of a triple
lar terrace, two hundred and ten feet

altar
Temcireuwide

at the base, oné hundred and fifty feet in the

with six stout junglemen for bearers. And and far behind, and we retire to our stateas for myself, Ned, our pocket édition of a (Yooms, thinking and solemnly wondering

fectly round.

In fine weather the

ceremo-

ny is performed here, instead of in the Tems

pony, did the job up for me in'good time

about that body, sinking, sinking, sinking
We all slept soundly that night in the depths of the Caribbean; of the sea-

.

NL
15,

But the United

TozA.

has taken up the matter, and will find out

triumph of France.
————

| to investigate his case, having given orders |
in thevmaeantime for his kind treatment.

Earthquakes.

to be a profitable speculation toja few, but
a great and lasting benefit to the many ;
and its achievement being one of the great
victories of ' peace, is the most honorable

States

fraud. He has already arrived at Cadiz,
but the Spanish government, has also begun

ings at half-past nine.

you know, has become its steadiest)
mer. It" wiil be seen that the
tis not

ony for life,—if he should happen to diebefore he is released.

is seen.

gigantic schemes never amountto much,

authorities in Cuba have ban-

through the city gates and reached our lodg-

Anecdote

A |:

dispatch ‘has also been received from the
United States constityt Cienfuegos, Cuba,
stating that the officifl
records show that

N

of Lincoln.

——

;

Tn one of his articles upon Public Men,
In most languages the earth is the emJohn W. Forney has the following in relablem of solidity, A feeling of trust in its Dr. Houard registered himself in that city tion to President Lincoln:
permanence is almost interwoven with hu- as an Ameriean citiZen, and claimed the
While I was Secretary of the™ Senate
man existence, and men spend their lives protection of this government early in the there was hardly an hour during any day
in. toil to acquire possession of a small patch history of the Cuban rebellion. Should that I was not called upon to help someof * this huge, firm*earth,”—a possession this be found to be true, the Doctor will be body who had friends or kindred in the
which Blackstone tells us extends even to. released and Spain asked to apologize for army, or bad business in the Depéirtment,
the center of the globe. When, therefore, her hasty conduct.
or was anxious to-get some poor fellow out
a sudden convulsion shakes the ground be-of the Old Capitol Prison. These “constant
EVIDENCE AGAINST NEW YORK JUDGES.
neath the feet, and an appalling noise,
appeals were incessant demands upon the
The N. Y. Bar Association has published time of a very busy man, but the labor was
louder than any thunder, comes from unknown depths below, a speechless terror a long synopsis, including five columns of a labor of love, and I am glad to remember
falls upon men, which probable destruction the evidence taken in the Barnard and Car- that I never undertook it reluctantly. One
of property and absolute personal danger dozo investigation. Among the points this day a very energetic lady called oh me to
scarcely augment. And hence, although statement makes against Barnard are these : ike her to the President and aid her to get

the mere

dates and

prominent

facts of

earthquakes are transmitted to us from remote centuries, careful observations, such as

are

necessary

for scientific

their causes, and which must

research

into

be accumulat-

ed for many years before definite results’
can be predicated upon them,are exceedingly few.
There will doubtless be those who will
seek a connection between the deplorable
catastrophe at Antioch and the more extended phenomenon in California. Ever
since the hypothesis was started that the
crust of the earth is nowhere more than one

have

been

simultaneous, and

those

were supposed to, have started from its center. Sometimes hours ‘have elapsed between, and calculations have been made” as

to the length of time it should take a wave
in the melted nucleus to travel some 8,000
miles through and strike the crust-on- the:
other side. But while the melted nucleus
hypothesis answers for a few of the facts, it
seems to be contradicted by others, and
there are opjections to it made by physicists
of high standing that arg well nigh insuperable.
>
It is improbable, to

say

the

least,

thay

such an igneous mass would not have cooled in the long geologic eras, notwithstanding the protecting crust. It has been
shown by experiment that such a melted
nucleus would be likely to melt its shell—
especially as, the shell being heavier than
the nucleus, there would be a strong tendency of the surface to tumble in. There
would be tides in the melted matter due to

the moon's attraction which would be visible, but “are not in active volcanoes. The
shape of earthquake waves is not accordant
with the central nucleus theory.
Prof.
Thompson of, England, a man of high
authority in such rescarches, has even dem-

onstrated by mathematical means that absence of change in the figure of the earth
under the moon's attraction indicates a
rigidity throughout the globe incompatible with anything but a solid mass. .
The fact that earthquakes occur most frequently along sea-coasts has given rise to

the theory that they are caused by a sudden

That he made money

illegally out of the" a private soldier pardoned who had been

referee business ; that he was subsidized by
the. Erie ring in the case of the ¢ Union Pacific by presents of money and other things
and positions on the road for his political
friends; that the legal processes were
studied over in the house of Josephine
Mansfield ; that he issued

warrants

in an-

ticipation of offenses, and that he sent letters to certain lawyers threatening to with-

hold judicial favors if they did not do his
bidding.
similar,

The evidence against
so far

as

the

Cardozo is

referee

business,

threatening lawyers and the issue of warrants in anticipation of offenses are concerned. This seems to make a plain enough
case. It now remains to be seen what the
New Yorkers *“ are going to do about it.”
INDIAN

AFFAIRS.

The House committee on Indian affairs has
determined as a finality, that all the exist
ing treaties with the Indians shall be faithfully observed, and that no exception whatever shall be made in favor of railroad companies or other outside interests. They
have,

however, .decided

to

inaugurate. a

are

difficulties.

about

it,

aside

from
its requiring the melted : nucleus for a basis.
Humbolt demonstrated
that
many mountain
chains;—among

them

the Andes,—were

solid before

they

were upraised; and that consequently in
upheaval their strata would leave arched
spaces

and

caverns,

which,

being

subse-

quently enlarged by springs filtering through
them and undermining the supports of the
strata, would afford space for a fall

gress, The first bill in which the new policy is involved is that which will soon be
reported,

permitting

the sale of the sonth-

ern portion of the late reservation in Colorado, a tract of 14,000,000 acres, held by
less than four thousand, Indians.
The

change in the method of dealing -with the
Indians is thoroughly approved by the Secretary ofthe Interior, the Commissioner of
Indian affairs and the Chairmen of both
House and

Senate

committees,

and

is ex-

pected to produce the most desirable results.
POLITICAL.

The Massachusetts Republican State Convention was held at Worcester last Wednes-

day. Messrs. A. H. Rice, George B. Loring, William Claflin, P. Emory Aldrich,

ous.

But, on the other hand,

the

Romans

used to sélect the neighborhood of springs
egrthquakes.
theory which

There is also an electrical
explains earthquakes by de-

claring that it is not the earth that quakes, but
| the people and structures upon it, and that
‘these are buffeted about by electric currents,
Strange to say, there are Californians who
experienced the shocks of 1868, and are in-

clined to adopt this belief.

It is fortunate

r

and he came out

of my office, until, perhaps, near ten o’cloc

that night, when my female friend came
rushing into my room, radiant with delight,
with the pardon in her hand. “I have
been up there ever since,” she said.
The
Cabinet adjourned, and I sat waiting for
tthe President to come out and tell me the
fate of my poor soltfier, whose case I placed
in his hands after you left; but I waited in
vain,

—there was. no more Mr.

Lincoln.

So

as there was no answer, I opened it and
there

was

the worn Presi-

dent asleep, with his head on the table rest-

ihg on his arms, and my boy's pardon signed at his side. I quietly waked him, blessed him for his good deed, and came here to
tgll you the glorigus news. You have helped me to save a human life.”
|e

Oriental

Life.

Thomas Wentworth Higginson says he
went lately to hear what seemed the Arabian Nights in a lecture. The part of the
princess Scheherezade was performed by
Mrs. -Deonowess.
He dwells upon the
fascinating glimpses of Siamese, predicts
success. for the lecturer, and gives this as
an illustration of the whole ariental flavor
of her talk :

Oliver Ames and Sylvander Johnson were .. “The central part of the capital city of
elected delegates at large to the national Bangkok, in Siam, is devoted exclusively
convention. The resolutions adopted ex- to the residence of some 9;000 women,
press clearly the position of the republicans among whom no man but the King may en=~
of the State in favor of the renomination of ter. The inhabitants of this inner city are
President Grant and the nomination of the thousand women of the royal harem,
Senator Wilson for. the Vice-Presidency.— dnd some 8,000 more, who are soldiers, arThe Pennsylvania Republican Convention tificers, and slaves. This little world is
also met on Wednesday.
General J. F.
ruled by womenas magistrates, who - adHartranft was nominatéd for governor.
minister the laws of the Kingdom. There
The delegates to the national convention
is no appeal from their decisions. Prisonwere directed to vote for the rénomination
ers are arrested by sheriffs of their own
General

upon

Grant

for

President,

and

to

the people to put a stop to the en-

croachment upon cil“ functions by the

sex.

If it is necessary to chain

Convention.—There; was

also

Colored Convention in New Orleans, which
well atténded, and the proceedings
were dignified and orderly.
THE

SUEZ

CANAL.

The Suez Canal is replying to its detractors, by the most powerful of all arguments,

hard money.

The report of M. de Lesseps,

force of 500

Amazons,

cy to- the usé of sword and spear.

Mean-

while the, slave women carry on a variety

banished from the city
years old ;- only the girls
Oriental distinctions of
lously observed within

Loa 5
hl
hi
|
H
1

i

}

except that the magistrates are chosen for
personal character and wisdom. Mrs. Leonowens speaks with grefit reverence of the

woman who was Chief Justice when she
lived in Bangkok, and tells some remarka-

Holy Living.

superior to herself in social rank.”

ally expended for. the. purpose of keeping

re

—

.

A’holy life is made up bf a number of

the canal in order, exclusive of incidental
expenses, the (result is very promising’

small things,

The

speeches

registered tonnage of the ship, being manifestly unjust, as the vessels of certain coun-

i

of women at six
remain. All the
rank are scruputhis strange realm,

surance that not only is the camal self-supporting, but that in a few years
they may
expect to receive a dividend of 5 per cent.
When we consider that:$800,000 are annu-

on the

+

of manufactures, or go outside the walls to

ble anecdotes of the courage with which
she enforced justice against offenders far

tariff,

ig: iq

trained from infan«

read at the meeting of the stockholders at
Paris, March 12, contains the gratifying as-

manner of levying
the

“
Ad

them,.it is

the ex-

a National

-

done by blacksmiths of their own sex. If
a disturbance arises, it is suppressed by a

till the fields. The women of higher birth
ecutive, and demanding a thorough civil are * sealed,’ to the king ; the: Slive wemen
service reform. One hundred and séven may marry, but their husbands dwell outdelegates were elected to the Cincinnati side the walls. The children, if boys, are
military and the abuse of power by

of the}: was

masses above them. This might account
for most earthquakes near mountains. It is
observable that in most countries where
earthquakes are frequent, caves are numer-

Lincoln,

passed in, and

“ act together- for the best interest of the
republican party” on the question of the
Vice-Presidency.—The same day the liberal Republicans of Kansas niet in convention
in Topeka, and adopted resolutions calling

there

in to Mr.

evidently in .profound thought, and full of
some great subject. I stated the object of
|=
our call, and, leaving the lady in one of the
ante-chambers, returned to, the Senate,
which had not yet adjourned. The case
made a deep impression on me, but I forgot
it in the excitement of the debate and work

under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior and submitte! to the actionof Con-

of

but

name

I thought I would go up to the door of his
Cabinet chamber and knock.. 1 did so, and,

shifting of an equilibrium which has been
carried into the sea by rivers.
This was
originally advanced by Sir John Herschel

sentenced to death for desertion and was to
be shot the very next morning. We were
much pressed in the Senate, and she had to
wait a long time before I could accompany
herto the
Whjge House. It was late in the
afternoon whdy
we got there, and yet the
Cabinet was still in session.
I sent my

new method of dealing with the tribes in
the future, and to substitute for the treaty
relations a system of contract, negotiated.

destroyed by the immense amount of soil

ple. There are the same number of censers, for this country that great earthquakes here
and spirits.
and the altar or furnaceé:for-the
burnt offers are fewer than the theories that propose to
and were ready for hard work on Wednes- monsters that curiously approach and ex-! ing, on the south side. Broad flights of explain them.—N. ¥. Tribune.
day morning, the 10th, when the meeting amine it; of the gradual decay of the steps, with marble balustrade lead from this
opened. It lasted six full days, including corpse's canvas envelope; and far into the platform to the north, south, east and west.
the Sabbath, and on Tuesday morning, the night, as the Ocean Queén shoots ahead, Paved roads lead off in each of these direc- “There is plenty to do in this world for
16th, . the teachers started out for their our thoughts wander back in the blackness tions, through elaborately ornamented gate- every pair of hands placed upon it, and we
~—schools. I have spoken pretty fully of this to the buried yet unburied dead.—Lippin- ways. This altar is surrouirded by a high must so work that the world will be richer
. meeting twice before, 50 now need say but cotl's Magazine.
:
red wall, covered with blue tiles; about. because of our having lived in it. .
:
a
LJ

Spanish

whether the Doctor be really a citizen or a

but with biillocks to depend on, it is slow long an inanimate shape, wrapped in an middle, and ninety féet at the top. The ter- and caves for their larger edifices, because
work going so far, It was past sundown American flag, lies near the gangway. At races are each about six feet high and sur- ground thus perforated was found freer from

when my sister and the children came up four P, Mm. an assemblage from cabin ‘and rounded by a white marble balustrade highto camp in the old Karanchi garry, the steerage gather with uncovered heads. ly ornamented with carving. The platform
same one that has served the mission for The surgeon reads the service for the ‘dead ; is paved with marble stones, forming nine
more than twenty years, My wife and lit- a plank is lifted up ;, with a last shrill whir, concentric circles. <The inner circle consists
, tle No. 8 came througha little sooner in that which was once a man is shot into the of nine stones, cut so as to fit with close
her duli (a Santal cot swungto a bamboo), blue waters; in an instant itis out of sight edges round the center stone, which is per-

the

ished one Dr. Houard, who elaims ‘to be
an. American citizen, to a remote penal col-

passed

We had a good jolting as we

globe

ed another and the last wall and gate.

--

-

On our way back we passed the Joting
hall. It is located between the grove an:
entrance, and just now is undergoing re-

was ready to publicly put on Christ, still
hundred miles thick, that within the crust
there were two persons baptized. Directly now found ourselves inside of a wall about
there is a mass of melted matter to which
fifteen
or
twenty
feet
high,
upon
a
paved
| after the morning service we went
to the
volcanoes act as safety valves, and that
tank, and Supai, a young Santal living two road, leading through an open field or paswhen
the valves are obstructed a sudden
Upon the right was-a large herd of
miles away, followed our Lord's command. - ture.
development of volcanic gases, pushing
bullocks
feeding,
from
which
are
selected
His wife is favorably disposed, will not peragainst the crust, starts a series of waves
secute him, and may soon become a Chris- the annual sacrifice. After a half mile we
from some central pointof agitation and
passed
another
gate,
in
a
similar
wall,
and
tian herself. We had returned to camp
when severil of the brethren came in, say- the road now wound around through a deep thus constitutes an earthquake, there have
ing that Lachu, nephew to Panchu aud Ra- cypress grove, for about a quarter of a mile, been plenty of earthquake coincidences.
ju, was begging with tears to be baptized. when, ascending a little elevation, we pass- Sometimes the shocks on both sides of the

To Plowman at his cottage door,

It crowned the Saint upon

from

flung away their pipes, too, make temperance speeches well worth hearing. But I
will let this point lay over till another day.
The Sabbath was a cheering day. The
teachers listened with eager interest to the

of returning

———

writing

dome-shaped,

fusal to admit the great American statesman, it was supposed na foreigner could
gain admittance for love or ‘money. ‘What
‘was our joy, to learn that a friend possessed

the

word of life,

APRIL

and

others, who havé given up strong drink and

B The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

‘excellence in arithmetic,
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ination of the teachers was far more satisfactory than ever before, and several prizes

through. the canal,its usefulness is

perfectly. demonstrated, and a corresponding increase in the Eastern commerceof
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All
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Little

words,

sermons;

little

not eloquent
deeds,

not

miracles, not battles, nor one great heroic
act or mighty martyrdom make up the true
tries were taxed more than those of others, Christian life, The little constant sunbeam,
their carrying capacity being often the not the lightning; the waters of Siloam
same, did much to keep
the receipts of the “ that go softly” in the meek mission of recompany down; but the directors- have cut freshment,, not “‘ the waters of the river,
the knot by deciding upon the use of the great and many, rushing down in torrent,
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It was in vain that we delivered an

ingout phace and joy, which he sought to

with Holiness and Faith, she thanks’ God
that her foes are vanquished.—That terricarnest lecture on Physiology, while he
was shutting the windows. They came It is safe, always, to counsel with age. And, ble denuneiation: of our Saviour,* Woe unto
down much more quickly than they went counsel, although said to he cheap,is in- you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for
ap. So yon will not be surprised at the valuaple. - Age has experience, and experi- ye arelike unto whited sepulchers, . which
Can Nothing be Done about It? advice,—Don't go to the sexton at first.
ence'is a very competent if not a popular indeed appear beautiful outward, but are
Get the co-operation of your pastor if ‘School-master.” There is no science so within full of all uncleanness,” covers a
‘Dr. Lewis said in a public lecture, two you.can, Tell him you Honestly believe difficult to master as the science of life. broad ground.
That soul, which dallies
years ago, that there was not a church in
the foulness of the air to be a prominent And it requires years to accomplish this. with imaginary temptation, prepares itself
Boston, which a person could attend, with
cause of sleepiness, especially where there Tre expasition of this science must, be giv- to fall'at the first assault of real omes. It
due regard for his health. If this is. true
is an afternoon - service. Tell him that it en by those who have studied it. Others may indeed dwell within a beautiful body,
>

am certain that the first part of the above
proverb is true and will never grow old.

diffuse by making the law of love

versal bond and rule.”

.

of new

vhurches,

into ‘which

the modern

improvements for ventilation are

ed, what

introduc-

churches which make no pretensions in that

direction ?
:
ae
|
Lecturers on Physiology have done their
bestto impress upon large audiences the importance ofghreathing. pure air; acd every
‘person wholhas ever given any attention to

the manney

igdwhich the blood is prepared

to do its {great work of replenishing the
body, knows that in order to do this work
well, it must come in contact in the
‘with pure air; and that this work can
be accomplished by air, nearly all of
oxygen has been used in other lungs,
~have

réturned, in

its.

stead,

lungs
never
whose
which

impure

make

:
have

sometimes

thought,

implicitly

of

subject

of

conver-

.

!

Reform a valuable helper, ds soon as he sees

the importance of the matter,

If Deacon

ye shall | Move-Slow says that he don’t believe much

obeyed,

yet learned to stop;

command

eration

|
in these new-fangled notions, —that neither
not | his father, nor mother ever opened-a winhave been more indifference on the subject,
dow to ventilate a room and they raised
among the majority of people, than there |
a darge family of healthy children, ask him
now is.
if lis father’s house did n’t have a large,
There are homes, in which the family open fireplace in nearly every room in the
sitting-room get< no ventilation from Sun- house. When you visit Brother Love-Monday morning until Saturday night, except ey, he will tell you at once that the society
such as is forced upon it;—for, notwjth- is in debt, and that they eap’t afford to pay
standing the indifference shown it, this for the extra fuel that if would require to
pure,sweet air is one of the most persistent heft the house, if the windows were openand faithful of friends. It creeps in at ed bétween services in the audience room,
cracks which the ingenuity of man has not and after -Sunday-school in the vestry; and

been

letter

way.

if Jesus |

had said, ** Take no thought what
breathe,” and the

the

Then make some visits, with this object
ingiffer- | prominent. You will find Deacon Love-

subject, treat it with the utmost
We

madtter

there

had

and, if an outside

inside ;—but

the

ventilation

furnished

used.
In answer to his first objection, tell him
that when the air has plenty of oxygen in

Le

this way is entirely inadequate to the
wants of humanity. We were in a schoolhouse a short time ago, where the air was
So impure, that we hardly dared take a full
breath while we were there; and we were
informed that the teacher seldom opens the

OF PEE

has
ers
ple
to

to ventilate the house every time it was.

in

it, every man’s internal

furnace

Not that you are so rich, but that you

and

a

inclemency

of

the

weather.

When.

we

by

right of possession, we wera. not privileg-

ed to ventilate the house;
of the

worshipers,

from

decayed

number .of pews held little boxes of sand,
of a certain
are the fla-

voring qualities of this weed,
whole air was scented.

©

that the

|

The plan was quickly laid ; and

56i

dows on opposite sides,of the house

-

were

no sooner thrown open, than God's pure,
sweet

air went

rushing through;

on

its

or system because it is new.

many who dare not lift their eyes,

'Thatis an un-

words.

Are

the. solemn,

boundless

Eternity, awful word !|
leave

this

life

behind

|

beercure refuge,and

so weak a little

thing, it stuck so fast, that

as children, clinging

.

ALEX.

hand,

A pastroate terminates.

the life

content.”

of sweet

flowers,

At

She

titled to it,

evening,

_-_ Annihilation,

Jesus !—English

body

faithful

minister

pastor

| office, pain?

Why do that which

tract and

The cli- |

in

hell,

and

the

not

annihilate; but in order

to

waiting for years to have somebody to
speak to them of their souls.
The soul-winner is nota quack; he has
not got seme nostrum. He makes a careful

diagnosis.

|

Men

will—and not a Christian, was yet-at times
very - thoughtful
and earnest.
She hall a

faithful Sabbath-school teacher, who often
impressed upon the minds of her
pupils
their individual responsibility to By and
urged them always to show themselves valiant for the right-and against the wrong.
This daughter strongly objected to going

froggy home,

“J

y 1

to-day, and if any

determine the meaning of a passage of one comes into the bar-room, you "must
Scripture with accu racy and certainty, we wait on them.” Her objection was of no
must refer to the original
. inspired word. avail, and for the time acquiesced in the perThe Greek word translatedto destroy in emptory command of her father. Before
the above text is. apollesai, which Donnegan

noon

three

young

men

generally known.

men

came

attempt

to win souls try

Then he

is a long way oftentimes from winning the

soul to (God.

1 know

there is some key to

heart, - and I must search until 1 find

friends,

look at that letter; I have

blistered it With my tears for years; it has
been the only avenue to my heart, and ac-

Influence.

said to her one morning:

who

old letter, blistered over with tears; he said,

rented and kept a hotel.” The older daughter,though full of life and glee—fun, if you

going

peg

it out. I found the key to a man's heart
once in‘gfmother’s prayer, back, years ago.
When I came to examine him, taking an

A “little more
than
two - years
ago
a man having two daughters, one about
seventeen and the other fifteen years of age,

am

to

they?

“Dear

father

going

he puts his three years at driving
But anybody can win souls. Can

every

. Lepavtment,

Teacher's

If a manis

shoes,
regs.

to find out where the difficulty is.

as

writer can not understand how any unbiased
mind can fail to see that destroy here means into the hotel, but her influence with her
¢ a destruction of being.” I answer: the parents was not sufficient to prevent it. ,
primary and usual meaping of destroy, in
-About a month
after going thither, her
English, is

Wells gave several very interesting ineidends in his own experience of picking up
these neighbors(eyerywhere, who had been

dis-

F.

|

set apart to Jesus

will he find them? If you want afield of
labor, touch your neighbor next door. The
world is steeped in sin everywhere. Mr.

in

will

and

Christ, and ‘wiiling to be singularto save
souls.
The work of winning souls. Where

this

cause *his successor

cause of Christ in the place? *I speak
unto wise men: judge ye what I say.”

A

the

Paper.

A man consecrated

Dijure the interests of the precious

(

to

KJ

of

foster

Why

max of the argument in favor of the doctrine of the annthilation of the wicked is,
that, in the Bible they are repeatedly threatened with destruction. One of the strongest proof texts is found in Matt. 10: 28, in
which it is asserted that God is able to deboth soul and

is a

uneasiness?

I lately received by mail, from some unknown friend, a package of tracts written
ta. prove that wicked.men will be annihilated, if they do not ‘repent, and that Satan

stroy

if he

:

will be blotted out of existence.

clinging

Tue WORK OF THE SOUL-WINNER. The
soul-winner must be a man of agonizing
prayer, full of the Bible. A consistent man.

He (the new one) feels

Christ.
Why should a former

dB.

.

not

for a change, rightor wrong, generally there

and the new pastor.

*“ be

because it was

into sin, cling fast to the rock—cling to

And it might last longer if the people
thought =o. But when there is a demand

which she

to

’

Dear little friend, whenever satan tempt$
you to get away from Jesus, and wander

It may be best.

He has decreed her. - None but her Heavenly Father can know of the conflicts through
comes

Just

Rock of

roc.

is no alternative in the matter. The pastor
settles in another place. Some of his former
charge still hold on to him, yielding a feeble
or reluctant support to their own meeting

up patiently

the

But presently I thought I saw it move a
little. Oh, how eagerly I watched then!
Another minute, and—yes, there it was,
actually moving-off the rock.
:
“Ahn thought I, “I'll have you now."
And with one sudden grasp I had it in my

eee

takes

to Jesus,

tle limpet.

Oh, the millions of wealth

A Ministerial Impropriety.

us|

she gazes through the *¢ golden vistas” of
sunset into the deep heavens beyond, and
thinks when” the ‘angels call for her they
will come through those shining gates. So
her life flows peacefully on to its close; and
when it is returned to the hands of Him
who gave it, her memory lives upon earth,
and her happy soul dwells in the pavilions
of the Most High.

to the bar,

cidentally I let it out ‘one day, and the Holy
(host trapped me.”
Find out how ‘the
Holy Spirit is dealing,
‘and seek to be a co-

worker with the Spirit of God.
“There «is an idol in almost every heart,

that

has.

got to come

Go

a

cold evening,

bitter

dowm

down

Christ.

before

Jesus

with me to the river on
to a young

woman

with whom I had been laboring for years,
and could not find out what it was keeping
her from Christ. She was sitting by a coal
fire, at eight o'clodk on that dark winter's
night.

‘Strange you should come to-night,

“You

can

while I have been thinking so much of you"
I saw the heart was tender. Oh! if I could
only find out what keeps her away.
** Mr.
Wells, ean a person be a Christian and
dance?” 1 said, ‘‘ Yes, but you can’t. I
don’t care what it is, a bargain with Christ
won't do.” “Well,” says she, “I would
like to be a Christian if I could dance.”
net;

you

can

not make a bar-

gain“with Jesus Christ. I see the
now,

you

want

to

go

difficulty

on ina course

in-

consistent with this Christian life.” “I bes| and asked for whiskey. J—-— put the botand Liddell and Scott define: to destroy, to tle on the counter, and shoved the thirty lieve that is it. If he would only help me!”
“He will,” *“ How do you know?” © Try.’
lay waste, to ruin, and in the Middle Voice, cents into the drawer...
While they were We knelt together. beside a chair and prayto be wretched or miserable; and in no. in- drinking, the thought flashed across her
ed. * Now ‘you ask.” “I can not ask, I
stance is it defined to #nnihilate by these mind, *“ What if these young men become don’t know how to pray.” * Try, try, just
learned lexicographers. In the Greek lan; drunkards, and I hand them the whiskey to ask, if it is only for help.” She prayed in
make them so?” Immediately her resolu-.
guage, aposbennwimi signifies to annikiftate, tion was taken. ‘‘ Never again will I be three. or four burning words, when she rose
but nowhere, to my knowledge. is that verb the instrument of encouraging any one to and said, “I would not dance for anything.”
The idol may be riches, love of fame,
bar, and, though some worldly pleasure. Put your finger
or its derivitives used in reference to the drink.” * She locked the
there were other calls, there was no more
punishment of the wicked.
upon it, and, when you find it, help the
Another proof text quoted is 1st.Cor. 1: drinking at tli@it Bar that day. Her mether person to find it. Then it becomes a conyrged-hier to go and wait upon the custom- Aroversy—Christ or the idol.—Ralphk Wells.
18. “The preaching of the cross is to them ers; but she only opened the door, and
that perish, foolishness ; but unto us which said, ¢“ No drinks to-day.”
7
| are saved it is the power of God.” This is » Her father, of course, was angry, but she * THE PRAYERS: OF SAINTS. ‘ Mamma,
quoted by the author to prove the doctrine was firm, and said to him: ** My motto in God is always at home, isn’t he?” said a
reference to this business henceforth shall
of annihilation. In this text, if perish is bey ¢ Touch not, taste not, handle not.’ ” little girl,as she looked up from her sewing
:
made to signify annihilate, we are taught
Soon she sought her Sunday-school teach- | one morning.
What do you mean, Lily?’ said her
by Paul that those scoffing Corinthians who er, and, recounting what had happened,
teacher an- mother.
rejected the Gospel were already annihilat- said: ** Did I do right?” Her
“ Why, Gad is always: at home, I mean;
swered:
‘
Honor
thy
father
and
thy
mothed, for the Greek word translated ¢ them
so that if we want anything; he is always
er;
but
we
ought
to
obey
God
rather
than
that perish,” is a present participle in the man, even though that man be a father.”
there to hear us when we ask him.
[Isnt
he?”
she
asked
again,
as
if
fearful
a
presame construction-as*‘ us which are saved.”
Her decided opposition to and disapprovThe idea is that the gospel is. foolishness to al of the bar and its business soon became cious thought was in peril.
whose

hearts

are

corrupt,

who

are

morally ruined. The word translated perish is only another form of the verb translated destroy in the text first quoted.

The text quoted to'prove that Satan will
be

annihilated is Heh,

2:

14:

devil.”

irl that won't even handle liquor!”

“ That

{whith she promptly

‘answered:

“‘ No;

in sweet communion

‘When Sydney E. Morse was a boy in col-

and deliberately

dashed it and its

tents on the floor, saying:
with

your

twenty-five

con-

‘‘ Now, sir, out

cents,

and

pay for

that tumbler” whieh without another word
he did, and left the house.
iy
Within three months after this occurrence
she became a decided Christian, and has
maintained a consistent, walk to this tinie.
«

Sabbath-school teacher, be faithful.

You

know not what trials and temptations are
before your pupils, and you may be the instrument of strengthéning, comforting, and

-

away that he can not hear the faintest wish

for him that you may think in your heart ;

never so busy but that he can answer your
prayer, and give you all the help you need.”

“But

angels are not always at home,

‘The Bible calls them * ministering spirits,” and. we can not know how much they
do for those who love Godg hut they are
¢ sent forth’ on many kind errands, I do not

doubt.”
+

*
Well, mamma,

:

4

then it wouldn't be

any

god tp pray to angels, would it?”
Can any of my little readers answer Lily's
question P— Child at Home.
7
MEMORIZE.
One thing that is common
to question books and scholars’ lesson papers is the text of the Bible lesson, and that

after all is the most important thing in

either of them,

To

urge scholars to mem-

orize that text is within the capacity

ie om

lege,not much over twelve years old, he became possessed of these words: “God lives,
God reigns, God loves, God will ever live,

. CLINGING TO JESUS.
One bright sumnier day, Iwas standing on the seashore,

God will ever reign, God will ever love,Glo-

before me was the beautiful blue

Behind me were the great. white eliffs, and
sea,

with

ry, Hallelujah ! ” ¢ In those words,” adds the the big waves ‘dashing their. snow-white
foam almost to where I stood. All around
New Yoik' @bserver,’* are all. the springs me were
pretty shells

overt

teacher,

and

to do this is a work

of

as

od as it is simple. Momorizing Scripture

snot the end of 'Sunday-school teaching,
but it is the beginning.’
adding thought

about the lesson to: the earlier’
merely

reciting’ its text

buld be a pity

'

]

bees

to lose all there was of value

.

practice of *

im the oldand pebbles, and time habit of storing the mind with pasof his life-~absolute submission to God's large round pieces of chalk, ‘covered with sages of Holy Writ, Let the scholar comwill, with a sense of his infinite love, work- green moss and loveliest seaweed.
And mit to memory some of the lesson,
>

*

my

lips, said, *‘ Drink it, drink it!” Resisting
for a moment, she with disievelled hair
and flushed countenance then took the glass,

saving them.—S. S, Workman.

some-

To

‘“ Yes,
Lily, if you mean that, he is ¢ always at home’; that is, he is never so far

‘mamma !”
;
“
r
not.’
|
“What
makes
you
think
go,
Lily?”
He said, ‘We'll see,” and laughingly
‘ Because, you know, somebody is although forcibly led her to the bar, poured
out a glass of wine, and, holding it tq her, ways dying, and the angels have to be
there.”
motto is, ‘touch not, taste not, handle

The Greek word translated destroy

Happiness of the Believer. |

there not

Oue affernoon, as a re-

spectable man (save his occasional drinking) was leaying
the house, he saw mother
and daugater in the hall, and, addressing
the mother, playfully sajd: ¢¢ This is the

through death he [Christ] might destroy
‘him that had the power of death, that is, the

Ae sexton lived near the church, and he

i mystery to us how he ever did get there so ! drink, that retards progress and science.

would have one of these

it seemed as strong as the rock itself.

that are yearly wasted on perverted appetite
and pride—even in the churclj,—and by

What soul his ever found God but, by grop-. “leave unemployedor idle, to make useless,
ing
in thick darkness?
But when the void, abolish, to set free. ‘Whether this text
»
trembling, outstretched hands take hold on teaches thut Christ will annihilate Satan, I
|
great leave the *‘ unbiased ” reader to judge.
1 do not know who first started the prov-: Faith, then the soul is drawn into the
It
erb, “Old men for counsel and young men and glorious liberty of the sons of God. is surprising that Advent brethren do not
for war,” but T am quite certain’it is a wise When the true woman has learned to *¢ lean use more candor and eritical scholarship in
one. I haveno especial veneration for old on Heaven her hand ” she can stand fa ce to discussing questions that so much concern
|proverbs, as such, Bat 1 have an undying face with temptation, and say calmly and the welfare of the race.
S.0.K.
regard for the truth, whether it be dressed steadily, ‘Get thee behind me, Satan.”
blush to speak .in.

such calls.

calls,

freshness

of a great

Then she entertains no thought she would

‘Frequent

lives her plain work-a-day life patiently and it keenly, especially when he finds that his
humbly, doing whatever her hand findeth predecessor favors their disaffection, correto do with her might. Her soul is so pure sponding with then, visiting back and forth,
and good that she walks with the beautiful and he, perhaps, receiving their presents,
every day. In the morning, she smiles to Oh, it is painful. A pastor needs the united
‘of all. Ile is enthe new-born day, crowned with the dewy confidence and support

fortunate, if not a dangerous state of mind times, lest some keen observer should read
heaven-given mission of purifying; but,
which is always uneasy for something ‘their thoughts? I do not say that sinful
new. This state of mind must not be con-. thoughts never come to a good, true womThe best laid schemes of mice and men
founded with ‘that very commendable thirst an. This is one of the hardest battles she
agley.
oft
Gang
"7
for knowledge, which ‘is always the precur- ‘has fo fight, to keep her soul pure from. evil
sor of real progress. It is the unsatisfied thoughts. They come, but she will not enand
unsatisfying condition,—~always in tertain them. The place of her defense is
|
he
for
opening,
of
must have seen the act
‘search
for the fountain but never able to the * munition of rocks.” ‘She fliesto this,
a
always
was
It
quickly!
so
oh,
came,
+»

about

sorrow or a great joy. But I believe that is katargese. The only definitigns of this
sorrow only leads to the path of peace. | word given by Liddell and Scott are, to

am I disposed to fall in love with any theory

God spproves.

those, too, who complain of too frequent

for her helper,

‘‘career,”

in the verbiage of new or old style. Neither

determined thatT

persons who are inclined the most: piteous- Ages, have almighty sfrength, and can
never be moved.
ron?
:
ly to complain of the frequency? Surely if
“Well, my little friend,” thought I, “I'll
any are to.complain, they should be the see whether I can not have you yet; as
So,
last.
Would it not be wise for us all to one way won't do, I'll try another,”
consider the question, Have I responded to having plenty of time to spare, I sat down
such calls as frequently as I ought?
And, very quietly upon another rock close by,
oe watched, scarcely moving my eyes off
especially if convicted that we have not, be the limpet: for one moment. For a long
so consistent as to cease personal complaint,
time I watched in vain ; there stuck the lit-

BY J.W. BARKER.

teeth and the usual causes of foul air, but a
for the reception of the juice
nauseous weed ; and so great

.

Young Men.—No. 1.

for, not only

was the air loaded with impurities from the

‘lungs

Saviour through the influence

STANLEY.
t

Having a Yalking.stick in my hand, I

Calls,”=and many hear then, but never, or
seldom, answer.
And are not these the

There is yet another lesson, a hard one,
for the Ideal Woman to learn,in whatsoever
station of life she is placed, therewith to be
content. With tears and prayers, she gives
up her pride and ambition, and with Him

but they have not: the experience and the
ripeness of wisdom.
But where is the line of distinction?
Who are old and who are young?
When
do we cease to be youug? If I understand
anything of the philosophy of living, if I

manufact-

sanctification

'

little life, stretches
Shall we dare to
wasted ?

never been excelled by any of the writof modern times. If these ancient peoknew less of God, they seemed likewise
know less of vice. Young men may

have a dash, a brilliancy

righteousness,

At the sea-

side I have often seen little boys and
girls
trying to get them off; but they stick so
fast that they can not move them,

give to frivolous amusements.
Life “is for
earnest action, not! for careless dreams.
She is here to dare and do.
Beyond this
ocean of Eternity.

ures heat ‘to help keep him warm;
but
when the air is impure, it is like closing the
damper of a stove; the fire burns slowly,
so that when the air is impure, enough
"windows at recess.’
more outside heat must be furnished to can measure plirpose or design with any inWe went to hear a lecture before an Ed- | supply the loss of internal heat. But, supitors’ and Publishers’ Association, not long posing it does cost more,—and this will telligence, there is, I am sure, very little
ago, in a room where they had been in ses- answer his other objection too, tell him that time in the entire space of human life for
sion during the day; and such was the im- when God has provided salvation free, idleness. A man who lives according to
“purity of the air, th we could only think ¢¢ without money and without price,” and any settled purpose, whose duties are reguof the “* Black Hole of Calcutta.” A lect- made pure air in such quantities that it can lated by the dictates of enlightened con‘“‘outlive his usefulure on ventilation would have seemed | never be exhausted, with the power in itself science, can never
ness.” And he is never so competent to do
much more appropriate just then; than one ! to rush in wherever it is permitted to go, it
good in the world, as when, in the ripeness
descanting on the glories of the Press.
seems 4 little niggardly for his people to be
of well-spent years, he sits at the helm, diBut, when we go into the house of God,
unwilling to warm enough of it for people
recting the course of younger sailors upon
to learn of the purity of holiness, and are to breathe, while listening to this precious
life’s mysterious voyage. There is a time
conscious that, mixed with every breath gospel.
Propose to him to sell the organ, ‘when the sound of the grinding is low,
we draw, is a portion of the impurity that the carpets or the cushions,in fact to disand the pitcher is. broken at the fountain,”
we and other people exhaled when we pense with almost anything, except the
but the life and-vigor of a human spirit
were there last, it gives a shock to one's’ house itself and the minister’ for the loss
need never grow old. How frequentiy I
sense of the propriety of things such as is of these things would injure no one’s health.
have seen the human
spirit flash and
felt nowhere else. .Some persons, when Then use the money to pay the extra exsparkle, wlten the earthly tenement seemed
spoken to on the subject, say, * Oh, impure pense of pure air, in® which the pure doetrembling upon the very confines of decay.
air never troubles us’;” and yet these per- trines of the Bible can be preached.
As new and delicate flowers are ‘woven inTell Mr. Timid that physicians ascribe
sons have frequent headaches, for which
to the coronet of October, amid the crisped
they can assign no reason; and we have | the cases of diphtheria and erysipelas on
and faded foliage, so the human spirit,
een them in meeting, with flushed faces, | the cars, during the blockade on the U. P.
tended and fostered by the gentler influfanning themselves with a hymn-book and | R. R., to impure air; as the lack of fuel ences and the nobler impulses of life, blosheard them complaining afterwards of the and the terrible cold required the cars to be
soms brighter and brighter as earth fades
heat, when in our estimation, it was not closely shut.
As he is very much frightenand grows dim.: The human spirit, true to
heat that produced the discomfort, so much ed at the thought of being sick, this argu- the principles of truth, will ever be young
as a lack of oxygen in the air. = Every ment will be powerful with him,
and immortal as truth itself.
observing téacher has noticed that when |
After you have done what you can in this
the children’s faces flush and an uneasiness way, propose that there be some readings
The Ideal Woman.
pervades the school, nothing proves so ef- | on the subject at the church circle, from
BY ANNIE E, POTTER.
fectual a sedative to this restlessness as | the Swritings of Dio Lewis and other physi- |
A
?
fresh ajr. *
~
ologists, who writé
\n a pithy manner.
Those writers who have been most ferAmong the indifferent ones, however, Then perhaps there will'be interest engugh vently loved and most intensely hated, who’
there are some persons whe are keenly to have the matter seriously considered by have influenced. most and longest, have not
alive to the need of reform. A lady said the church, and if a vote can be passed re- been the men or women who have smoot hnot very long ago, ‘“I don’t know that I quiring that the house be thoroughly ven- ed over the vices of society, aud been
shall be able to attend the Sunday evening tilated after every’ service held in it, you ‘ hand in glove” with’ fashionable sins.
prayer-meetings much more, for I suffer will have secured one noble result. If, in In every instance they have Deen those who,
“ so much from a smarting in my throat and addition, a¢ committee can be appointed-to | making a bold stand in the cause of right,
lungs in consequence.” “Thad occasion,” ascertain whether
the quantity of pure air have unrelentingly torn the mask from the
she continued, *‘ to return to the #estry which the house contains is enough to fur- face of public wickedness, called popular
after ‘Sunday-schoo!, and was surprised to ‘nish the usual number of worshipers with sins by their true names, and, on the prossee how impure the air seemed, WhenT- the health-giving element during each serv- trate ruins of evil, built a fair temple, dedi~
went to Meeting in the evening, there was ice, you. will have secured another good cated to God and truth, on. whose. white
exactly the same smell and oppressiveness ; thing, for very few persons, after becoming walls their names are written for all
and I do think it is wicked for Christian awake to the importance Of the subject, time.
:
:
. people to be so negligent of the common would wish to sit during service, conscious
So the Ideal. Woman
is not an andemands of health.”
that «during the last portion they were gel nor a saint; she has fought .the battle of
We propose, as an answer to the ques- breathing what some other person’s lungs life and is trinmphant. She is not all softtion, “Can nothing be done about it ?” that, had thrown out as unfit for his use; and ness and pliability. We are told these are
‘in each society one person, whewfeels thus the result would be that the windows would the chief charms of woman, but they are, fo
in-earnest in the matter, shall®consider it be lowered a little in ordinary “weather,
me, only other names for weakness of chara special part of his Christian work to labor and enough fuel would be used for the oc- acter and contemptible subserviency to
for a reform until it is accomplished
; and easion, Then you may go to 2
sexton, each passing influence. The Ideal Woman
then go to work in earnest. But don’t go and even if hé is not convinced/
of the im- is not set so high above our heads that it is
to the sexton. at first.
We have never been portance of what he is required to do, he
impossibleto reach her. She does not live
. acquainted with one yet, who occupied an | will heed the voice of the chur
inthe hazy romance of dreamland, is not
advanced position on this subject; besides,
Don’t delay the matter on. the grogmd. perpetually dressed jin ‘white, nor is her
"we had a little experience once, on this that summer is almost here, and there will hair invariably golden. She is not simply
wise:
Two of us remained in the church,
be no need of effort before fall. All re- the creation of summer evening dreams,
one Sabbath a number of years ago, during forms need time. If you begin now, the
butis the standard of faithful womanhood.
the interval between forenoon and after- plan will barely be perfected before another
Some o1é has said that no woman can be
noon services, influenced to do so by the ‘cold season will demand its execution.
truly a woman, until she has found her
were alone, we began to think whether

giving when

are

There i$ but a step from the ‘cradle to the
grave.
Knowing this, she has no time to

that it is ahove and be-

ures of human life he drew in his “Fables,”
the keen, ethical discrimination manifested,

besides, the sexton would have to be paid
more for his services if he were required

door is opened for an instant, it is always
on ‘the alert and is sure to make a rush and
displace some of the exhausted element

is peculiar;

and

and redemption.

where 1 stood, were a

shells, clinging to the rock.

his

justice-or his grace; never questions his
plans or workings. . He is all, and in all,
wisdom

near

number of limpets in their pr ttily-marked

limpet-shells. So, choosing a very pretty
]
one, 1 tried ab first to pull it off with my
“Frequent Calls.”
womhand. But no,it clung to the rock so tightlO
every
ly that I could not
move it.
.
heavy
Yes; calls for ‘aid are heard on every
“What I" thought I, *“ a little thing like
to lay hand, and some persons and some.churches ‘you to be stronger than I! TI try my
:
:
more are responding as often as they consistently walking-stick."”
And so I did. Putting one end of it
onlya can. They deserve much credit for their
against the side of the limpit, I'tried with
hand frequent gnd cheerful *giving. Such, also, i: po weight and strength to push it off.
to give, but these are given in Jesus’ name, rest beneath the smile of Heaven ; *‘for God
But no, not a hair-breadth could T move
and she knows she will not lose her reward. loveth a cheerful giver.” That smile and that tiny little limpet, for it was clinging to
A brave, noble woman has said, ¢ I ar- that love exceed in value all the wealth of the rock. Indeed, so tightly did it cling,
that I could no more move that limpet than
rgign you, rich women, and reproach you. earth. How great, then, is the privilege of I could the rock to which it clung.
Though

yond all the old landmarks.
It is simply a generation out on a voyage of exploration, a crew of free-bootes, sailing upon an untried sea. Greece had no railroads
or telegraphs. She had not what is termed
the “modern improvements.” She might
have been wanting in ‘‘style.” But she
had wisdom, culture, art and science.
ZEsop lived and wrote amid the “Isles of
Greece” about twenty-five hundred years
ago. He was a slave, And yet the pict-

could

pieceof rock,

inGod, apd allof god with all his heart.

so miserably poor.§, How many thousands,
the boisterous sea of life, with the determi- millions of dollars are yearly thrown away
while
nation of gaining wisdom only by personal in selfish-+pride and gratification,
exploration, —this is oye of the most dan- ' women and children with deathless souls
gerous tendencies of the age.” How soon die of starvation or are driven to shame
the inconsiderate son outgrows the wisdom and crime! She knows-all this, and prays
of his father.
How soon he learns to re- for the time when *‘ God shall wipe away
gard his counsel with great indifference.’ al! tears from their eyes; when. they shall
[t is taken for granted that the present gen- hunger no more, neither thirst any more.”

sation with the members of the .congregation, whenever you meet them in a social

and

‘hurtful gases.
And yet, large numbers of
people, who are fully enlightened on the
ence

the

looking after their sea-gide meal, and burying themselves in the sand every time I
moved. On a very large white bowlder,or

And yet some say

He takes him at his word, never doubts

in and out of the ‘sand yI ddlen
y between, were curious little crabs

but it is a *‘ whited sepulcher.”
Again, the embodiment of perfect
anhood loves God's poor, and by
meansin her power lightens theirburdens. Her Master had not where
His head, and shall she be. accounted
than He? It may be that she has
kind word or a gentle pressure of the

is in vain for him to'urge people to speak are incompetent to the task. I respect the
in the prayer-meeting, when some, who man or woman, and seek them for my
would be interested, are using all their teachers, who have studied the problem of
energies to drive off the stupor induced by. life many years more than I, although 1
the half-purified blood with which the brain . may have more book lore.
is filled.
Po
;
Having traveled over the way, are not
But don't expect your minister to manage they much more competent to point out the
the thing, He has enough on his hands al- dangers and difficulties? Is not the real, livready ; and this is“a matter, you will find ing experience a safer instructor than any
before you get through, that demands the book ? There are volumes of unwritten exwhole energies of at least.one energetic perience developed only in familiar verbal
person. Next, try to get a few wide-awake lessons.
.
persons as" much in earnest as. you are
This tendency to drift away from the
yourself, and decide together that you will counsel of age, this dashing out ‘wildly upon

is the condition of the air in

uni-

a devout orthodox Christian can,t be happy.
He is the happiest of men; for he believes

|a———

*

the

peeping
which
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ries of art,is not strange; but it is strange

- Selected.

h 4

often

unnecessaril

A Heresy of Art.
——

"

More than fifty years ago Wordsworth
said, in one of his most carefully prepared

utterances,
that *poetry is most justto its di-

vine origin when it administers the comforts
and breathes the spirit of religion.” It was
no new proposition, either to him or to the
world. . The connections in which he placed
it showed that he regarded it as soundly establised and universally
accepted.
Of
course, poetry can only ‘administer the
comforts” of religion by direct design; and,
by necessity, the design to fulfill this function
is not only legitimate, but laudable in the
exercise of poetic
agt. A recent writer, discoursing of
poetry, Speaks of an exception-

that Christian men and women have not
more openly protest ed against those theories,
and strange that many have not only been
puzzled by them, but have been half inclin
ed to accept them.
It is well that Heaven
takes care of its own, and impels each mai
whom it moves to artistic utterance to speak
forth that which is iu him in his own best
way, and, regardless of theories, to go on
doing so while he lives. More than this;
it is well that the world has a sense of its
own needs, and gratefully recognizes the
heavenly credentials of the art which comes
to it with gifts and deeds of ministry.—
Dr.
J. GQ. Holland, in Scribner's.

offers to answer our,

uests,

couraged to come to him,

are

en-

as if to move,

some great, indeed infinite Power—reveren-

tially speaking as if some

great mechanical

force was offered to be subject to

our

con-

trol. Christians thus coming must often be
disappointed.
}
But granted that such power with God
were pu into our hands; . granted that He
would do absolutely just what we asked for,
who would dare to exert such a power? or
be willing that his friends shotild do so ?
No one who in any degree realized how the
judgment of any finite intelligence, however
exalted, might almost immediately throw
into confusion all the wheels of the universe,
Such a power, too, would only take hold
of the Lord’s omnipotencé.

Show-Sermons.

we

Thanks to him,

But the critic does not

will not say it.

say

It is not that

this,

a

and

poem

not be inspired by the love of a woman,

he

may

or

by the love of fame, or bythe love of beauty ;
it is that it can not be inspired by the love of
God—Himself the great
Inspirer!
So long

asthe poet d®als with the flowers of the
field, that rise to his eye and beat with soft

wings at the bars of all his senses for admission to his soul, he writes poetry : but when

he touches those sentiments of the religious
spirit which open themselves to the Divine,
and

rise- with

aspiration,

adoration,

love,

and praise, he strikes prose, and writes stuff’!

We declare this to be a heresy so degrading
to-art, so belttling to the minds entertain-

ing it, so subversive

and

perversive

of all

sound criticism, that until it shall be overthrown there can be no such thing as prog-

ress in literary art among those :who

tain it.

enter-

Even our beloved Whittier, singing

away his beautiful life, and soaring while he
sings, is impatiently accused of ‘‘preaching”

because his songs are less and

less of the

earth from which he retires, and

more

and

more of the heaven into which he rises!
If art may convey one lesson; it may
another. Ifit is legitimate for art to bear
one burden, it may bear a hundred ; and the
heresy of which we speak, in condemning
all art that springs from a moral inspiration,

condemns the best, nay, the only worthy
things that have been created in every department of art. If George MacDonald is
not a true artist
in English language
there is none; yet he literally writes nothing
that is not the offspring of a moral or a resAigious 'aspriation, The lady who writes
over the nom de plume of George Eliot is the
greatest living .

Englishwoman,—a

woman

who, since Mys. Browning died, hg had no.

peer as'a Betary ajtist among her sex; but
she carefully elabobates in her best

work

a

high moral purpose, and, lest some fool may
possibly miss or mistake it, she works it

ull into the last page
of Romola.
“It is
only a poor sort of Happiness that could ever’
come by caring very much about our own
narrow pleasure.
. -. .
ere are so
many things wrong and difficult in the world:

that no man can be great—he can hardly
keep himself from wickedness—unless he

he gives up thinking abo, Pleasures and

rewards, and

gets Sitensia

is hard and painful.”

by the greatest poetess

o' endure . what

Whats Aurora Leigh
of our

not of all time, but one long
elaborated lesson of life ?

century,

if

and carefully

Thi book that

comes from the pens of Mrs, Stowe and Mrs.

ment, attracting observation, but sheltering to recopWMize in the slave a man, a Chrisnobody, warming nobody.
It is not these tian brother, and thus gave an internal
great sermon that any man should propose blow to this objectionable institution.
It
to - himself as moédels.
Of course, if now
raised the condition of women from a deand then, in legitimate, honest and manly -graded to a most honorable and influential
work, you are in the mood, and are brought one. It made love—which, as Montesquieu
into a state of excitement of which a great says, at the time of its introduction still

into their labors.
You know the story
of
the old St. Pauls, by 8ir Christopher
Wren.
A very massive piece of masonry had to be
broken down, and the task by
pick and

Gr

On the manner of conducting revival meet-

was not content in his best book— The Scar-

let Letter—to permit his lesson to be infer, red, but he put it into words: ‘‘Be true, be

ph]

3,

gtrue, be true!” The simple fact is that every
work of art of every
sort is really and
permanently valuable in proportion to the value

of the truth which it fittingly enshrines,

Art

~——ig-pot-a muster, but’a minister. All that is.
written about beauty being its own apolo
and art its own justification—about Witruth
to art for
art's sake” —is the baldest nonsense.

Art has/no

Happy

Now.

to my surprise, I found it was a leat

mold candles.

“St

culminated in

that

strokes

one

had

tremendous

/

|

many

questions.

At

San

Filippo

d’Argiro, the ancient Agira, a barén opened
his palace, and desired that the meeting

reside among them.

“PURE
“SONGS

itate to carry out his suggestions,
In either
case, defeat is almost certain.
The laity

should learn that the true liberty is not

in

borer directly, or through

that ¢‘ thousands of former

faculties, you will not be éxhausting life, to the Greek Church
and it will be continually replenished.

But if you are saving overyuny up till
get to be an old man, habit will stand

a tyrant, and say: * You would not
ourself before,

and

you

shall

you
like

enjoy

not now.”

the man whom
Hi many men there are who have ground
“the Holy Ghost has made overseer.” The and ground to make money, that they
astor should take special pains to win, not "might be happy by and by, but who, when
vy the peoplé to unite with him in the they have got to be fiftyor sixty years ‘old,’
work.
Private conversations with more in- have used up all the enjoyable nerve that

fluential laborers may greatly help, especially if such conversations be followed
with

was in them ?

seasons of prayer, in which hearts are melt-

the excess of stinginess, and when the time
came that they expected joy, there was no
joy for them.— Beecher.

ed'and anointed for the work.

One Christian

‘understanding the pastor's plans,
and
thoroughly in sympathy with them and the
work, will prove a valuable, coadjutor, * A

During their'early life they

carried toil, and economy, and frugality, to

“sake,” Truth to art as the few such laborers, eatching up the topic preLike a httle child learning to walk, with a
phrase is generally used—is simply truth to sented, or pursuing the course suggested in
arent’s arm encircling it, ever ready to
self-ponceit. Indeed, the phrase is used a meeting, will
ring complete support, so the restored
give direction to all the exmainly to justify the artist in working
from ercises. And when the eiire working force soul dwells in God.—Dr. Crosby.
no motive but a selfish one. All art that has are “‘with one accord in one place,” the bapits end in itself or in its author #s a mon- tism of fire will be given. The extent of
On earth we have nothing to do with
strosity. All drt that bears no lesson and the work will be limited only by the faith of
brings no gift of beauty op love, or life or those who labor, or the number of believers success or with its results, but only being
true to God and for God; for it is sincerity
‘power, t6 men and women, ought to be to be sanctified, or of sinners tobe saved.
and not success which ithe sweet savor
-hooted and howled out of self-complacency
“As to the arrangement of services, the before God.—Robertson.
and out of sight; yet it is precisely this art,
;
of-sermons per week, or other like
“+.
and ne other, that receives the ufiqualified number
details,
no
rules
can
be
given.
The
judiapprobation of the critics whose doctrine we cious pastor advisedby his lay brethren, and
‘The deepest und most desirable and” most.
condemn.
With these insufferable dogmatist led by the 8pirit and providence of God, will permanent joy is not where the laughter
it is entirely legitimate for a heathen to emand song are loudest. These are superficial
body his religion in his-poetry, and use his so plan as to keep up thie general interest,and and teqporary. “These are ripples, eddies,
accomplish
the
‘specific
work
which’
may
religion as material of poetry; but when a
from time to time demand attention. Car, on the surface of joy, showing: its shallowI

returned to the

thay

had

have

Protestant

never

réally

now

publicly

Church,”

which

renounced.

says ;

He

:

A high Russian
ber of the Greek

official, himself a memOrthodox. Church, told

me that he estimated

their number in Livo-

nia at about 80,000 persons.

“There

are

large parishes from which the former members of the Greek Church have entirely disappeared, and several pastors have already
le
confirmed so-called Greek converts,

and

admitted

them

to the commun-

ion. Itis a fact that our hopes with reard to .the Baltic Provinces have so far
een realized ; but the law still exists, and
is vigorously carried out in the neighboring

Provinces, where, at the

little, a few sentences, a creed of a hand
breadth, including simple and grand points,

Everybody says “PURE GOLD” is a superior
work, and the public have endorsed that opinion by

anartyrs have clasped the Bible or the cross Purchasing over
an

present hour,

a haze

of political

considerations;

day to day better understood;

forts of the

and

the ef-

Evangelical Alliance, now seen

in their true character, are much
ciated by enlightened Russians, _
~

is from

:

<i

appre-

-

best, and have been

published but a few months.

only embraced and held to vitally—as dying
exert

.

SONGS,”

The above are the newest and

astonishing

*

300,000

Copies in Nine

Months

!

influence. As it is said there is electricity | We are assured that “ SONGS OF SALVATION ”
enough latent in a drop of water, could it be gives entire satisfaction wherever used, and the very
developed from its
ities, to charge a large demand
for it still continues.
:
cloud and make

a

shining

thunderbolt,

so.

We recommend “CHRISTIAN SONGS” to Schools
in want of a large and varied collection of Hymns and
Tunes. “CHRISTIAN SONGS” is gomposed of PopuULAR SONGS FROM ALL OF OUR
PUBLICATIONg, with
choice new material ; contains 224 pages, comp
by.
us, under advisement with prominent Sunday School
workers.
;
5
Aa-Either of our publications sent, post paid, on
receipt of retail price. Address

there is' power in the shortest and -most obvious dogtrines of our
religion, in the very
particalés of faith, if practiclly brought out
and applied, to dissolve our earthly reliances
and revolutionize our lives.— Bartol.
|

The Heart.

|

—

BIGLOW & MAIN,

—

How hard it is to feel that the

power of

life is to be found inside, not outside;

heart and thoughts, not

in the

living

do men cultivate

garden of their

no

the

Our Books are sold at our Chicago House at New

in the visible ac-

tions and show ; inthe

the plant which has

425 Broome St., New York, or.726 Wabash Ave, Chicago

seed; not

root!

York prices, and by the trade generally.

How

pften

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC” JF

souls

just the other way!
How often do wg try
and persevere in trying to make a soit of
neat show of outer good qualities, withQut
any

thing

within to

children who
roots in the

correspond,

plant

blossoms

ground

ts

in

just

hi

without any #

to make a pretty show

for the hour! We find fault in our lives
and we cut off the weed, but we do not root
it up; we find something wanting in ourselves, and we supply it not by sowing the
Divine seed of a heavenly principle, but by
copying the deeds that the principle ought
to produce.— Temple.

“EASIEST
[]

TO

SELL”

8. M. Agents:
It don't pay you
to fight the best
machine, Prove

our claims, Get

the agency and
sell it.

:

.

““ DOMESTIC” 8, M. Co., 96 Chambers St; N. Y.
a

$75 to $250 per month,

+
pa

male and female, to introduce the GENUINE
IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This machine will stitch,hem,

QQ

VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks, roots and herbs, and
so strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system
Scrofulous Humer,

cerous

Humor,

Erysipelas,

Syphilitic

Diseases,

Rheumatism,

Neural,

can only
For

Gout,

be effectually cured

Ulcers,

and

fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider

Salt Rheum,

Canker,

Faintness
at

the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from imure blood. Sciatica, Inflammato:
and Chronic

ef

Eruptive

Diseases

of the

Boils,

Tetter, Scaldhead, and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.

FOR PAINS IN THE

BACK, Kidney

Every second

Boston, Mass.;

Complaints,

Do

all the organs,

possesses a

controlling power over the nervous sys-

The remarkable cures effected

by VEGETINE

have
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of Russians who publicly demand the reeal of the laws which dishonor their
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Church. The . question of their religious
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liberty, which hitherto. was envelopad in’
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forced converts?
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50 Cents retail ; $40 per 500.

An able, faithful evan-

Bl
—
.
gelist certainly could have no
greater oppottunity for winning souls to
Christ.
hen
How old are you? Twenty-five ? Thir- he
was about, to return, the people testified
ble suggestions:
ty P Are you
happy to-day ? Were yon .to the sincerity of their gratitude by coming
No work of a pastor involves graver re- happy yesterday ? Are-you generally hap“spongibilities, ar
beset with greater diffi- py ? If so, you have reason to judge that to the house and shouting: *¢ Long live-the
pastor ! ” ' As he departed, they
‘culties, than that £ lilirecting a series of you will bé happy by and by. Are you so ‘evangelical
| special services. . It is not) enough that there is that you have no time to be happy? increased in number and enthusiasm, agecompanying him fully half’a mile out of
“bo a succession of meetings, however inter- and are you going to be happy when
you
esting or profitable. Each service should be are old, and you have not much to o? town ; and the last sounds heard in the dispart of a well planned - campaign, accom- No; you will not, You now have a speci- tance, as he rode away, were the shouts of
plishing a definite object, and helping to a- men of what you will be when you are old. ‘ Viva ¢!, Pastore Evangelico!— London
Christian.
7
chieve the final and glorious victory. This Look in the face of to-day.
hat is about
result will not be reached without the con- the average. That will tell you what you
|,
y
stant and hearty co-operation of minister and are going to be.
v Toleration in Russia.
What you are carrying
eople.
along with you is what you will have by
P ere lies oneof the chief difficulties. The and by. If you are so conducting yourself
A member of the Deputation of the Evanpastor may shrink from his part of the work, that you have peace with God, and with
or may manifest a self-sufficient or dietatori- your fellow-men, and with your facidties;’ gelical Alliance to Russia, Col. Von Wurs‘al spirit,or the people may rebel ageing what
every day you insist that duty shall make lemberger, of Switzerland, who is now
they deem an interference with their liberty vou happy, and you take as much time as traveling in the Baltie Provinees, reports
on the part of the leader, and refuse or hes- is needful for tne culture .pteyour social
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Positive faith, even though we have but a

and that all the non-resultant work had been
| necessary to prepare for the stroke which
acnieved the purpose. ,O Christian people,
donot expect always to see the full outgrowth
of your labors! Go on, serve your God,
fesity of his truth, tell of Jesus’ love, pray
for
sinners, live a godly life, serve God
with might and main, and if no harvest
spring up,to your joyous sickle, others shall
follow you and reap what you have sown;

asking

(Sucgessors to Wm,B, BRADBURY,)

C allattention to ther Sunday

Faith.

blow,

dress crowd round the minister, begging
him to continue, or wishing to confess, or

;

Phul in Prison,

shalll do to be saved ? ete.

fy

only

sented on a crucifix, they listen to the
preaching of the gospel with wonder and
bewilderment, dnd at the close of an ad-

what

Now had that page of the Bible been burned ity would never have fallen into the
hands of one forbidden to search the Secriptures.
\

the whole of it, ne
they had continued
mass would come
stroke, The work-

previous

ofa

It was par: of the Acts of

the Apostles, containing Sir

"

Sunday School Music
.
THREE POPULAR BOOKS.
BIGLOW & MAIN,

Reighborivg chandler, wrapped round some

‘men, no doubt, attributed the result -to the
one crowning concussion, but their master

knew that their

some-

Bible, which she had just brought in from the

communicating motion to the wall, creating

an agitation throughout
that, by and by, when
long enough, the entire
down beneath a single

reading

ings Zion's Herald has the following sensi-

Whitney, our best living female writers in following whims ard impulses, but in obeyAmerica, is thoroughly charged with moral ing implicitly the promptings of the Divine
purpose ; arid Hawthorne, rd whom no Spirit, whether given to the individual lawriter of English stands higher as an artist,

- Be

ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

Of all the money we had placed on’ loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, éyen in those cases
in which the buildings were ‘consumed and the Fire
.
Insurance companies have failed.

what seriously a piece of
prin
paper,
soiled, and worn-looking.
watched my
opportunity to ascertain what it was, when,

workmen were directed to strike with force
against the wall with the ram. After severhours of labor, the wall, to all appearance, stood fast and firm, Their many
strokes had been apparently lost, but the
architect knew that they were gradually

sermon is the result, preach it and don’t be | bore, only a form which)can not be named—
the noblest and. tenderest power of mental should be held in his great drawing room. He
and spiritual life. Not till Christianity ap- himself stood at the door to receive the peole that came to hear the gospel, and seepeared did the love of one’s neighbor, in the
true sense of the word, exist. Christianity ing some of them not venturing to enter,
enough'to destroy their value.
_ 1 do not say this for the purpose of abat- introduced humanity into the world, and and standing at a respectful distance, he,
them
ing one particle of your studiousness, or inculcated the virtue of compassion. * Care with the greatest cordiality, bade
the earnestness with which you labor. I for the sick and poor, whieh has played so come forward. Rev. A. Malan visited Riedo not undertake to say that there may not famous a port in the history of the Christian si, on receiving a petition, signed by sevworld, was oue of its happy fruits.
The enty-six persons,setting forth,* that it is
be some indulgence at times - in that direcspirit of love, of resignation, of self-sacri- their ardent desire to have an evangelition; that is to say, if you have written a
sermon that has done good, it may do good [fice, which is the loveliest and noblest cal pastor resident in the commune,in or| again.
But I do say that, generally speak- product of the moral life, proce¢ded from’ der that there may be promulgated among
ing, show-sermons "are the temptation of Christianity, from the cross of Christ. It them the truth, which till now has been obthe devil. They do not lie in the plane of was Christianity . which broke down the scured, and by the exposition of which the
wall of partition between ranks, nations, inhabitants would fain be fed. Therefore,
common, true, Christian, ministerial work.
They are not natural to a man whose heart and states. Not before did there exist upon may it pleassyou to come with all speed to
is moved wlth genuine sympathy for man, earth such a thing as international law, up- Riesi.” St. Joseph’s church ,being thrown
and who is inspired in that sympathy by the on which in our days the whole frame-work open to him, hé preached six times, in the
fire of the Spirit of God. There is a false of society depends. That history is not one presence of the Syndic of the town, to large
greatness in sermons as well as in men. continuous war of all against all, that right audiences, and finally to a crowded assemVanity, Ambition, Pedantry, are demons and law form the foundation of national bly, on the subject of drawing nigh “to the
that love to clothe themselves in rhetorical life, and that consequently commerce and Son of God in peni'cnee, and finding peace
the ef
garments, like angels of light. — Henry intercourse and a general civilization of through faith in hi: blood, with all
mankind,
have been- rendered
possible up: fects of a revival. The magistrates of the
Ward Beecher.
:
¥
of
on earth, are blessings for wkich we are town proniised to appropriate the Churth,
rr ntti
Sa
ee
Sti Joseph for Protestant worship, furnishindebted to Christianity.—Luthardt.
ing every thing necessary for the meetings,
Revival Meetings.
if an evangelical minister might be sent to
| —

mine, one winter's evening,

shovel would have been a very tedious one;
so the great architect prepared a batteringram for its removal, and a large number of

afraid.
But great sermons will come of
themselves, when they are’ worth anything.
Don’t seek them ; for that of itself is almost

:

Bi-

has whited long for the precious fruit of th posal is admitted, and the alternative proearth. The
question has been asked
again posed of sending the worn sheets to. the paNOW X8 THE TIME TO INVEST
and again, ‘Watchman, what of the night ?” per millsto be melted down and made over
Some, no doubt, have had to labor all their again. Ina recent issue a correspondent here, and to place on loan,
:
vocates selling old Bibles for waste
lives, and have
bequeathed to their heirs the
,
PRESENT,
AT
OFFICE
:
promise ‘whose
Iment they had not per- per as ‘‘ rather an effective way of circ iw- |.
sonally seen. They laid the underground ing the Holy Scriptures.” The writer adds :
Aes Wabash Avenue Room, 5. |
found a Roman Catholic servant of
courses of the temple, and others entered “I
cuicaco.

a higher privilege is granted to the believer.
~1+6od invites us to use; not his power only,
A god many young men, beginning to but his wisdom, his love, his knowledge,
preach,
feel that they don’t know what ‘to his judgment. This indeed is taking hold
ally successful poem, whose title and author- do.
They naturally fall back upon their upon God himself, not making use, as it
ship he does not give us, as originating in a note-books, upon the development of some were, of one alone of his attributes, but of
4
moral rather than a poetic’ inspiration, If system.of truth. They undertake to pre- all of them.
This we do whenever we come to Him, and since God will be glorified, it shall be
he had been more explicit, and said all that sent to their people topic after) topic based
he intended to convey, he would have said upon great Gospel themes.
And of course as to the Father, which he. is, asking what enough for you. - Be uneasy about it, but do
* that no true poem can sprin from a purely they can do no
better than that
in the be- we thik must be or may be agreeable to not be discouraged; let not even this iron
moral inspiration. If he had
gone still far- ginnidg, Still, that is rather
preparing to his willy yet leaving it to him in whom we break the resolution of your soul; let your
ther, and revealed to us the fully rounded preach than preaching, It is like a man can 80 fully trust, to decide the matter. determination to honor Jesus be as the
heresy of his school, he-would have said who is practicing with his rifle at a target Bringing it thus before him, we can, like northern iron and the steel.— Spurgeon.
there that can be no true poem or work of art that he does not see, who Juss by accident if loving, trustful children, with cheerful subby original
and carefully executed design is he hits rather than by deliberate aim. You mission, leave our prayer with hig, knowit. Otherwise ‘Remarkahle Movement in Sicily.
framed to produce a moral result upon the cannot expect a man to do better until he ing that if best, he
souls of men. If this school 1s to be believ- has learned. It is no easy thing for one to we do not wish for it.
Sicily, Tong supposed to be
given up to
Thus in his will ours rests satisfied, and
ed, the poetic muse is never to be either be in such familiar possession of the great
teacher or preacher; and a poem with a mofal truths revealed in the Bible, and in we have in truth that which we desire of bigotry and superstition, is suddenly found
to be ripe for the gospel. The Waldensian
1m.
?
moral is a work of art with that one futal blot, such familiar knowledge of men’s natures
A Christian thus believing that his most missionaries report that they find unexpector taint, or weakness, or unseemly
supfrand dispositions that he can take of the
fluity which destroys its genuineness,
one and fit it to the other almost by in- kind and loving and omnipotent Father will ed readiness to hear the preacbing of the
During our recent civil war, a gjfted wom- tuition. But Intuition is only a name for do about his prayer exactly what he would true way of salvation, and brighter proshimself do if endowed with like powers, will pects for the extension of the” gospel than
an of New England gave utterance to the Superior” Habit
over-flowing aio
and patriotic sentiNo one should be discouraged in the be-+ indeed go from the mercy-seat with sincere has ever yet-occurred in the annals of Italian reform.
Even in inland towns the peomentsof her Section by writihg a hymn ginning of his ministry, therefore, if he restfulness of spirit.—Chr. Weekly.
ple are intelligent and desirous of knowingwhich was sung by the Union armies where- finds himself running short of snbjects;
the truth.
Convents have long stood empever they bore their banners, or whitened preaching a good deal and accomplishing
Fruits of Christianity.
ty, because their occupants were not in fathe hills with their camps. It was one of but very little ; if he finds that he has com- %
vor with the people ; friars and monks have
the ~ grandest
and most stirring of all paratively a light hold upon truths, and that |’
the tupeful utterances of the time. Suppose he cannot by these truths grapple men effectChristianity introduced the era of human- been, driven away; and for the last two
some man, speaking of this, were to say ually.
Every one has an ideal in his mind.
ity. Not before its advent did men look years the masses have been living in a state
that the most successful army hymn or song
He thinks of Whitefield, and of Jonathan ‘upon themselves as members of one great of incredulity or indifference, not knowing
that had been given to the world within the Edwards, with the man pulling at his coat- family. - Not before were the rights of hu- which way to turn. They eagerly purchase
last ten years was the offspring
of a patriotic tails and trying to stop that terrible burst of man
personality acknowledged.
= What Bibles and religious books of colporters;
rather than uw poetic inspiration! Suppose statement and denunciation that was crush- have been termed the rights of man are the and, finding them to contain truths very difhe should sneer at Burns's Highland Mary,
1t made no changes ferent from anything they used to hear from
ing the congregation.
Every young ‘man fruit of Christianity.
because those immortally sweet verses were who isaspiring wants to Jo great things, in the internal arrangements of society ; priests, are deeply interested, and often emborn of a boy's pure love, that only sought and to preach great serinons.
Great ser- it left laws and privileges, manners and brace with joy the plan of salvation by
ce through faith in the Redeemer.
Havyexpression in them!
What should we think
mous, young gentlemen, ninety-nine times conditions, customs and ranks, as it found
of such a man?
What ought to be thought
in a handred, are nuisances. They are like them; but it introduced a new spirit into ing always been told to look to the Virgin,"
of such a man? - Simply, that he is so utter- steeples without any bells in them; things all these relations of life. It did not even and having néver known of the Saviour exly misled by a false theory of art as to be stuck up high in the air, serving for orna- externally abolish slavery; but it taught all cept as a child in the manger, or as repreincapable of saying any worthy and valuable
thing about it.
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whose faith still stands

in Prayer.

puzzled as to what to expect from their
prayers, not understanding, nor being able
which are inspired by it. That their lack of to believe how they really receive answers
'| faith in the grand, central truths of their to'them P
:
own nature, relations, and history should
Much difficulty may be owing to some
ead them into absurd and inconsistent theo- perverted idea, that, because the great God

Hé who approves not persons vile,
As them that fear the Lord;
Who to his harm, avoiding guile,
"
\
He who lends not at usury, >
Nor takes a bribe for gu n—
Secure he shall forevercbe,
And in thy courts remain,

especially the timid and the young, speaking
for Jesus.

Rest

of the Great Book, and read with impatience all those utterances of literary art
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There is a noteworthy coincidence in the
fact that the theories of the nature and
province of art upon which we have animadverted exist only or mainlyin association with
‘infidel opinions, It is not to be denied that
there is in America a large
circle of Hieray
men and women
from whom all sincere faith.
in Christianity and in the interest of God in
the affairs of men has gone out. They are
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and thoughtful when we are most happy.

or lessen their interest in the ordinary services, when those extraordinary shall cease.
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those who wish the Chromo will need to
signify that wish in connection with their
remittance.

]

take deepest root and find the best and amplest nutriment. Mental and moral health
are not a little dependent upon physical.
A full, harmoniops, juicy and fragrant piety is rarely found married to nervous derangement and dyspepsia.
A clean stomach, a set of elastic muscles, a vigorous circulation, and a brain that does its daily
work without fret or whine,—these

are

the

natural allies of a religion that is at once
trong and
autiful, “that carries the air
of the on
into the wintriest realms of
life, and is
equally ready to embody itself
in the saipt’s winged prayer or the actor’s
working “heroism. Let nobody, therefore,
covet sickness as though it were the cure
- for sin or the bringer of salvation. The
truest type of piety is that which has red

vi:

blood

.

-in

its

veins,
a vital

resolution in its

make

voice

weakness

lays

the

which

restless

of the

of the earth-

God compresses his rich-

and feeling aftag, some lost thing,

had fallen

into

his,

and

the

pulse

at the

wrist had ceased’ to flutter and every nerve
were sleeping ;—as though the aching head
had

been

pillowed

on

his bosom, felt the

calm beat of the heart whose

Babylon;

it has

survived

——

It is as though our hand, long

"not afar’off.

outlived

sympathy

i

We know

very

well

it

was in

ignorance

their

daily

pursuit;

and

the

then

schooling as they "might,

such ||

obliging the

rest |

to go w ithout.

That was the condition in which ¢he Rebellion found the South.
The northern
troops, many of them fresh from academies
and colleges, marching through the land of

chivalry found cotton-gins but no schoolhouses ; slave-pens but no churches; anction-blocks and whipping-posts but hardly

an altar of liberty or religion from Virginia
to the Gulf. There was here and there a
germ of knowledge
hid in some dusky cranium, but

to

allow it

to expand

aud bear

fruit,—that was quite out of the question.
To-day the

Emancipation
given

those

condition is

and

widely different.

enfranchisement

choked

gerfns

a

have

chance

to

grow. Northern school-teachers have gone
there to coax up and direct them, and the
fruit that

is gathered

is,

some of it,

quite

fair and comparatively mature. It must be
confessed that the hopes of five years ago
are not yet all realized. Freedom and the

the . precious boon which he carries shout
with him dailyin the form-of a bodily’ or
whose

myriad

forces

and

moves

derfully he is made,

finding

new

food

for

gratitude in every elastic step which takes
~ him to his labor and in every hour of sweet
sleep that cures his weariness, until half his

Ises are notes of

praise.

Tt makes the fact of our weakness and dependence present and real. That is a’ fact
that is often forgoften, and to our disadvantage, when bhisy and suecessful in fighting

down obstacles and making our way in
spite of resistance.
When the pulse is

steady and full, and our plans succeed, and

ive

life

happier,

‘mellower,

wiser,

to

do

just

published

his

report,

more

than

one

against pa. )with the negroes being
quite marked.

Asto Color orRace

in’ the schools the

regort says:
As a rule, the children have chosen

tend schools
of-their

to at-

made up principally of those

own race,-and their parents prefer-

red that they should.

Yet, in many of the

Bes feiplese, and the spent forde comes not

others where the free-sechool system is in
working order. Virginia, the Carolinas;

It seems like following: in the path of a. Georgia, Mississippi, &c., in spite of Kucity.

Klux gangs and disguised assassins,are mak-

Founded by Antigonus, it was soon seized inga good educational record. School-housfrom him hy a hostile king, who gaveit the
name which it now bears. Only three hun-

others envy our power, or compliment our died years old when Christ came, it had al-,
ready a history which it might creditably
skill, or. wonder #t our success, we forget
our weakness that needs ‘constant support, have taken twice that time to make. The
and ‘swell with a self-sufficient pride like | Jews had pillaged it undér Jonathan a hun: him who of old strutted and said; =“ Is not dred and fifteen years before the Christian
‘this great. Babylon that I, have built #"— era, and the rapidity of its growth may be

Sickness changes all that, When the frame

not too much to say that the latter are treated
with greater kindness by their fellow pa

sion that harsh and coercive measures
would be adopted when the legal anthorities assumed control, are gradually returning to their places, and it needs only a eonAntioch has been pursued by a hard fate, tivuance ef the firm yet moderate course
Creeping up to eminence only by the most thus far pursued to convinee all who are
hazardous ways, it has been as often strick- accessibleto reason, of the fallacy of the
ments brought against
the present
en down by some avebging [pofver. Recovering, it has only been smitten as before,
| ° 0o0i system,
But this is the report of only one State.
being gradually ‘weakened by each successive blow, until an earthquake a few morn- Similar cheerful accounts come from various

of the

some,

more enthusiastic,

|

es are found in numerous places; the work

feeling,

gence, or both.

would be instantly folloyed by an outbreak

pleasant place of son-in-law. If it were so,
the
correspondent adds, news would have .
have wrought no

ora very

They

is detained in the interior by some native king to whom he occupies the rather un-

crude intelli-

been conveyed to the coast long ago,
Itis
little mischief in the ethics and conduct of
the
custom
in
Africa
to
do
homage
to
all
the
those who accepted them.” Such examples
native kings, which involves an immense
as the. following will’ suggest. what is
outlay of time and glass beads. Consequentmeant: “ All is fair in trade;” * Religion
has

politics;”

** Busi-

ness is business, and nothing else,”

Might

nothing to do

with

ly he might even now be stopping unharm-

ed in some native town, unconscious of benot another be added to the list without ing © shipwrecked and murdered and sold
for a slave,” as reported by the newspapers.
caricaturing a prevalent policy, running.
It is the correspondents opinion rather, that
something like shis,—‘‘ The real end of
having arrived at the place where he was
advertising is to win custom, not to honor
last heard from ghiree years ago, he has exthe truth”? One looks for an unveracious
hausted his means, and if now living, has
extravagance in the columns devoted to the
puffing of advertisers just about as natural- struck out through the northern extremity
and wildest part of Africa, alone, with the
ly as for lying eulogies on the tombstones
intention of reaching the western coast,
in a grave-yard, Strict fidelity to facts is
|| not often expected in either sphere. This This route would lead him south of the
desert of Sahara, through the country of the
| habit of over-statement
in advertising
Mohammedan negroes, with whose lan.
shows itself on all hands, In the intense
| pushing that abounds, principle often seems guage, the Arabic, and customs, the Doctor
wold be familiar, and where he would
lost sight of. Good men are drawn into
meet with a hospitable reception.
The
the current of exaggeration when erying
{ Doctor's life, in this case, would be in no
their wares, and pious projects are set forth |
danger, since the race through whose counin phrases that strain the truth terribly, Is
try he would travel are the highest and
this in any sense an example? A religious
most intelligent tribe ii Afiica having been
paper, published in New
York, fifteen
months old, is thus

in an adver-

rect, and that the explorer may not have
fallen a victim to the hunger of some chief
or the blandishments of his daughter.
.

The first formal

division Wf the

£1

i—

——CaNADA'S NEW GOVERNOR.
Lord Lisgar having asked to be relieved of the du-

business. instead of religion?
Or are the ||
all sects into one, long and pray for such a | words *¢ liberal,” and ** Baptist,” and ** “ free- |
pe are ly,” used in some far-fetched, out-of-the-way
consummation.
This desire and
|
p! ‘odicted on the supposition, that o re] sense that forbids their application to every |
other paper, to the Morning Star, for in-|
in organization is indispensable to oneness
in spirit and in belief,such as is expected in stance? Or was the writer of that adver- |
tisement
unaware cf the existence
and]
this looked-for millennium which is to come.
|
Or was it one of] |
That the division of Christians into sects character of the Star?
has tended to foster a divérsity in faith and | those unfortunate slips of the pen resulting |
in practice may be true. But instead of | from having caught thie mania for so push- |
its being the cause of such diversity, the | ing a project by advertising as to forget for {
the moment the claims of exact truth?
It
opposite is most certainly true.
The church, for many years from its ear- {is
| a little thing perhaps,—a straw in the
liest organization, was one in form as it wind it may be; but does it show a current |
was one in spirit and in purpose; but there caused by the breath of His Spirit who is {
was by no megns uniformity in belief and | Eternal Verity?
{

practice.

ties

of governing

Canada, the British gov-

ernment is pleased to grant his request and
has selected the Earl of Dufferin as his successor. *We can not congratulate his lordship upon receiving.

orable

appointment,

juncture,

with

this unpleasant if hon-

for

at

the

discontentment

present
spre: ading

throughout Canada, his office will not be a
He was born at Florence, in’
June, 1826, and succeeded to the -title at

sinecure.

the age of fifteen.

He was the son of Seli-

na Sheridan, and consequently great grand-

son of the dramatist and orator,and nephew
of the celebrated Mrs. Norton.
It will be
seen from this that he has the making of an

| able man in him, if great descent

church into sects took place about the year {| — TEMPERANCE IN MAINE. The Maine |
185, ang resulted from an attempt to com- Law, that terror of topers, has thrown an- |
bine Judaism and Christianity. This being other-coil about its victims, T he last Leg-|
resisted by a large portion of the church, islature made it the duty of the proper |
those who were attached to the Mosaic rites officers to use extra effort to close up the
separated themselves from their brethren, liquor-shops, and the last month has wit- |
and have gone into history under the name
nessed good tesults.
Every seller that |

can make

one,
Although be has held several political positions of some importance, amonz
them that of Brith

Comore

during the troublesome times

to Syria

there, and of

Under Sécretary for India, and has shown
talent in the discharge of his duties, he is
of Judaizing Christians, © Whether that | could be found has been obliged to submit, | chiefly known by his literary abilities. In
formal division of the church was indispen- and hundreds of barref§ of the ardent have! | 1855 he made a yacht voyage to Iceland,
sable to its peace;harmony and success may
been. seized ‘from persistent offenders. © At! the results of which he embodied in a
perhaps he a question, since it appears that Bangor, the other day, a large quantity of | che arming volume, entitled, ‘Letters. from’
the same controversy in Apostolic times seized liquors was poured upon the ice and | High Latitudes,” the pleasantest volume
was prev ented from
ipening into a schism,
burned, thus helping to break the ice-em- | ever written on a dreary subject.
Lord
by a council held at Jerusalem, which rec- | bargo as well as furnishing a good example Dufferin. is considered one of the ablest
ommended toleration and charity. Still itis and timely warning to other sheriffs and | members of the liberal party, and has been

Just

as now,

whilst it is not difficult to conceive

of ad-

sellérs. In -Augusta, the leading citizens |
have recently organized §{ temperance band, |
persuading hundreds to join who had before been addicted to their cups, and creat- |
ing a sentiment that it will be difficult to | |

spoken of as successor of Lord Mayo, and a
man who could be thought fit to be placed
at the helm of British India during those
troublesome times will not.
in Canada.

The London

Echo says that the connection

resist.
Of course this action will drive the | between Great Britain and Canada iis mere
monster. into the dark, where he will still | 'ly in name, and intimates that he will be

exude his poison—but darkness is his fit | the last viceroy. Lbrd Dufferin is the third
abode, and may the time keep coming near-| Irishman who has held. the vice-royalty in
er when there will be less and less to se ek succession.
him there.

|
i

ow

—THE

NAVY

INVESTIGATION. Which |

. Voice

of the Press.
——

would: be better, forthe investigators to | To-day's blessings do not suffice for tofind the corruption thatithey have alleged, morrow’s needs. The Advance states it as’
or for the public to admit the unwelcome follows:
conclusion that the investigations were be- |
What the soul | Bees is not occasional but
gun out of sinister motives? We would
perpetual aid, “Tts"wants never intermit,
prefer the former.
That would be as bad its enemies are always at hand, its temptaas it could be. But to feel obliged to ad- tions are ommipresent. The hour arrives
mit the latter, is worse still.
Like the not, nay, the moment never comes, when it
probable "fate ‘of the other investigations, can stand ‘alone. Essential weakness_ is its
own nature, separate from God. Its safety
that against the Secretary of the Navy is ina wondrous capadity to be filled, inseems. to be abandoned.
All the light the spired und energized by
God. To be thus
N.Y. Bun could throw upon the matter divinely posesssed and used is its true life
power. But that the life and power
failed to reveal the enormous sins that were and
A denominational connection,then, being
be continuous, the divine indwelling
necessary to the highest usefulnessas Chris- charged. All the transactions seem to be may
must be Perpetual.
plausibly-accounted for, and those fiercest
tians, it becomes a matter of great moment
that the choice be’ made deliberately, and, at first to oust the Secretary have now reThe Golden Age means to be understood,
above all ,conscientiously. ‘Doctrinal views, tired to framp up charges against someas a general rule. It certainly speaks plain
church practices, state of piety and single- body else. If they could only be proved,
ness of devotion,—Indeed, all the circum- the time would be well and wisely spent. enough ih this case, when, referring to the
stances that enter into. the question of ap- But to have so many of .them fall through, coming liberal convention, it says:
+ If al) the forces at. Cincinnati are massed
propiateness asa field of Christian labor awakes suspicion that it is decidedly un- ‘with the simple view of defeating
the adand usefulness, should be prayerfully . tak- pleasant to harbor, Tt seems as though a ministration, and of - preventing the re-elecen info the account, so that the
choices more effectual. fight than this might be tion of a President who has
ady ruled
the country one term too long, this object
may be made wisely and for life. Change made against the Administration.
can certainly be accomplished. The majorof denominational connection for many reaity
of the
American people (in our Jade
sons is in itself an evil, and scarcely less as —
Ku-Krux Purposes.
Presi- /
Trust-worthy ment) do not want another term of
a want of a constant and conscientious de- parties from the South give singular
‘in- dent Grant, This judgment is not based on
votion to the int&tests of the specific people formation concerning: the hopes and plans prejudice, nor is it “he product of an editoriof our choice. Looseness in either of these of the Ku-Klux, which they affirm is the al fancy engendered amid the dust and spiders of a newspaper office, but it is the rerespects augurs anything ‘but personal ben- simple truth, They say that the order
is sult of much recent observation during an
efit ‘or usefulness in the cause. of Christ.
yet thoroughly organized and determined extensive ramble through most of the morth| To bring out some of the ideas here sug- to secure the electoral vote of
the late slave ern states.
»
—
gested, in some practical way, will be the states for the democratic candidate
for Presobjegt of future articles.—J.x.
The Editor of the Christian Era hos been
ident, confident-that with the supremacy of

the democracy the situation of the Consti- holding a consultation with himself cont)
tution and the Union gs before the war will cerning the length of articles to gain admitthat Rev. A. H. Ohase,at present residing in come. These informants state that in the tance to that paper. His main conclusion is
Ohio, has accepted the office of Corresponda very sensible one,and it can be safely recing Secretary of the Home Mission Society, dens of the order they heard such questions ommended to all contributors to the press.
discussed
as
this:
*
We
are
all
sworn
to
and already entered upon his duties. He is
obey all orders of the grand cyclops with- Here it is:
Home

Mission

SECRETARY.

We

learn

at present devising a plan of operations,
which wil] shortly be laid before our read-

of organizing and Hystematizing, that began
in the ¢lties, is spreading out into the country, applying itself wherever practicable;

ers.

normal-scheols’ and academies are now
hardly considered strange things under the

JOHN BRIGHT 70 THE REPUBLICANS.
—John Bright, in reply to an address from

It is said to be his intention to

his office in Hillsdale, Mich.
a

V

locate:

[A
R EAARRRIN

Now suppose
| Brewdty is the order of the day. If you
50,000 of us should get orders to ge singly have words that breathe and tioaghis that
‘bile 'em down” dnd give us the jelto Washinglon, each armed with a pistol | burn,
|
uy. No stuble room for elephants in
Zhe

out, a question or hesitation,

‘and knives; being all there, suppose we
ra. Long-winded articles tire composshould be ordered to do certain things at a itors, try
the proof-reader’s patience, and

certain signal; who would prevent us: seiz-’ are quite likely to be passed over unread by ing the whole thing?” The absurdity of} the oy aeity of those who read. We've no
sun;
and even colleges and a few aspiring some republicans declaring that he was des- ‘thé plan“ does n't seem to suggest itself to | -Procrustean —bed-=the Editor -and I—for
universities may be found in sevgral of the tivded to be the first president of the repub- the sad@uinary ruffians. It will to the rest stretching—only for. cutting off. If. you
don't stretch yourselves,gentlemen contribuinferred from the fact that even at that early states. Meeting-houses are following “in lic of Great Britain, writes that he hopes it
of the public,of course, but the facts them- tors, you'll neither be lengthy, nar shortdate 150,000 of the inhabitants ware slain, their wake, —wherg they a ave n’ t, proceded
witl be a Jong tina netore the I nglish people
selves ave quite sigpificant of the gpivit that ohed, Remember the Totpa=t:S ol ™.,
"

asp

called the Jews of that continent.
Ti is to
be
hoped
that
these
conjectures
are
cor
appears on the

described

tisement of itself which
pages of one of our popular magazines;
It is the only Baptist paper in the country
through whic
liberal Baptists. can freely |
|
express their convictions,
Now just what does that “fhedn? Is it! |

thousand schools have been established vantages resulting from a merging of all
evangelical sects into one, still, with a large |
within two years, and are now in full operaChristian charity and toleration, it may be
tion ; no county is without one or more of
best that the denominations
remain as
them.
The whites, who at first declared
now, separate in organization and in modes
their children should never associate in the
of carrying on the work of the wotld’s resame schools with the blacks, have in many
demption. Indeed, there are advantagés
cases changed their minds, to the high adof no mean or inconsiderable account in such
vantage of both parties. Native teachers
anarrangement. However, as a fact, the
were found; others were called in from,
denominations exist, and we are in a sense
abroad , and frequently schools were open- born into them, first by a natural birth, and
ed where there had never been such a thing
secondly by a spiritual ; and as both reason
before in the whole county. Through threats and experience show, to work efficiently,
to life, and often through the execution of we must work in connection with one of
those threats, the corps of educators has them. Some have attempted to do their
pushed on, proving the spirit in which they Christian “work outside of. them.
The: reunder took the work by the heroic devotion sult has been, either their labors have left
with which they have pursued it, The ayer no trace behind, or have given- rise to a
gge number of scholars has steadily in- new sect, of course with aif increase rather
creased, the growing evidence that white than a dimioution of what they regarded on
prejudice the start as an evil.
pupils are «overcoming their

A’ Fated City.

tempest, to trace .the history

led

ment. In one state alone, that of Lonision the whole, for the best.
ana, whose superintendent of education has

from some of the schools, under the impres-

ings since has seemingly Einighed ‘the work

could
in each

of moral

franchise have not yielded quite as much in
| possible that th€tendencies of the two parexecution as they did in conception, but
there isn’t the least ground of discourage- ties were so divergént that in process of time
the separation became a necessity, and was,

his work on earth and among men with than, under similar circumstances, pe
more “Zest and ‘success for having had this would be. in many northern cities, ' Those
elenter vision of eternity and God.
children who were temporarily withdrawn

‘of desolation.

has

‘hgye been some maxims current in Ameri-

hence it is not strange that such as look for
a millennium right on to the merging of

and other property-

holders, who gave their own children

orders,

recognize

membership bretha®n in Christ. All
changed. The tendency to unanimfaith, and especially to oneness in
is both striking and joy-inspiring.

This

South before ‘the Rebellion, The masses
were grossly ignorant. There were the
blacks, from whom even the alphabet was
kept, lest they might learn to spell their
way out of bondage; there were the common white people, who made indolence and
there were the planters

of different

enough’ to

perhaps, than discreet, to hope that denominational bounds are ‘speedily to follow.
That as we Christians are one in Christ, so
we are soon to be one in organjzation and.
in name.
;
That a long Step has really been taken
in that direction, may not be’ denied, and

.

how

through the pain’ which comes of losing
‘Whoever finds sickness ministering thus sehqols, white and colored upils may be
them. And a healthy mati hardly thinks of to his spirit is likely to go back to act- seen together; and where this exists it is

having just realized how fearfully and won-=

eam

into

one

Education in the South.

| infinite, and suddenly. forgotten its pain and
| o
its throbbing, With him so sensiet. near, heaven seems but a step away,
and death’only the hand that lifts us up the
Sickness, truly used, ministers with prof- single stair, throws the door open, and
it to the sufferer in various ways.
leaves us free to walk evermore without
It puts a new value upon vigory~We weariness through the many mansions of
learn to prize ‘most of our possessions the Father's house.

the invalid comes ott from the sick-room:
with a new meaning and jjoy in his vigor,

©"

jar

other's
this is
ity in
spirit,

Too

spring with its finger, and lo! the wealth

ments go on without jar or friction, silent
as the march of the constellations and beneficent as the breath of summer. Sickness:
makes all that real and priceless; and so

.

the

get charity

Nineveh ; butit will be very strange’ if* his
last misfortune doesn’t add it to that mysterious list of extinct cities.
.

is suddenly’ laid open for our use. It brings
out the hidden glory as night brings out
the stars. God seems at hand now and

Tt is said that all things work to-

gether for good to them that love God.
Sickness is no exception. And it does often
serve high objects. At the end of it, many a
man and woman have come forth from . the
chamber of imprisonment with, a fresh
strength in the spirit and a new light on
the face, for they have fed on meat like
that which raised the old “prophet from
fainting into vigor, and gazed on a glory
like that which tarried on the brow of Moses after he.came down from Sinai.

ganism’

Sm

It has

Sickness helpsito interpret much that is
richest in God’s promises and fellowship,
and brings the two worlds near each other.
Many of the best words of the Bible were
written for sufferers...
They hold their
preciousness concealed, till sickness, guided
by & divine instinct, touches the secret

us blush with shame over the crime

mood.

.

feel

roar

jacent churclies

common grave by the last stroke of its fate.

est messages and distils his deepest wisdom.—Sickness bears us out of this tumult,
and a great calm falls upon the soul like-that
which hushed Gennesaret when the Master's
« Peace, be still!” rang over its wrestling
billows. The passions sleep, and the judgment calmly poises its moral scales ang
utters its truer verdicts. Things seem as
they are now.
Masks fall off. Surfacegilding no. longer cheats. Much that has
been struggled for seems worthless. What
had gained little regard shines out with infinite luster. - Mere wealth and fame and
place, what paltry thingshave they become!
Truth and piety and beneficence, how they
kindle into a splendor that makes the sun
appear dim ! And the stillness that settles
and abides on ear and spirit, how sacred
and awful and fruitful a thing is that!
What hights and depths it revéals to meditation! The Quakers inner light and voice
are real things now.. They are far’ more,

that -has brought it, and fill our lips with
confessions to God as. sincere and earnest
as that of the publican in the temple.
~ And yet sickness may serve us in high
ways, provided the heart is in a teachable

¢

half of whose buildings were buried:in

eye, and a metallic ring in its voice.
Nor is it to be assumed that God directly| in the revelations ther make, than all the
+ sends sickness to the healthy body as need- “Drummond lights of science and all the
ful to the’ cure of the diseased soul. . He rounded periods “of the orator. They are
who imposes upon us the duty of obeying radiant and eloquent, and the spirit, look-the laws of health, and holds it against us ing and listening, learns how this peculiar
as a sin when we needlessly derange the quietude is joined with what is most signice mechanism in which he has enclosed nificant even at the opposite poles * of life.
the spirit, is not likely to bring disorder up- It interprets our bard when he says:
on that mechanism by thrusting his hand
‘With the deep silence as their benediction
violently ini among its forces and making
God’s angels come,
And in the shadow of a great affliction
“all, its movements abnormal. = He. seeks
ry sits dumb.
health for us; it is usually our misfortune,
or folly, or fault, when

!

and

the

it was also frequent-

honor snatched away; until finally it became
but 4 mean town in the Pashalic of Aleppo,

quake, and look upon the fury of the great
fire, but they are deaf to the still small

frame prostrate, and pain makes of every
.. nerve a hightay and travels over it with
scorching feet. Half our sickness. should

'

hastily.

ligicus worship even,
were
among the
And fortunate might it
things yet to be,
have been considered, if the members of ad-

raged and murdered, its beauty marred, its

hear

They

sies by way of correspondence between ecclesiastical bodies of different sects, were
nearly unknown, and equally unthought of
and undesired.
Union meetings for re-

ly pillaged and plundered,its inhabitants out-

reflect

little.

Sectarianism is fast.going by the board.
What has been wrought in this direction is
a marvel to those of us whose recollection
runs back forty or fifty years. Then denominational fellowship in any practical
way was almost unknown.
Exchange of

wit, licentiousness and superstition; long
the residence ofghe Macedonian kings and

They think much, but

hirlwind,

not the soil in which the Christian virtues

taken

Denominationalism.

tellectual but also luxurious, combining
studiousness and frivolity, refinement and

uy ing deceived,
£

Invalidism is no sure sign of grace. Fever is not faith, nor its natural parent. A
body diseased all over and all through is

decisions

v,

Calléd in Pliny’s time the “Queen city of pulpits and interchange of Christian courte-

the Roman governors;

Mr, Bright,
to whether

It is confidently

affirmed that the repeal of the Ku-Klux law

of that savagery in the South which is for v*
moreover, expresses doubt as. the present suppressed by that law alone,’
the republicans are his real

Let us hope that this is can speech that showed a pitiably low tone

what is beginning to he dong in the South
to-day.

the East,” and meriting
that title for
several centuries; its inhabitants highly ‘in-

hurried to find out what things really” are,
men take and exchange them for what they
seem 0 viewed on the surface,deceiving

The Ministry of Sickness.
:

and

hunted . to death,

became noted in the religions world, —this
city, two weeks ago, is said to have contained not.a single church, though there was a
Mohammedan mosque on. almost every
street.
*:

|.

formed

laws, and hy whom shapes of darkness are

Its eminence as a Christian

founded there soon after the martyrdom of
Stephen ; which sent out its preachers and

Sickness often brings calmness and reflecfion, helps to rectify our false estimates,
subscribers till June 1, 1872.
anf! surrounds us with that outward and in17 It is almost needless to say that this ward silence from whose bosom come some
of the richest visions and. the divinest
premium is not offered to old subscribers thoughts.
Our intense life keeps many
any longer, nor to those who change. the who are in, the ‘midst of it in a perpetual
fever. Bustle runs all through the day and
address of their paper to some other mem- | into the night. Business is full of turmoil.
Everything goes in a hurry and half headber of the same household.
long. Life is a succession of spasms. We
It will be understood that no perN.B.
are ever pushed and pushing. The voices
centage is allowed in those cases where the about us bring back Babel. We seek artiChromo is sent,—that the subscription and
ficial light ‘and live in a glare. Plans are

postage are to be paid in advance,—and that

/

Christians,” which in the time of Chrysostom contained 200,000 inhabitants, half of
whom
belonged to the Christian church

1

¢ matter for them, at least for the present,
and posterity must decide in the future.

still exists at the South.

friends,—which is rather an unsavory ' dish
¢
to set before the Republivats; to4 say ‘the Wiens Is Dr. LIVINGSTONE? . A correspondent of the Boston Traveller, who has
least.
been in Africa several times, gives a new
Education and freedom are the conditions
and very ingenious theory for the lack of *
of all good things inthe State, as piety and
Current Topics.
intelligence from Dr. Livingstone.
liberty are in the Church. * They develop a
r
————
does
not believe the report that Livingstone
race among whom color and caste are out- ——ADVERTISING AND THE TrutH. There

sense of frailty center has perished by a like fatality, This
city, where ‘‘the disciples were first called

There are briers besetting every path,.
Though hedged about with care;
There is a cross in every lot,
And an urgent need of prayer;
But the lowly heart that leans on God
1s peaceful anywhere.

~

are called upon to decide bétween a repuband a monarchy. Their ancestors settled

view of that vision for which the old antislavery party has so long been waiting.

it is | It'was by such blows as these that the city

and dependence as this Lave sprung most
Star who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents of the prayers that reach the ear of Heaven
in additien to pay postage, &c; we will send and bring a sacred rest to the spirit. And
thus gaining this truer view of themselves
a new and beautiful chromo entitled ¢* The and their constant needs, gaining, too, the
Wreathed Cross.” This is one of the most boon of an abiding trust, not a few have
come out of the sick-room to understand
elegant works of its kind that has been for the first time what the poet meant when
he sang this strain out of his soul:
produced, and is worth the price of the pa-

£7 This

Herein is cause of hope to those who are
waiting for the complete redemption of that
part of our country, as well as a pretty clear

of it comes the feeling which broke from Antioch
to be present at the feast of the
the lips of Péter sinking in the waves, Ascension, The whole city was suddenly
“Lord, save or I perish!” We learn how shaken, the buildings were thrown down,
we must lean even on the arm of the hu- and it is estimated that a quarter of a million

tl

ay

in

‘man friends we thought so feeble yesterday ; people perished in the general ruin,

A Special Promiutel

per.

plagues

raise the head is a weariness,and to open the
eyesa dreaded effort,--when all this has fall- D. 526, was the most disastrous of w ich
en upon the man, how soon the dangerous history has preserved any record, Thousands
self-sufficiency gives way, and how in place upon thousands of strangeérshad flocked, to

17, 1872.
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back at our call, and the will can not make
the flaccid museles swell into hardness with
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The share that laymen are to have
Methodist
the
of
rs
managing the affai

of that denomination some

Churches

nd

practical share in

§p, JOSEPH RIVER,
at 8t. Joseph River, by
the writer, resulted in
five souls. Others afe

MICH. A meeting held
Rev. A, J. Marshall and
the conversion of thirtyexpected to follow. Tru-

stiehing shirts.

the session of the Annual Conference,Ww

ml

eral Cdnference,is assembled, a Lay
Conwention,composed of dele i

time

several churches, is called at

Money Creek, Houston Co., Minn.

of a minister, and any one desiring a field will

or

Osgood,

‘Wm.

ing e

RESOLUTIONS passed by the Students of the
Theological School at Bates College in reference
to the death of Andrew N. Buck:

whichihas been interrupted by
relation
o, proceeds. Their onl
consists
to the working body of the church
permitted, while the Conferin their being
ence is in sssion, to Pash up the aisle,
Inthe Genand then march down Agdin.
once

eral Conference, which meets

Mr. J. 8. Pehney.

in four

body

voided;

have

.

»

A correspondent writes to the Central
Baptist concerning an incident which is
noteworthy and worthy of imitation :

G. 8. RICKER,
Lewiston, Mar. 25, 1872.

in

new church holds its meetings four

south-

miles

Churches will
assessment.

how

I

The Interior believes, just as a good
many others do, that, there is a good deal

presidential campaign, that money is foolishly spent and bile needlessly disturbed,
but that the people don’t have much voice
in the matter after all. It says:
It seemsa pity that so much time and
labor should be expended in determining
who ‘shall be President of the United States.
For eighteen months or more of the Presidential term—to say nothing of making
appointmepts, inaugurating measures and
laying the rails previously—the whole vast

mortal

whatever

and

turn on false issues;

misrep-

ingenuity can devise, not omitting
resentation and fraud, is put

requisi-

into

tion in order to effect the desired result.
The people are made to play a part without
kngwing it, whilg 1t is pretty nearly true
the real managers
that a hundred‘men are
‘forty millions of peoof the interests of
ple.
—

i

The Watchman & Reflector asks some
rather provoking questions about the Medical profession,

but that is nothing | to the

fact that it seems to imply

a round

“No”

to all of them. ' Tet doctors ponder :
- Does the medical profession of the present day stand abreast of the science of the
age,—as eager to push out

to

new

discov-

eries as it is to conserve all that is valuable
in the old ? feeling how ; little it knows,
and full of gratitude for each new
grain of
truth? alive to the vast responsibilities with

which it ia entrusted,

and

untiring in its

efforts to igaprove its methods and to: pertect its. instruments P Are its members—
not one or two here and there in. favored
localities, but the great body of them
throughout the Tand—men
ofytrained powers and
masters of
tyr profeSwgn, to
whom forty millions of lives can
safely
entrusted ! Is a diplqma a reliable certifi-

cate

of character,

given

by

uardians of the public weal

its interests?

and

competent

solely in

How happens it that, at the

late trial of Mrs. Wharton, professed exerts gave medical testimony which would
ave hung the prisoner, had

not

a second

set of experts sworn ‘that their testimony

was worthless? ©

M.

com-

destroyed

got

.

of sorrow.” Whatever of truth or of sorrow
there may be in that phrase, thus much is un-

doubtedly true, that the deepest in Christ is
best knowh to those who, with strong sympathy, partake of Dis passion and enter into.
/

;
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A Fine

EXETER N. H.
CHARLES BURLEY.

Premium.

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription

churches
”

up

paid, the ¢ Craricar, GREEK AND Ex-

Trsrament,”

other.
are

ing up the blocks until they fall to suit them.

minister Who" Jomed

his
the Brahma Somfj,is not at home among
Christian ideas linger if his con|, new brethren,
vietions, and his Deistic companions scorn them,
|
4
{dnd the man who utters {liom
+

-0F

THE

NEw

‘a work of the highest

The regvalue to all careful students.
elseand
here
work,
the
of
ular price
where, is $2.50.
SREP
TOE Se

side comes up, they .comsider their

The more earnest ongs persist in fling-

CONCORDANCE

37

1-2

cents;

Special Notice.

your Catarrhaa its offensive odor
when, Child’s

advertised in another column,

Specific

will speedily

all ol01 and arrest the dlischaroe,
mi

distroy

Awl

ing from Hanover Street, Boston.

DISEASES.

SKIN

IMPROVED

PERRY’S

COMEDONE

AND

Yours respecttully,
\
MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,

19 Russel Street.

2wld

REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLWS, eruptions,
BrLorcHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all :
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond 8t., New York.

“For Moth Patches, Freckles
E
AND TAN, USE PERRY'S MQTH AND FRECKL
and harmless
LOTION. The well known reliable pf the
Preface.
remedy fo? Brown Discolorations
street, -New
6m12
!

by Dr. B. C. Perry

York.

Dermatologist,A9 Bond:

Sold by Druggists tverywhers.

csp

i
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‘Moses H, Hussey, %sq., of North Berwick, Me.,
the well-known potato «and seed raiser tells in another column what he has for sale.
He
¢ King

puts

especial

of the

confidence in the new

Earlies”

Consord Sweet Com?

and

Try it.

in

* Moore’s

BOOKS,

NEW

FOUR

PUBLISHED

BY

The Bremen

am

and further, I

the

only

The Jewish Temple And the Christian

the

throughout

Patsel

country who has this variety of eorn.
Haying secured a quantity, I am now able to fill all orders for
those desirous o

Jostink it.

.

TERMS.—In order that all may receive seed, we
have reduced the price to one dollar and fifty cents
a package.
Any person who will get up a club of
five will receive a packs; @ gratis—Kifteen packages

for $10. Fifty packages for $20. One hundred packages for $30. One package will contain enough to
lant
the. following season from 20 to 30 acres; also
irections for planting and cultiviting.
+ Addréss.
.
F.B..G. LINDSEY,
Holston, Washington ¢o., Virginia.

INDORSEMENTS.
the

undersigned,

citizens

county, Va., having examined

On Fundamental

Lectures,

1t can be successfull
wn in any state.
' I give the most satisfactory references that the
corn is, in every respect what I represent it to be;

We,

By a number of the
Living Religious Questions.
Translated from the
ablest scholars of the. day.
German, by Rev. D. HEAGLE. 12 mo. Cloth. $1.75.

of

some

Washington

Egyptian

Corn

grown on thin goil in this county, do hereby certify
that some of the stalks produced thirty-four spikes,
the

longest

spike we noticed measured 10 1-4 inches

length, and 6 J-2inches around.
This corn, likewise
w in the form of a tree and
presented a very healt

v

y appearance.

R. B. HAMILTON, Esq..
Raven’s New P. O., Va.
Capt: Ts M. COBBLE, ST
8 Mulls.
Capt.
J.
C.
STANFIELD,
ton.
'
We, the nndersigned, certify that the above gentlemen are actually residents of Washington county,
Lectures on Satan. By THADDEUS MCRAR,
men of truth, whose veracity,
purity from
Pastor of Presbyterian Church, McVeytown, - Pa. Vi
Cloth. 90 cents.
‘16mo.
falsehood, fidelity and honesty none
dire question;
enjoyingan eminent moral, social and political poThe object of this work is to show the origin, charsition in soeiety
{
acter and powerof Satan; that he is not a myth, as
Jonx PHILLIPS, P. M. Craigs Mille’ P. O., Va.
some are bold to assert,” but a real chalacter as
os
JOHN M HAMILTON, ex-Sherifl’ of Washington, Co.,
desoribed in the Scriptures.
or the Person and Work of Va. JEHIEL D, LINDER, Act. Justice of the Peace.
God With Us

Church.

Christ.

Sacrifice”

fing

Ou

By RW. DsLe, M. A.
~-12mo+ Cloth. - $2.00,

With an Examination of ¢ The Vicarious
of Dr.

Bushnell.

LTEE

HOVEY

ALVAH

By

D.D., President of Newton Theological Institution.

12mo.

Cloth.

\

\

$1.50.

PRESS.

¥. B. G. Lindsey has presented us an ear of his
“ Beyptian Corn,” heretofore advertised in our pa-

CONTENTS ~Puart 1. The Person of Christ, The
Deity of Christ. The Humanity of ‘Christ,
The
per—the ear 18 about the size of INDIAN
MAIZE,
Unity of Christ.—Part II. The Atonement a3 reand has a solid grain. A lady: who raised some of
lated to.God. The Atonement as related to Man.—
it last sas sends us a certificate stating that she saw
Part III. “ THE VIOARIOUS SACRIFICE” OF DR. some that had not been plowed—it “was sown broadBUSHNELL. The Fundamental, Principles of the
cast—that, produced twelve ears to the stalk.—AlWork.
The Interpretation of the Language of ingdon Virginian.
Soripture, ete.
;
{
!
A thorough, interesting and very timely work.

i

©
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Freewill Baptist Books, meiuding Sunday
School Books, may he obtained at Dover prices
of Rey. L, C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

NEVER USE THE KNIFE.
Drs. Kline and Lindley,
981 Arch §t., Philadelphia,
Dr. Dalton, 238
est 4th St. Uinoinnat!, 0

| Pa.;

Dr. Greene, :harlotte, N . C.; Dr. MoMichael,
84 Ni-

| agara St. Buffalo, N.Y.; Dr. Benton, Atlanta, Ga ;
Dr. Hverts, Auburn, N. Yo Dr. Bramhall 42 N. Court
St; Memphis ,_Tenn.; Dr, Borland, Franklin, Fa.y
Dr. Gregory, Jackson, Mich.; are making unparalCa eures of
.
}
) i
:

Caneens,
Tumors and Hloqns:
pain.

potato,

For part Barger all on or aldress either 07 the above.

Early

We have and like it.

-

" 59 Washington Street, Boston,

,

PIMPLE

it to any

recommend

a medicine.

GOULD & LINCOLN,

87 1-2 cents ; over 1000 Rugs, Velvet Brussels, Wilton,

pared only

Why hawk, spit, blow and cough
around with
uw vile phlegm and annoy all

Catarrh

one in need of

Mivenaanen 5.45 P.M.

three-plies)

Dundee’ (imitation

cheerfully

I can

everything.

JUST

Common Mats and Crumb Cloths of various sizes.
Also many styles "high-grade Carpets in Brussels,
* | Tapestries, Three-Plies and Kidderminster, Our cus:
tomers will do well to anticipate their spring. pur.
chases at this sale.
New England Carpet Company,
New Warehouse, 76 to 82 Friénd street, second build-

in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
crisH

years, and think that, for Scrofula or Cankerous Hu-

t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

FLOWERS,

Blood
several

mors, Rhenmatic affections, it can not be excelled;
and as a blood purifier and spring medicine, it is the
Fhave ever used; aud 1 have used almost
best thing

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,

Freight.75 cents per

use it is unparalleled. When ground and. properly
bolted, it is equal in color and fineness to wheaten
flour. As a forage crop, by sewing in drills or
broadcast, for early feed, there is no kind of corn so
well adapted to milch cows, and none that will yield

| half the value in stalk or corn.

H. B. STEVENS:
Lr
This is to certify. that I -have used your
family for
Preparation,” (VEGETINE), in m

DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGEE Rn. R,

sustainedby last

form of a tree, and thirty-four ears have grown upon
from five to fifteen. For domestic
one stalk, average

CHARLESTOWN, March 19, 1869

Canton Mattings, 20 cents ;
furnished promptly to order. CHOICE PLANTS for | Hemp Carpets, 20 cents;
37 1-2 cents; Floor Oil Cloths,
the Garden or Parlor; Roses, Flowering Shrubs, Wool Venitian Stairs,

STREET GREEN-HOUSES,
:
Smit

Can not Be Excelled.

CORN,

It needs no different culture from that of other varieties, and in the South two crops can be raised in
ground. It grows in the ~
one season on the same

will make mention also of the VEGETINE’S wonder(ul
Power of curing me of this acute complaint, of which
have suffered so intensely.
C. H. TUCKER,
Pas, Ag’t Mich. C. R. R.
:
¢ 29 Tyler street, Boston.

5, I871.+

June

the"

ly on his return from Egypt.

etine. - To benefit those afflicted with Rheumatism, I

» Trains leave Dover for Portland.
AM. AM. AM. AM, P.M:P.M. PM. PM. P.M. P.M.

|

man;

ROAD.

RAIL

MAINE

AND

throughout

;

which, upon trial, was found to ripen planted even
the lastrof July. It is estimated, from its very prolific qualities, to yield 150 bushels per acre, and
weighs by sealed measure, Sixziy five pognds to the
‘bushel,
This corn was produce
somgl
procured
directly from Mr. Jones, our cons
ty direct-

taken

it, until I had

pronounced a well

and my skin is smooth, and entirely free from pimples and eruptions. I have never enjoyed so good
ealth before, and I attribute it all to the use of Veg-

————
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on with

of

CORN!

EGYPTIAN

Con-

I had got the right medicine.

when I was

receipt

Boston.

Bona fide Quid pro quo!

:

faking.

on

& CO.,

subscriber offers to farmers

country the

the first

and before I had completed

sequently I followed

THE

preparations,

quantity of Sarsaparilla, with-

Price

& CO. New Xork.

Auspicium melioris eri.

caused me great pain and
blood

post-free,

EGYPTIAN

Having

out obtaining any benetit, until I commenced
bottle I saw that

Treas.

and 28.

lr

Ls.

5.50% 8.00

produc

Vines, &¢ , &b., at low rates. Please call at the PINE

among which was any

sent,

DITSON

C. FI. DITSON

it to be a blood disease, I

advertised

the

pf

many

which

knowing

annoyancé, and

the VEGETINE;

CARPETS. —SPECIAL SALW AT LOW PRICES.—
our cut stock in retail departments will be sold off
All
|
the
for
IONS
DECORAT
FLORAL
of
variety
Every
the same. English Tapestries for $1.10; Su.
close
to
s
Wedding
Service,
Church
ov
Funeral
two-plies, 75 cents; Ingrain two-plies, 621-2
perfine
H
Also
and Parties.
cents; Union two-plies, 42 cents; India Brussels, 75

106

Avishes granted ; if the round side is.up, they

Ill,

FLOWERS!!!’

_ GREEN-HOUSE

in Hobart

the

eruptions, manywf

20,00
3,00

Books
0.

information.

and Sol-

.

The above
retail prices.

been badly afflicted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
surface of my skin being covered with pimples and

Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M, P.M. P.M.

North Berwick, Me,

8t14

The Chinese and Japanese pray by machinery,
on one side-and round on

15,00

2,00

Wallace,

peck, $2.00 per bushel, $4.50 per bbl., 5 bbls. for
‘Trains leave Doyer for Wolfhoro’ & Center Harbor,
$20.00. By mail, post-paid, 4 1bs. for $1.00. Early
10.10 A Mas veins 5a2.400 POL. coaiivi (5.45 PLM.
by
gale
For
bbl.
per
$3.50
Chilis,
Garnet
Rose and
* Op on their arrival from the East.
JOHN E. HOBBS, Station Agent,

‘and from

throw

timonial is to spread valuable

85 Exercises

2002, 3 and 4 part Songs and Glees.

21,00.

BOSTON, Dec, 12, 1849.
Gentlemen,—My only object in giving yotvthis tes-

seven bottles.

_.

Resume of the Elements.
Vocal Culture (with plates).

feggios.

that the

action,

Valuable Information.

50,00
2,00
3%

Special Notices.

year’s trial ‘all that had been heretofore said in favor
of it, Its superior quality and great productiveness
place it at the head of all other varieties for general |
culture.

2,00

C. 0. LIBBY.

Cure,

Castor

Itis

123,59
Treas.

Mission,

;

Fe,

remedies

.

. Breese’s PEERLEYS-POTATQ

whieh ministers of the English, 8coteh, Wesley-

to

:

|

. 65

:

Kalb €enter,

(Song Garden 1st Book.)
This Song Garden.
|
|" 1s for the little ones. Here are Simple Elements,
Tunes, many of them the|
250
About
Exercises.
|Easy
.
very sweetest
Flowers ot Melody. Price 50 cts,
)

and ‘remote

hidden

evident, by this direct

Materials for

Music Teachers.

whole system must feel the effects of the remedy.

Dover, N. H.

POTATOES.

Express or

A N Watson, Mrs
Deering,

it two.
Also,

and

growth

for the

most

the

blood, reaching

the

parts.

Greenbush, Wis, per J Westlake,
Kittery, Me, per FW Towne,

der it for you. It costs but 50 cents, and one bottle
Rk
will save many doctor’s bills.’
J.B. ROSE & CO., 53 Broadway, N. Y.

Price, by

Smith,

R. DEERING,
fh

Foreign

C O Libby,
Mary P Root. De

adapted
.to cry-

and teething children.

SEED

|

Warwich Center, RI, per G W

Ve desire Physicians to test this article, and will
forward three bottles GRATIS to the address of any

Town, Tasmania
(formerly
Van
Dieman’s
Land), by union gervices in thétown hall, in

is

By.its quieting, soothing effect

one so authenticated, * Insist that

A A

J Stackpole,
Mrs R

A,

Railway, and

efficient than

es natural sleep, ah® 1s particularly
ing

Rev

L Kingsbury, Fentonville, Mich,
Yiu Cook, Steuben. O,
4 sriffeth, Moravia, N Y,

il, without its horrid taste. The Cas toria reg‘ulate
the system; cures constipation, stomach ache eroup
* and flatulancy,and kills worms. It does not distress
or gripé.

Mrs

Portland, April 8,72.
Ch
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more

Rich,

Miss M C Eveleth and Miss Ella Swett.
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W
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experimented fifteen years
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Moore’s

Also,

of Valuable

Perfect Mines

nourishment of the body by abgorption and assimilation. in like manner VEGETINE acts in the cure ot
disease. When swallowed it is absorbed, taken up
by the veins, aitd circulated through the system with

by the Logans-

not nauseate, and operates when all other

1n England.an attempt has been made.to amal-

Congregational

L M’s:

peck; $2,00

75 cents per

bbl.

Have an immense sale. Each book complete in it, self, but one naturally succeeds the other in a
School Course. The books are

Store 461, Broadway.

material

furnishes

Our food

bo

& wife. Mrs T. C Lewis, Mrs

Isaac

Foster, of Chicago, Prof. Hov-

Dr. Pitcher has

8,75
18,34
10,00
5.00

D Hatch, Lowell, Mass,
1.00
10.00
Purington,
5,00
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Puring‘on,
B Chuieh & Society, Portland,and to con. the

folowing,

already

sandstone
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Dr. Lowell Mason's
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Hiw Vegetine Acts on {be Blood.

M Seavey, Saco, Me.
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she had used from twelve to
now happy in informing you
choose to make it public), that
and VEGETINE accomplished

L.D. CARDELL,

EXPRESS.

,—A substitute for Castor Oil
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gamate the Congregationalists and Baptists; but
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East, and is

Co, NY.

Collection Anson Q M,
* Farmington Q ¥,
‘Wm Toothaker L M,
*
Mary Toothaker
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4 silver medal was awarded
at 81,00 an ear.
Sent post-paid, 25 cents per package.
years.

Hence 1 teel justified
cure after nothing else would.
remedy, and
in saying VEGETINE is the most relia: le
to try it, forI
would advise all suffering humanity
medicine,
vegetable
honest,
good,
a
believe it to be
it.
and I shall not hesitate to recommend
respectfully,
I am, etc.,

Mrs J P Thompson, Greene, Me.
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morning meetings are attended by 700 to 800.

Mr, Dall, the Unitarian
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J W Burgin, Lincoln, Vt.

a Yegeiable preparation containing neither Minerals, Morpliine nor Alcohol, It is pleasant to take,does

secured

daily;

W Brown,

ductive; excellent quality.

head was excessive and very offensive.
| She was in this condition when she commenced

Fred J Harmon, Bridgton, Me.
Harry Jones, Marilla, NY,

stone,

At Topeka, Kansas, no house is_sufficiently large
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Plants, in season for
100,000 Early and late Cabbage
the great success of VEGETINE in cases of Scrofula, ’
North
setting. For sale by MOSES H. HUSSEY,
Rheumatism, Kidney Complaint, Catarrh, and other
in choice variDealer
and
Cultivator
Me.,
Berwick,
diseases of a kindred nature. I make no hesitation
cties of Seed Potatoes, Green-house Plants, Tomato
in saying thet I KNOW the Vegetine to be the most
Plants, &c, Boxes, barrels, and carting fo depot
reliable Yemedy for Catarrh and General Debility.
ree.
;
My wife has been troubled with Catarrh for many
years, and at times very badly. She has thoroughly
supposed rémedy that we could hear of,
tried every
and for all this she has for Several years been gradpally growing worse, and the discharge from. the

Rev 8 A J Moody, Adrian, Mich.
_
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have heard from very many

Dear Sir,—I

POTATOES.

the best of all for
Peerless, the $100 prize potato,
the late crop; skin and flesh white; enormously pro-

SouTH Bosfton, Feb. 9, 1871.

H. R. STEVENS,
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the converts go everywhere preaching the word.

it came to nothing.
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port, Crawfordsville and Southwestern

"A marked feature of this revival is that
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B Young.

that they make a very favorable report as to the exthe | samt and the quality of both tke coal and building
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fifty to one hundred requests for prayers are read
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Christianity has been termed a ‘* worship

North-west;
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is made exclusively from the juices of carefully selected Barks, Roots and Herbs, and so strong:
ly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from
thé system every taint of

it is seen

pleasure we draw public at-

ers, visited these coal fields and
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ey, and Col. Carrington, of Wabash College, and oth-
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The Week of Prayer was
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The papers of Indiana state that recently,a.company of scientific gentlemen, including the State Geolo-

has been. for seventeen

to hold the multitudes

is

named.

’
before he could * seriously consider the change.
The largest Baptist church in New York city
the
is the Abyssinian church (colored), of which

daily.

and

carrying the coal to market in considerable quantities. These coal mines and the sandstone quarries
must prove the source of a large income to the road

of the Pierrepont-street Baptist church, N. Y.,
after eonsidering it for two weeks, on the ground
more accurate plan of operations should
a t
tha

At one

high the standing

West,

The Rev. Wayland Hoyt has declined the call

"hundred persons.

the

as well as for fuel ; and twenty-five feet below this is
the famous block coal stratum.
The road which
reaches these rich deposits. has easy connections. A friend

The Baptist Anniversaries will be held in
atNew York as at first proposed. ‘In a largely
tended meeting of the pastors last week, it was
votedto invite them to come to the metropolis.

Rev. William Spelman

assail

cross them, and other roads are being built to reach
them.
Within a few months the Logansport, Crawfordsville and Southwestern Railway has reached the
block coal. Indeed, it comes close to the hills in
which is found a very superior bituminous coal,which
is likely to be valuable for the mannfacture of gas,

a steward and the other as a trustee.

be devised and a larger

attempts to

we

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Goyernméfit Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written application.
*

medicines and remedies of the present day,

Office Addresses.

Southe

;

traverses,

subtle poisons that are so freely used in many

other

and

of Indiana.

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500, and $100.
This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne
Lozansport and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Park County, as
also, for the large surplus products of the rioh agricultural and mineral section of the State which it

mercury or

it is caused by

that

suspicion

without

,

Rev. L. Brackett, Lewiston, Me.
‘8, W. Schoonover, Byron, N.Y,
*¢ K, 8. Cady, Burlington Flats,
NY.
“
P, Randall, Whittlesey, Ohio.
* J. M. Pease, Lisbon’Falls. Me.
“8, W. Cowell, Ellenborough depot, N. Y.
** A.G. Brann, Money Creek, Houston Co, Minn,
* LL.D, Felt, Markesan, Wis.
+= L. J. Wilkins, Stellapolis, lowa.
“ J. W. Barr, Lebanon, N. ¥.
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to give access to market. Both the Terre Haute roads

MISCELLANY.

The New Testament revisers have

If the flat’

hie death.

com-

HrroROOCK, Clerk.

General.
were
Bibles
nd
thousa
Forty
Chicago fire.

Post

are in a high degree satisfactory. Already capitalists
East and West,.are moving in the matter of erecting
works to make steel with this fuel.
Several railways
now converge on these rich coal fields, or cross them,

’
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on Friday,

AN.TRUE, Clerk.
AP
[_

the

Railway

dot

INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW
YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE
COUPON AND REGISTERED.

truit thereof shall be for meat,and the 1eaf thereof for
medicine,”
.
Our great Redeemer hag made a pyovision for
the cure of ciseases of man and beast, yet thousands upon thousands are overtaken with _#ickness,

RENSSELAER Q.M.will hold its spring session with
the Poestenkill church, commencing Friday,
at 1
o’clock, P, M , May 10.
I. B. COLEMAN,
lerk.

is coming rapidly into notice, and the thorough tests
applied to it prove 1t to be a most valuable fuel in the
manufacture of iron and Bessemer steel. It has even
excited notice among ‘English iron-masters. It is
said that under their direction, dlréady careful analyses of the coal have been made, and that the results

Jefferson church, June
N. H. FARR, Clerk.
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y

suc-

'

akin to revenge, rather

its

journal,

The Block

twelfth chapter of Luke.
Kentucky men like to leave religion wholly to
In De Kalb county there is a Meththe women.
odist church without a single male member, and
Administration is devoted to | it is reported to be in a prosperous condition.
From the Chief Exitself.
At a Quarterly Conference recently held in
to a two hundred dollar post- Washington, BR. I., two ladies were elected toy
movementis calenlatéd with important official positions in the church, one as
continuance

perpetuating
ecutive down
master every
reference to its bearing on the
i spent. like water;
Mone
of power.
elections are made to
state and munieip

Wo;

P.

Shelby church, Jan. 20, 21.
,
. Next session with jhe Claybaiks church
10, A. M..
J8, at
mencing Saturday, May

®

3616

grow

all trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade; and

FUND

be Per Cent. Gold

Verse.

“ By the rivers upon the banks thereof shall

SINKING

THEY BEAR

47th Chapter,

12th

Treas.

the Mount Pleasant church, commencing
June 28, at 10 o'clock, A. M

times

As has been mtimated by a Crawfordsville (Ind.)
correspondent, the BLOCK COAL, of Western Indiana,

OCEANA Q. M.—Held its last session with the

of time and talent .wadted in conducting a

force of the

church,

o'clock,

2

in

Lion and with unfeigned

church,
session was enjoyed. The JeffersonQ, M.,
was
formerly a member of the Lawrence
received into this Q. M.

pal Church whichjopens the eyes and mouths
of the people, has a merit which indifference

Ezekiel,

WISCONSIN Y. M. will hold 1ts next session with

tention to the strong expression of opinion that they
have given as to all the concerns of the well-known
Equitable Life Assurance Society.

please recollect the one dollar
R. R. WALTERS, Clerk.

Next session with the
~*~
14—16.

A. M. JONES,

Lewiston, March 21, ’72.

conducted the investigation.
insurance business, and for general integrity, no
better men could have been selected, especially
when it is considered that they were altogether disinterested and id no wise connected with the institu-

CrawrORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
Feb. 16—18. A profitable
the Salem ALR

Episco-

and pasSivity verily need.

Auburn

been something

this scurrilous

N. Y., was with us and favored us with two sermons, which gladdened our hearts.
Resolutions
were passed on thé death of Sister Renwee.
the

requested

.

given to the facts which it contains when

Quarterly Meetings.
The Methodist. Recorder has discovered |
that Religion is in-a sickly way, and proBowDOIN Q. M.—Held its March session with
Notwithstanding the
the church in Topsham.
ceeds to affirm:
severe cold, the churches were well represented,
Our public services are falling too much and the large number of delegates from other
into mere pulpit speech and routine task. | Q. Ms added much to the interest of the meetsession will be held with the
The people are passive. They attend church | ing. The June
:
to be acted upon, not toact. Even the sing- | North Street church, Bath. A. M. JoNEs, Clerk.
same
ing they hire out, and listen with the
low estimate which measures operatic perCLEVELAND Q. M.—Held its last term with
formances. The Methodism of to-day needs
The meeting
church, Feb. 2—i.
the free exchange of sentiment and experi- the Royaltoninterest,
as the church at R. had just
was one of
ence in the class-meeting, and the hearty closed
a revival meeting, the result of which has
song of the masses, which made it a power already been published. Rev. J. C. Steele, of
Neoxt eossion with

in modern

.

Western

As you will find by sending
Fifteen Cents {or a Specimen copy to adams, Blackmer & Lyon Pub. Co,
Chicago,
1w 6 9andl2

Equitable, and though. its shafts have fallen hgrmless upon the impregnable fortress it approached,
a
,
.Iip-tmptptid
yet it is not the less discreditable to the aggressor.
Y
Leiters Received.
The overtures made by this unworthy member of |
the press,whose calling it disgraces, were indignantW Allen—E Allen—J Albright—H Axtill—I Allen «J J
—=G Aukerndu—E T- Alley- A Ames—S B_Bean—J
ly rejected by the Equitable Society, who preferred Allen
M Bailey—J Baker—J Backus—W L Bunker5Mirs M B
$0 accept the situation, rather than to capitulate upJean—L Brackett—H Brown—N C Bowen—H Bacon—J
on the proposed terms, and as a result the spiteful W Brown—B F Burgess—L & H Benjamin—-P 8 Burbank—d M_Brewster—Vail Balcom—L L Bradford—J M
sheet, in its unjustifiable anger, launched forth in in- Barnim—J W Brown—A Cox-5 Cole—J W Carr—8
vective against the company, and against all those § Cady~ 8 Coursant—A B Chamberlin—W Collar—L R
Coshun—F M Calley—J W Carr~1L Chaney—O J
honored gentlemen who for years have stood with Cone—J
Corliss—R Dean—A Dexter—B H Damon—W G Davis—
unblemished character in the community, and who A J Dutton—L Decker—W C Drew—J Dawes—H F
C Green—AW Greenhave so fairly earned public confidence by their ad- Dickey—D Ferrin—8 Fifield—J
slit—G W Grifin—G Hilton—I T Hoit—J Hisey—L G
Howe—C Hecard—J Hicks—J B Higgins—Sarah A Jenministration of this company’s affairs.
P Kinne —8 C Kim=~
A report which we publish elsewhere simply. con- nings—J Johnson—Mary Kellar—1
Keith—E G
ball—Mrs J E Kilburn—L Kingsbury—S
tradicts all the statements that havé appeared in Knowles—J M Langworthv—W H Littlefield—D Loth-

—

mencing Friday, May 24th, at

corporations

newspaper has stood

east from Ovid Station, on the D. & M. R. R.,
at which place the Shiawassee Q. M. will hold
IRA ALLEN.
its next session, May 4, 5.

The time has fully come for members to exercise their right of private judgment by
opening their mouths to ask and answer
; to sing, to pray, to
questions, in company
their ransomed powers
work, to consecrate
to-Jesus. Methodist congregations are dying of the dyspepsia which comes of idleness
and ease. The people must wake up to the
fact that worship is an act, not a condition

few

interest on notes. &c., are

MORTGAGE

, BONDS OF THE
Logansport, Crawfordsville

"BETTER THAN EVER!

to make immediate payment. We hope our
friends
will take into consideration the burdens we are carrying, “stick to their bargains,” and honor those
pledges which they
have solemnly made and which
are honestly
our due.
For the corporation,
§
O D. CHENEY, Pres.

ly. A few distorted facts, and much more false assertion, have formed the basis upon which that

edge the receipt of. $12.00, the result of a donation
at Burlington Flats, N. Y. Also. the receipt of
$70.00 from friends in the vicinity of. South Ed-

Religion is diseased of
at the beginning.
dignity ; and invalid of overmuch doctoring.

who are owing

which instigated the publication in a notorious week-

REY: 8. 8. CApY and wife gratefully acknowl-

FIRST

The NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER for 1872

ses
given to the college, and that it be done at their
earliest convenience.
!
Under this instruction, the subscribers request
that all persons who are owing the college on notes,
subscriptions or Fromises that are due, make immediate payment of the same,or secure the same to the
college beyond the possibility of loss. All persons

.

91-2 Per Cent.on the Investmeit.

Rey. E. Allen, Mr. Ora A. Stovens

NR:

Bates College. he

MORETINCOME

THAN GOVERNMENT BONDS,

Wm. Brackett, of KE. and Mrs, Ann i, Willianae, of

than to envy, as will be understood when we say
that blackmail appears to be the principal object

Donations,

ing here; they are the property of the combe taken from the
pany, and must not
train.” . Not long were we on board before
I observed that every copy( eight in number) were being freely examined and read.

has

|,

ae Sad

An instance of this has recently occurred, but the
motive

the cover, ** These Books are for free read-

Paying 60 Per Cent.

to; 15 shel

whichhe can not

to the «ontrary notwithstanding.
Catairh Remedy will cure Catarrh,
have used it attest.
and use it, in doubt do not stand,
it in drug stores all over the land.

lous attack.

a train on the Louisville and Nashville rail- meston.
road. I noticed upon the sides of the car
Church Organized.
neatly constructed wire racks, each containReaching forth and taking one | A F. B. church, to be known as Middlebury
ing a book.
into my hand for examination, I foun it to | church, was organized March 31, at the Hambe a beautifully bound copy of the revised | mond school-house, in Shiawassee Co., Mich.,
New Testament Scriptures, marked upon by a Council from the church of. Duplain, This

Even the ritualism of the

of Catarrh

‘cessful management as the Equitable Life Assur
ance Society; but this very success hasjmade it the
mark of rivalry, and subjected it to much unserupu-

Rev. 8. N. BROOKS and wife gratefully acof an innocent fellow-being will not be
not
d
woul
It
wolf.
a donation of $63.28, besides other
ling
knowledge
prow
a
to
merciful
gifts, from friends in Loudon, N. H. The donasurprise us to lemrn that Van Meter had
gone to Rome in search of a just reward tion exercises were participated in by the childar
dren, who furnished dialogues and singing.
and to prepare his own funeral.

or state.

case

that have so deservedly earned a reputation for

Morning Star for publication, and to
ted to the
the relatives of the deceased.
A. L. HOUGHTON,
¢ Com.
H. F. Woop,
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seat, journeying homeward
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There-are but

4. That cobics of these resolutions be transmit- |

abandoned God,

AN TNOIED SECURITY,

Sm?

At the annual meeting of the President and Trus-' and Miss Annie J. Twombly, bothof Monroe, Me.
can not be, because Dr. Homespun tees of Bates College held in June last, a committee
can not be cured.” Now, this Dr. chosen to consider the finances of the corporation
If all the friends of the NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL
po
the following resolution, which was unanjthe identical, Sov abyred old fellow | reported
TEACHER will send us
yi
believes and persists in declaring that
Resolved,
That the President and Treasurer
make ,

Dr. Homespun
That Dr. Sage’s
thousands who
Then buy it,
You will find

deceased brother, the qualities of the true friend
and Christian
gentleman,
;
8. That in this sorrow we tender our sincere

may still love his children and bis country.
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I took my

any

that medical science is progresmve—the opinion of

of our

sympathy to the family of the deceased.
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r

for the
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“ glap-jack,” and does not
over, otherwise the
water would all be spilled out of Deacon Bascom’s
mill-pond. But astronomical science has positively
demonstrated and proved that Dr. Homespun is
wrong in supposing this earth to be flat and stationary, and medigal science is daily proving thé fact
that he is no less mistaken and behind the times in
regard to the curability of Catarrk. In short, it has
been positively proved that this world moves and

a dearly
removed

the institution, and to the churches.
92. That ‘we recognize, in the character

!

DR.S. 8. FITCH, .

this earth is not round or spherical, but flat as a legally secure all the notes,subscriprions and promis-

;
from us by death, therefore,
Resolved, 1, That while we bow submissively
to the will of Him who doeth all things well, we
yét deplore the irreparable loss to outselves, to
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REV. A. G. BRANN has changed his field of cure, yet there would be some skeptics and fogies
HuMlabor from Saratoga, Winona Co., Minn, to who would congue to shout, “ Humbug!”
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Sometime prisoned at the center,
With

my throes I shake

volcanoes

Startle mortals with my power,

Strike the ships midway in ocean,

And the teeming towns deyour,

Of the granite rocks that lie

That were merely shapeless atoms
Ere I kissed them with my flame—

“Do you remember

in

do they unof this very
as then, the
and faculties

Yon have been to church to-day.
You have
Sin and the word of God has been read,

Owe their birth and shape to me.

and the gospel preached to you.
me, what was the subject

When the rolling of the thunder
Strikes the trembling wretches dumb,

Jennie blushed,
little thinking she

Rends the murky clouds, I come.
Fedr attends me, horror after,

ber the text.

Ruin round me wide J cast;

tell

of the Scripture

and hesitated.
said, “I can’t

_

Gazing voiceless on the ashes
my terrible steps have passed.

it is, then,”

said -the

father.
““Iknow I can't tell that,” she replied,
blushing still deeper; ** I never try to re-

member.”

Rear they palaces of beauty,
*. Fair without and rare within,
Stores of hand-work, filled with fabrics,
Wealth and profits hard to win,
Temples grand, with costly altars,
Where the wretch for sin atones—
I appear, and they are ruins,

After a
remem-

I am sure I thought I could.”

“ Tellme where

Men my name with bafed breathing
Mutter when my steps have passed—

;

:

‘¢ If you can neither remember

the text,

nor where it is,tell me what was the subject,

using your own words.”

“I am

pretty

sure

it was

something

about Jesus,” she said, ** ut I canlt remem-

ber much.”
ee
.
“Is it not true, my child, that having
ears to hear, you have not heard?” he said,
sadly. Opening a Bible and turningto John,
twentieth chapter and thirty-first verse, he]
read, ‘‘ ‘But these are written that ye might
believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God, and that believing ye might have life
through his name.’ This beautiful pas-

-‘Shapeless heaps of blackened stones—_\.

Molten metal, crambled columns,

-

Timbers charred, and blackened stones.
Not alone on land I smite them;
But with red, devouring lips

~~

_ With their richly freighted ships;
Swarthy sailors, pallid women,

Pray in vain for mercy there,
‘While my crackling and my roaring
7
Swell their chorus of despair—

sage was the text, from which our pastor
preached to.us of salvation’-from sin and

~ While I dange from deck to masf-head

their Aunt Julia, and take lessons in music
and French with their eousins.
Uncle

her own shara of filigl duty upon

house, and resided in Paris,
velvets,

and

other

rich

Toppled walls upon my foemen

Tokens of my vengeance be.

Yet malign I am not always;
Witness for me truly when
1 become the humble servant
Of the toiling sons of men,
Drive the engine, heat the furnace,
Melt the ore, and soften steel—
Like the monarch in the story,
Aid the wife to cook a meal—
Monarch, wandering from earth’s center,
Aid the wife to cook a meal.
’

~~

Though they see me when the lightning
Strikes in wrath the lofty domes, »
Yet I love to cheer the dwellers
In the humble cottage homes;
From the hearth my flickering shadows
On the wall I cast at night,
‘While I crackle—that’s my laughter—
© At the children’s wild delight—
As to see these tossing shadows
They display their wild delight.
-

seeds which shall take root in your heeft,
and bring forth fruit a hundred fold.
‘The
ability to read, and the opportunity to read
good books are blessings‘ of incalculable
value. How are you improving these
blessings, my child? Having eyes to see,
are you trying to perceive, or do you read
simply for amusement, comprehending
nothing but the story, and forgetting even
that in a few days ?”
t.
Al
*¢ But, papa,” she” said, willing to evade

And what time I shall expire,
All things growing, all things living,
All Shall pass away with fire—
Air, heat, motion, breath, existence—
All shall pass away with fire.

In the solemn day of judgment,
At the awful time of doom,
When all quick and dead are parted,
These to light, and those to gloom,

a direct answer, *“ can’t . we

ment? Must
prove? -

Then the earth that one time bore me,
‘Wrapped within my wild embrace,

Shall behold my final splendor

“If yon

As I bear her out of space—
And we twain shall pass together,
Pass forever, out of space.

we be always

mean

have

amuse-

trying

by amusement

to
that

immo-

mentary pleasure, which we often purchase

at the cost of future happiness and selfirespect, I'think we can not afford it. If you

.—Harper's Magazine.

The Fanily -Circl.
. Hearing» and Seeing.

|

V. G. RAMSEY,

—————

and

Jennie

had been reading her library book till she was

So she laid it aside, and stood at the

mean getting the greatest possible enjoyment out of the opportunities that are given
us, then all our lives may be ‘full of amuse-

ment,

Ifyou read this book for the child-

ish pleasure which you call amusement, you

lose the higher “satisfaction which results
from improvement. What I wish you to
see clearly is this,—God has given you no
faculty which you can afford to ‘abuse, no
talent that may be wrapped in a napkin and
buried in the earth. All such abuse or neg-

lect must result in loss and

misery to your-

materials, to send

dr,

“and I'wishI

had

a

microscope.

I am

sure I could learn a great many things.”

said the girl, taking up her book and open-

ing it at the first page. *“I thank you for showin® me how. I have been neglecting

| the powers which I possess,

while

to

use

I have

¢ Jennie, my love,” said her father, becks foolishly coveted those which were beyond
I will begin this book again,
oning her to his side, ‘‘ a microscope is ‘a ‘my reach.
very good thing, but we can learn a great and try to look beneath the sarface. I will
‘deal without one, if we keep our eyes open. try to see and to hear so as to understand.”
Parting the clustering curls, and kissin
God has not given us microscopic vision,

which proves, I think, that such
not indispensable to our
5

ual welfare.”
4+ Do

“that

‘you

a. gift is

physical or * spirit-

papa,” said

his

ples, ‘ Blessed
are your eyes for. they
and your ears for they hear.’ »

in-

finite wisdom and goodnéss, those "gifts
_ which are indispensable to its welfare. To

‘some3 animals he gives strength,

:

Jennie,

God Teally gives us all-we need »”

« He givesto every creature, in

father said,

* Happy will you be, my daughter, if the
Saviour says to you, as he said to his disci-

bs
mean,

the fair brow that was upturned to him, the

see,

:

to others | Faith and works were well illustrated by

s, and to others
to others cunning,
swiftnes

a venturesome little six-year-old boy, who

portunity for the girls to have

such

an ad-

‘no creature hashe given any power which

4

home upon the load of wood. When asked
by his mother if he was frightened when the

maybe neglected:or abused without danger team cafnb down a very steep hill, he said,
loss. ' The eagle has & telescopic eye, £¢ Yes,a little ; but I asked the Lord to hel
and he
' bat
must keep it open or he might starve | me, and hung on like a beaver.”
ty

nat

:

mea

The Alumni of ‘Williams College, residing

as mamma does

=

C. Benedict presided,and address.

mother i§ telling you where to go, and
what to buy, you are trying
about half- the
time to count the marbles if your bag,”

——

She knew the choice would lie between
Maude and Lizzie, as the three little ones
weastill too young tf leave home, evengd
visit kind Aunt Julia.
‘

“I think John will take Maude,” she
thought, *‘ she has so much musical talent, :

and

is so- pretty,

Dear

es were made by Hon. Emory

ry alarm, “Let

and

Mrs.

Raymond,

never

lieve in the

voices in the parlor,

Lizzie, my music is far in

advance of yours, and I have improved
very much in my French since Uncle John
was here last, so I feel quite sure he will
take me to Paris. You don’t care much
bout it, do you?”
- .
:
\O Maudie! not cure! If you go, I
| 8
not grudge it to you, and one of us
‘Certainly,

and

you are

pupils,

The

If he asked for Lizzie, he was sure

some other domestic duty.

>

“I could not enjoy your visit so much,”
Mrs. Raymond said to her brother, ¢ if

Lizzie did not take so much care off my
hands. I can not afford to keep any servant but # half-grown girl for rough’ work,
but Lizzie is a great help.”
“Let me see, how old are the girls?”

growl, and

then,

tossing

3

the Children
p——

“I have three

children

to

name

struggling

in

of Maude’s music?”
“She plays well, in good time, correctly

She will make

an excel-

lént ‘teacher.. Does Lizzie play well?

I-

have not heard her.”

You would never hear her

the

lowest

he

never
which

ulty

geometry which he missed, because it was
only half learned ; of the mittens which he

lost, because they were only half in his

“For Almost-Done,” said Lucy,

the

was ready.

of

speech,

mals ; admitting

tv of oysters

and

matures

into
a man.

that

we are of the same

flesh and blood as the baboon and the rat,
where does he find his proofs that we are
improving instead of degenerating? He

certain

claims that mals an improved monkey ;
how does he know
a degenerate

that ‘the monkey. is not

man, a decayed

branch

of the

‘human family, fallen away from the high
rank he once held, and haunted by a dim
sentiment of his lost dignity, as we may
infer from - his melancholy aspect? Im-

blushing.

“I was almost done dressing when breakfast

.

the di

It is the old theory of Monboddo ppropounded a hundred years ago, but spread over a.
larger surface, and set forth with new ils
lustrations.
Ld
But allowing all thatits author says of the
consanguinity of man and the inferior ani-

pocket; and, worse than all, of Zebra, the
horse, who ran away and broke the buggy,
because he was only half harnessed. - Jasper, I say, as quick as a flash, thought ofall
than

of

and. mussels; they multiply; by a principle of selection on the part of the parents,
they rise higher and higher in the scale of
being ; they become quadrupeds ; they crawl
out upon the land; they waddle on the
shore, in the shape of seals; they build
houses as beavers; they climb trees as
squirrrels; their talons and paws become
hands furnished with fingers, and we have
the monkey ; the monkey acquires-the fac-

only had the sticks, and that was all ; of the

more

A number

a dab of jelly fixed on a crag in the ocean,

latch he began to mend, and left;of his

these, and shrank back,

In

form of animal life

cell.

said Mrs. Drew one day, *‘and I shall name _gans; they rise to

Half-Done, for as quick as ‘lightning

to Mr.

They somehow become: arranged in a sort
of symmetry; they Bradally acquire or-

over,”

as he had his new box of tools, and
roofed ; of his aunt’s flower ladder,

boys

system

Accordin

improved morkey.

these cells come casually together, and form

laid himself down by his kennel.

two

species.

| is a minute, animated

Over.

thought of his martin-house, begun as soon

the

human

| Darwin, man is 1

them Half-Done, almost-Done and Dome.”
Jasper slunk behind his mother’s chair
with a guilty look. He, I am sure, was

the

I was althost to school when it

provement,

Mr.

President

and gentlemen,

began. I -had almost done my letter to implies effort, it is up-hill work; degenerpapa
when it was time to send it. . I had al- acy is easy ; it asks only neglect, indolence,
but; strange to say, after getting close to the
inaction. How often do the descendants
lad, he turned and went towards the larger “most finished ‘Golden Threads’ when Jane of illustrious men become the most stupid
Oh,
dear!”
sighed
Lucy,
*“Al|
came
for
it.
boy, who was struggling in the water, and
of the human race! How many are there
keeping his head above the surface with diffi- | most-Done is quite as bad as Hall-Done; | each of whom we may call
culty. Seizing him, Dandy brought him safe- and a great deal more provoking, because | . *“The tenth transmitter of a foolish face.”

you see, just a little more trying would have |

ly to shore.
He then turned and "looked
| towards Bobby, his young tomenter ;” he had

done it.

“Arthur!”
once,

cried

Lucy

*‘Afthur does;

—a line of Savage,

** The tenth transmitter of a foolish face.”

:

and

the best he ever wrote,

| worth all his other verses put together—

But who of us is ‘Done’ 7"

“Who is ? asked mother.

| a good many grudges against him, and for
| some moments seemed hesitating whether to
| save him or let hig&lrown.

at | and that face growing

Jasper

more and more fool -

| ish from generation to generation.

Arther finishes.

I might

| instance the Bourbon family lately reigning

Arthur looked up surprised and pleased, as in Spuin and Naples. I might instance the
cried his master, point- |
family of Austria.
There is a whole
who was trying his best | his brother and sister willingly accorded the roy
nation, millions upon millions,—our Chi|
credit
due
him.
How
many
times
they
had
was not the brave swim=of whom the better opinion is that
| seen him, small boy as he was, cipher for an nese,
himself.
they have been going backward in civili| hour-together, rubbing out and writing fig- zation from century to century. Perhaps
dog bounded again into
| ures over and over again, until at last he they “wear the . pigtail as an emblem of
| the ‘Water, and brought Bobby to land. Iie
|
would bring his small fist whack! on thé what they are all coming to some thousands
| did not seem to have much heart in his
How, then, can Mc. Dar| table, shouting.
‘It is done!’ How pa- of years hence.
work, however, for he dropped the boy as
win insist that, if we admit the near kindred
| soon as he reached the shore, and walked | tiently and persistently he would plane and | of man to the inferior animals,’ we must be{ hammer and saw, and saw and plané and | lieve that our Jiogtess has been upward,
| away with a stately, indifferent air.
| hammer, with all his mind on his work, un- and that the nobler animals are the progeBut Bobby, grateful for his rescue, and
| til, boat, or a box, or a wind-mill, done and ny of the inferior?y Is not the coutrary
repenting his former unkindness, ‘made up
more probable? Is'it not more likely that
| 20ell dones too, rewarded his labors,
| with Dandy on that very day; and they were
Yes, Arthur was “Done.”
‘‘He is a fin- the more easy downward road has Been
taken, that the lower animals are derived
1'ever afterwards fast friends. He came very
| isher,” said.Jasper, ‘and I wish I was.”
[

“Quick, Dandy!”

| ing to poor Bobhy*
| to keep afloat. He
{ mer he had thought
: § this the noble

from some degenerate branch of the hu“Think, Jasper,” said his mother, *‘how it | man race, and that if we donot labor to
not | would be to carry half-done into everything | keep
the rank we hold, our race may be

near losing his life through unkindness to a

dog, and the lesson it gave him will
soon be forgotten.—Children's Hour.
hd

,

.
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Remembering.
“Oh, dear,” exclaimed Hugh, “I can’t
remember this long, hard lesson;” and,
throwing down his book impatiently, he
gazed longingly out of the window at Harry Seaton and Will Garson playing ball
across the street.
:
“You

can

rands when

remember

your

ever so

many

er-

mother fends you down

town,” said Cousin Ethel,

quietly.

-

“Oh, yes,” replied Hugh, his face suddenly brightening up; * but that’s different
Uncle John inquired.
| from learning a geography lesson.”
‘ Maude is sixteen, Lizzie fifteen.”
“What is your lesson about?” asked
Maude does not seem to assist much in
Cousin Ethel, after a little pause.
|, the pudding-making business.”
Hugh was so much interested
in the game
| “I make her take her share generally, going on across the street that he ‘did not
but she is so anxious tobe with you, that
hear the question until it was asked the
Lizzie takes her work too. ' It is their own
second time.
arrangement.”
‘‘Here it is,” he replied, at last, handing
“Then Lizzie does not care to be with
her the book; ‘‘all of Ohio, Indiana, and
me?”
;
Illinois.
I've read it over twice, and can't
‘‘ Lizzie is always ready to sacrifice herrecite a bit of it.”
°
self for Maude or me, dear child,” said the
*“If
your
mother
should send you down
mother. * Tell me, John, what you think

+¢ She is shy.

| of the

Naming

Quick as thought Dandy sprang into the
lake, and swam rapidly towards Bobby;

and save her

to hear she was making the beds, sweeping
rooms, cooking the dinner, or engaged in

and brilliantly.

way of remembering,” re-

arm away, leaped back over the fence, and

and saw
water.

some of the long walks in bad weather.” -

Paris.

It is a good while since the remark
was made by an English wit, thathe diq
not like to “look at monkeys, they seemed
‘to him so much like poor relations. What
was regarded at that time as a clever jest

will not grow
;
;

that ‘‘Half-Done” was his name. If all he
worth twice as an older boy, and that, in some way, their thought were true, did he not deserve it?
boat
was
upset
in
deep
water;
not
far
from
I really be“You mean me,” said Lucy. . .stocking-darn- the shore; and it ‘also happened that Mr.
“Mean you for what?”
| Howard and his dog, Dandy, were near bys

ing, and house-cleaning.” *
‘‘ Somebody must do such things,” said
quiet little Lizzie.
‘I love music, too,
Maudie, and I hope soon to be able. to take

a few of mamma's

him!”

that Bobby was on the lake in company with

certainly ought to stay and help mamma.”
much as I am in the house.
lieve yowilike dish-washing,

go! Don’t bite

“You're a very, foolish boy, Babby Ryan,»
said I, “to pick a quarrel with such a splendid old fellowas that. Suppose you were
to fall into the lake some day, and Dandy |
should happen to be near, and suppose he
should remember your bad treatment, and.
refuse to go in after you
5
“Wouldn't care,” repiied .Bbbby. “I can
swim.”
:
Now it happened; only a week afterward,

and paused a moment before entering.
Maude was speaking :
know,

I begin at a distance from our beloved
alma ‘water, but I promise to come to her
before I have done.

| his

though there was a good deal of make-be-

as a musie-teacher,
As the visitor came up the garden-walk

“You

and ended with an appeal for the support
of colleges. He said:

Baptist.

frighten the young rascal.”
Jot
And Bobby was frightened.
Dandy hold
him for a little while, growling savagely,

very strong, was resting a little from the
task of teaching, for she earned a support

to the house, he heard

this

others, Mr. Bryant began with Darwinism,

plied Hugh, - 1
id
“ And‘if you keep on doing so, faithfully, has since been taken by an eminent nat
year after year, your. memory will improve uralist as the basis of an extensive system
more than you now imagine.—National | which , professes to account forthe oricin

dog lifted his: dark brown, angry eyes to
mine with a look of intelligence, and I understood what they said: *‘I only want to

I should miss her texribly if she left me.”
Uncle John came in the summer days,
when the children were having a vacation
school,

“Ill try

geography

Washburn,

of Mass,, Mr. Bryant, Dr. William Adams,’
Rev. 8. H, Tyng, Jr., Prof Bascom, and

“Dandy! Dandy!” I cried, in momenta-

little Lizzie is a

home flower, so helpful and’ domestic.
There is ndthing brilliant about Lizzie, but

from

see if your hard
easier,”

the stick, and whack! or Dandy's nose it
fell. Now Dandy, a great, powerful fellow,
was very good-natured,
but this proved a
little too much for him. Hé sprang up
with an angry growl, ‘and bounded over the
fence as if’ he had been light as a bird,
caught Bobby Ryan by the arm, and held
« him tightly enough to let his teeth be. felt.

dition to their education, for she was very
poor, and couldygive them few advantages.

the street after-dspool of thread, a pound
of pepper, a package of envelopes, a bar

of soap, a paper of pins, and some note
paper, do you think you could remember
all of them P*
‘“ But mamma would not give me errands in that way,” said Hugh, laughing.

“Why not?” asked Cousin Ethel, ‘‘ you

|

“»—the bread half done, your dinne
half r
done, | frittered “away into the meaner tribes of
| the table half set, your new pants and coat | animals, and finally into animalcal® ? Then
| may our Tweeds become the progenitors

| from the tailor’s half done ; sweeping, wash- | of ‘those skulking thieves of the
Western
| ing, sewing half done.”
:
die
wild, the prairie wolves, or may swim stag“Please

don’t,

mother,”

said

Jasper.

“Let me think of it:"—Cheld’s Paper.
a

Two

| beavers; our poets by clouds of musqhitoes,
| famished and musical ; our doctors of divin-

Scenes.

A gentleman took his son
row in a tavern,

where

to a @runken

the

inmates

were

fighting and swearing, and said he,

“Do you know what has caused all this?”
“No, sir.”

His father,

pointing to the decanters,

said, ** That's the cause.

| drink 2%

The. boy started back

exclaimed, No!"

Will
with

nant pools inthe shape of horse-leeches;
our astute lawyers may be represented by
| foxes; our great architects by colonies of

you
horror,

Then he took the child to the cage

take a

ty,—I say it with all respect for the cloth,—
by swarms of the mantis, or praying insect,
always in the attitude of devotion. If we
hold

to

Darwin's

as I do not,

theory,

how

are we to know that. the vast multitudes
of men and women on the earth are not
the ruins, so to speak, of. some nobler species, with more elevated and perfect faculties, mental,

extinct P

physical

and

moral, but now

Let me say, then, to those who beliéve
in this relationship of the animal tribes,

and’ ‘that it behooves them to avoid the danger
which Ihave pointed out, by giving a genofa erous support to those institutions of wholesome

designed to hold us back
man with delirium tremens. The bby gazed from thelearning,
threatened degeneracy, of which
upon him affrighted, as the drunkard raved there-are fearful porténts abroad,
—portents
and tore, and,

thinking

the demons. ‘were

after him, cried, * Leave me

alone ! leave

me alone! I see "em! they're coming!”
“Do you know the cause of this, my
boy?”
“No,
“This
some P”
shudder

A
sir.”
’
SA
is causetl by drink
; will you have
and the boy shrank back with a
as he refused the.cup.

of moral degeneracy, at least. Let them
move before we begin to squeak like bats,
or gibber like apes; before
that mark of the
brute, the tail, has sprouted, or, at least,
while it is in the tender germ, the mere
bud, giving but a faint and distant promise

of what it may become, when the owner
shall coil'its extremity around the horizontal branch of a tree, and swing himself by
it from one trunk of the forestto another.

one here be consciousof buf a friendNext they called at the miserable hovel of lyIf any
leaning to the monkey theory, let him
a drunkard, where was squalid poverty, contribute liberally to the fund Tor puttin
and the drunken father beating his wife, up a building where the students of Wil-

| and with oaths knocking down his children,
know how to buy all these things.”
po
‘What has caused this ? " Said
the father.
“ Yes; but she would tell me to go to a

The son was silent,

~

liams

College

can

be cheaply

bearded; if

the taint have struck deeper, let him found
a scholarship; if he have fully embraced

An hour later Uncle John went
to find grocery store, and get the pepper and,—
the theory, let him, at any sacrifice, found
When told that it was rum, he declared a professorship; and
his sister.
then, although his
what next, Cousin Ethel P"
| that he would never touch a drop in his theory may be wrong, his practice in this
“Why did you not tell me?” he said,
*“ A bar of soap.”
x arf,
‘instance will be worthy of usual commenlife.
eagerly. ‘‘ Lizzie is a born musician. Every
“Oh, yes; then go toa trimming store
dation.
But
suppose
that
lad
should
be invited to
note she strikes has a soul of its own. She for the thread and pins, and come back by
“a wedding-feast where, with fruit and cake,
made me cry—me, old as I am. She wants a stationery for the,—I've forgot already.”
teaching, culture, and she will play won‘ Envelopes and paper” continued Ethel, the wine-cup is passed, amid scenes of |
. True Hospitalty.

derfully. Give her to me for a few years.

I will place her in our best school with my
Gracie. If she brings the same patience to
her studies ‘as she shows in her home life,
ghe will surely excel. You will miss her,
but i? will be for her advantage. Maude
will be able to take some of your pupils
scholars. Let her help you at home, too.
I have entirely disapproved of her selfish-

ness in throwing all the domestic care upon her sister,

and had decided to give the

he gives senses so acute and instincts so ran info the forest after a team and rode patient, self-sacrificing girl a holiday, even

l,we are astonished; but to
that
wonderfu

mind,

across the water. The little cousins spoke
“Never make an enemy, even of a dog,” ‘1 see,” bxcinimed Hugh, interrupting
French fluently, to the wonderment of said J to Bobby Ryan, as I caught at his her; “I must: pay attention, as mamma
Maude apd Lizzie Raymond, who had shed
.
s
hand, and tried to prevent him from says.”
tears innumerable over the * horrid verbs” throwing a stick at our neighbor Howard's
“Yes; get it straight in your head what
and other difficulties of the language.
great Newfoundland.
But my words and you want to learn ; take one step at a time,
+ Mrs, Raymond was very glad of an op- effort came too late. Over the fence flew and give your whole attention to it, and

in the fall, and she could take a few French

-

in my

C. Bryant oL ; Darwinism.

W.

{in New York and vicinity, had a dinner and
** Yes, that's the way, said Cousin Ethel ;
at Delmonico’s some time since,
** but one thing more,—suppose while your re-union
Hon. E.

Bob Ryan and Dandy.

selecting silks,

if she knew you were listening. Stay here
window, watching the snow-crystals as they self.”
on the porch, and I will send her to prac*
The
careless
remark
that
1
would
like
a’
gleamed and flashéd
in the sunlight. She
hi
.
:
- remembered to have seen pictures of the va- ‘mieroscopé has led to a very serious talk,” tice,”
rious forrns of the snow-crystals.
«Tt is very beautiful,” she said- aloud,

it straight

Literary Wiscellany,

+

the errands?”

Lizzie.—

Methodist.

“I hope to do something better than
drudge as mamma does,” said Maude.
*¢ If
it not. You have ears to hear these great’ I get this chance for a Parisian finish, I
truths which are indispensable to your sal- ‘shall try to have a position in some large
vation, Youhave a memory capable of re- seminary.”
taining them, and reason which enables
“Will y8u dus: Uncle John’s room now,
you to reflect, and to comprehend their im- Maude? Ihave so much to do to-day. It
portance, and yet I fear you are not using is all ready, but some dust may have gaththese great and precious gifts so as to bene- ered since I put it in order yesterday.”
fit yourself or to glorify God.”
“0 Lizzie! you run in. I want to pracTears came to Jennie's eyes, and throw- tice that last piece of music. One of the
ing her arms around his neck she whisper. passages is so difficult, and I want to play
ed, ** Dear papa, I did not know I had been my very best for Uncle John.”
¢‘I can’t stay here any longer, then !"
so wicked, I will try, next Sabbath, to hear
The next moment the piano wus opened,
aright.”
* You need not wait till next Sabbath. and Unele John entered, to find Maude
Every hour brings opportunities which, if practicing diligently. He was a kind uncle,
they are abused, wili return to reprove and ‘but not a man who talked much. After the
condemn us. I see that you have been welcome was over, and his pretty lot of
reading a book. It is a good book, full of presents distributed, he quietly studied his
|
vivid
pictures
and
important
truths. little nieces, showing no partiality, but giv{
These pictures which the writer has drawn ing both a kind and fatherly low
Lizzie'was not much with him, bfit Maudé
| of the misery and degradation of sin, and of
She
the blessedness of purity, ought to be hung was his almost constant companion.
in the chamber of your memory, to warn was a very showy and brilliant pianist, and
you in the hour of temptation and peril, her French was very fair; so she played
and to inspire you with hope and courage, and chattered, quite confident that she was
if you ever feel like yielding to idleness’ or impressing her uncle with her accomplishdespair. These truths ought to be. the ments, and would win him to take her to

Gloomy will their triumph be—

use in trying.”

mond’s family when Uncle John wrote er of music and French. Maude has sefrom Paris that he was coming home for a cured a position in a seminary, but her sg)month, and would take one. of the girls ary hardly suffices for her own finery, and
back with him, to pass six months with she is now, as ever, quite willing to throw

eternal life through Christ, and “this message from heaven, you heard as if you heard

To their chorus of despair,
In the densely crowded city,
Without pity I affright
Startled wretches roused from slumber
In the still and somber night.
Tenement-house or brown-stone palace,
Either is the same to me;
If they manage to subdue me,

Foe of life have mortals called me—
Foe to all that breathes or stirs;
Hence the terror-stricken pagans
Are my abject worshipers.
Life! there were no life without me;

Now

lesson, and ’of the sermon this morning?”

When the vision-blinding lightning

afternoon,

them

which God has given us in a proper manner.

Gleaming ores and dazzling crystals

On the ocean sate my hunger

you

that Christ said’ at

hearing, they hear not, neither
“| derstand?” He was speaking
sin, which is as common now
sin of not using the senses

Conqueror on land and sea,
With the many meaner metals,
Owe their birth and shape to me—

a]

and

parables, because, they seeing, see not; and

And the grim and swarthy iron,

ET

|

'| one time, * Therefore speak I unto

" Rarest gems of countless value,
Nuggets-of
the yellow gold
That, through all the time historic,
Men and empires has controlled,

tired.

our

¢ Pray, papa, what more can be meant?”

Ere with ardor I embraced them,
Ere I kissed them with my flame.

Sabbath

with

** There is a superficial truth in what

At my tomeh their erystals came,

It was

commensurate

say, which seems to hide a deep error, To
us who ‘are endewed with reason, seeing
and hearing means something more than
the mere perception of objects or sounds.”

At my breath they sprang to being,

BY MRS.

“That would be very foolish,” replied
Hugh, laughing; ‘so I am to tike one
step at a time in my lesson, am I, and keep

our ears, and nobody. wants to do that.”

T am father

:

and earning a handsome income as a teach-

see and hear except we close our eyes,

Ages deep beneath the moyntains,
Unperceived of mortal eye;

{

+ There was great excitement in Mrs. Ray-

“1 think I do,” she replied} ‘but it seems
to me, papa, there is no danger that we
shall neglect to use our senses.” We must

Feed on forests, towns devour—

Where

smell, but he must attend to the warning or

Do you understand me, my ghild?”

Over prairies wide I scurry,

Fire they call me.

the top in one step, or two, or three,—no

so that, though there is notho endowments,
ing wanting to us, there is nothing to spare. John was a partner in a large dry-goods

At the surface Fappear;
Sa
Then I burst through chafns that bind-me,

1872.

home to-day, she is still the dutiful, tender
daughter, lightening all her mother’s cares,

responsibilities

the sphere;

Through the showy-topped

1%,

‘Maude and Lizzie.

self; but he has made our wants ahd our

| /

APRIL

where there was abundance of prey. The
antelope discovers an enemy afar off by the
he will not éscape the danger. He has
made us a little lower than the’ angéls, and
| crowned us with gifts that ally us to him-

Song of Fire.

MORNING STAR,

before I heard her play.”

:

:

smiling. “So it is because all these er- cheerfulness and gayety, “where all the
wt
rands are arranged, or told you in order, friends are respectable, beloved, and kind
‘That eccentric, but brilliant writer, Ralph,
to each other, and--he should be askedto
that you can remember them, is it P
Waldo.
Emerson, has the following adniidrink,
would
he
refuse?
Or
suppose him
“Yes, ma'am,” replied Hugh, wonderrable
remarks
on this topic :
ing what this would have to do with his walking out with his father on New Year's
lesson.
;
:
“Now suppose you try to straighten "out
your geography lesson in the same way,—
take. Ohio first, study the large print, what
is said of soil and climate; then learn about

rivers, towns, and so on, till you get to

the end

of that part of the lesson ; don’t

yeu think you can do that much 7”
* Yes; ma'am,” replied Hugh,

beginning

So the choice fell upon Lizzie, greatly to to get quite interested ; * but I have to learn
?
i oo
hr
.
her own astonishment. She went to Paris’ Can.”

and remained until the war brought her uncle's ‘family to Amery again, . In her
-

I

*‘ Suppose you stand at the bottom of the

school-house stairs, and say,

Pa

.

th

ui

Mon

‘I can’t reach

day to call on his young lady friends to enjoy the festivity of the ushering in of the

new year,

With other things wine is hand

ed to him.

by

a smiling

girl.

His noble-

I pray
you, O excellent wife, cumber
not yourself
and me to get a curiously
rich dinner for this man and woman that
hath alighted at our. gate ; or bed chamber
made ready at too great a cost: these
things, if they are curious in them, they

hearted father, whom he loves, presses the can get for
a few shillings in’any village;
wine-glass to his lips, and compliments the but rather let this stranger see, if he will,
young ladyon the excellence of its quality ; in your looks, accents, and behavior, your
what wonder if the son follow his example? heart and earnestness, your' thought and
—Emblem Annual.

’

"
:
i
Children should be .joyous and happy.
If : childhood does not blossom, manhoo
will be likely to bear mo fruit.
:

will, which he can not buy at any price in
any ity, which he may
well travel twenty
milés, and dine sparely and sleep hardly,
to behold. Let not the emphasis of hospitality ‘be in bed and board; but let truth
and love, and honor, and courtesy, flow in
all thy deeds,
Yt
¢

°
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pi

coming lile
t. Around the

gnd there the beat of a drum,

8,
semblage of farmers with their w
So all that night there was marching, there
was mustering, there was trouble; and, on
‘the road from Boston, a sioady march on
into the land
soldiers’ foo; onward, onward

seat in the House of Commons is filled by
a Tory
instead of a Liberal, the Conserva-

tives
me exultant and faithful Liberals
disconsolate.
Mr. Gladstone's temper is
either unalterably unfitted for the guidance

sound of Soming ‘War.

of a party, or it has not yet become seaold y Partionlar members whoin he dic-

fro.n bed and looked out at the misty stars;
~*‘they do not live long enough go know the

likes ‘can bait him into fury, and Mr. Di.raeli is not the man to lose the opportunity
‘an Arrow a twist in a wound when
dfgiving
once he sees that it has stuck. * Without
question Mr. Gladstone has not been a cautious helmsman of the Cabinet vessel, He
seems to have courted danger and to have
looked out for shoals and whirlpools, In
several instances he has infringed the spirit

they would
value and purport of life, else
combine together to live long, instead of

throwing away the lives of thousands as

rs a little tyranny
they do. And what
"What matters a form
in so short a life?
of government for such éphemeral creat:

:

As morning brightened, these sounds, this

and purport of a statute while adhering to

clamor,—or something that was in the air

its letter, and though the cases were individually unimportant, yet their combined
effect told against a statesman who would:
until lately have been pronounced a purist
and precisianin all points touching upon
litical morality, Ie has been most un-

so loud that

and caused the clamor,—grew

land

achievement, continues to attend Mr. Gladstone ‘and his colleagues. As seat after

«Fools that men.are!” said he, as he rose

ures !”

church and denomination, share in the ympathy

ing, mincing, and

policy’in relation

to the Irish

laws had run its course of triumph and

;
when the red Indians trod ii.
Septimius heard ii,and knew, like the rest,

the

the

insteadof
and effect.
Bulwer),
oy
utte pancé

last warlike disturbance had been

that it was

00!

to the

Septimius. seemed to feel it even in his soliIt was in the atmosphere,—storm,
tude.

countrymen, and in speaking with him on

since yesterday.

figured

tremulous

an

almost

Oh, high, heroic,

juncture,when man

felt

the verge

angel; on

other

inveighs

himself

Mgrs. BETSEY B. DOWNING

we that have sgen the muster of the

has done his utmost to conciliate them and
owes a great deal to their support. Many
of the Nonconformists are so incensed that
they would joyfully lend a hand to drive
him from power if they could entertain any
hope that a government with-a BStiey more
conformable to their views coul d be install
ed in his place.— Peter Bayne.

village

soldiery on the meeting-house green, and
at rai-way stations; and heard the drum

and fife, and seén the farewells; seen the
familiar faces that we hardly knew, now

that we felt them to be heroes; breathed
hicher breath for their sakes; felt our eyes
moistened ; thanked them in our souls for
teaching us that nature is yet capable of heroic

moments;

felt

how

a

-Lincoln’s Dream.

impulse

great

cold, passion-

lifts up a people, and" every

——
The President remarked that the news
would come soon and come favorably, he
had no doubt,forhe had last night his usual
dream which had preceded every important
event of the war, I inquired the particulars
of this remarkable dream.
He said it was
in my department—it related to the water;
that he seemed to be in a singular and inde-

less, indifferent speetator,—lifts him up into religion, and makes him join in what becomes an act of devotion, a prayer, when

perhaps he but half approves.

The Boy

John.

i —
says some

S. C. Kendall

very

suggestive things about

true

John is young.

;

quote

His tastes are

bone in his body aches for nr

play, fun, laughter. He
has never been taught
fun is, if only it will give
that stings him. . Not at
for

what

And going
hunger

he

of his nature

Every
reation, for

where

others

go,

othéss

he

go.

finds the

coarsely met—just

and

he was moving with great rapidity to-

ward

a dark and indefinite

burg Wilmington, etc.

does
to cake—what the
relief t
fidget
all refinedi(he will

wants

where

same,

that

shore;

that

he

had had this singular dream preceding the
firing on Sumpter, the battles o¥ Bull Run,
Antietam, Gettysburg, Stone River, Vicks-

nformed.

His feelings are very far from
fined. In fact he is a little gr
sympathies. Hejwants amusem

go

scribable vessel, but always the

and

oy John” in

the April number of Ser
as follows: ..... =

are drowned,

sition of the Nonconformists is doubtless
intensely Ratu to Mr. Gladstone, as he

strange rapture of the coming battle !
We know something of that time now;

as

Gen. Grant remark-

ed, with some emphasis and asperiuy, that
Stone River was no victory—that a few
such victories would have ruined*the country, and he knew of no important results
from it, The President said that perhaps

he should not altogether agree with him,
but whatever might be the

facts, his singu-

lar dream preceded that fight.

Vietory

were

important. \ He

tainted meat will fill the hunger of a starv-

doubt that a battle had taken place

ing man—in the low revelry, vile
unclean mirth of drinking-cellars

beaten, for

stories,
and sa-

loons. The boy does not discriminate very
closely, and to the longing of his crude apetite the entertainment of these places is
infinitely better than any he ever coyld find

in that place which he fe been taught to
speak of as home. For eating and sleeping
and getting his clothes mended, he. feels
that no place can be equal to a Christian
home; but for a good time, for passing a
dull evening hour, for learning something
new, for words of cheer, for professions of
sympathy, for those genial ways, which a
boy does love, and which any boy but a
Uriah Heep must love, John will tell even
the ministerto his face that home is nothing

did

not always follow his dream, but the events

and results

had
or

no

was

about being fought, «* and Johnson will

be

I had this strange dream again

last night. It must relate to Sherman; my
thoughts are in that direction, and T know
of no other very important event which is
likely just now to occur.”
:
Great events did.indeed follow. Within
a few hours the good and gentle as well as |
truly great man who narrated his dream was
assassinated, and the murder which closed
forever his earthly career,affected for years,

and perhaps forever, the
country
,— Gideon "Welles.

welfare

of his

ig>

Be

Music-Pounding.
—

W—

reat extent, in the common

walks of

life,

like other boys,

What

other

boys?

And

then, with'a very feeling remark that, if
John does not do better and become steady,

he will make a miserable shirk of himself,”
the futher goes to bed. The mother waits

«ill

her boy

comes.

By

and :by

he does

- come in,—his restlessness blown off; the un-

worked

her

wrists

and

hands;

to limber

‘em, I suppose, and spread ont her fingers
till they looked as though they would pretty

much

coyer

the

key-board,

rowling end to the little
Then those two hands of hers
at the keys as if ghey were a
gers coming down on a flock

from

Sleep and rest prepare the household
auother day and evening like these. *
And when that other evening

goes the boy
wonders and

again; and the

comes, out

wishes ‘that John

steady and stay at home, and

white Sheek, and the piano gave a
must howl as if its tail had been trod on.
uiet.”] stop—so still you eould hear ‘your

for

father again
would

very

be

feeling-

ly predicts that, “If he does not change his
course, he will very likely come to a miserable end.”
3",
"°¢
!
But, good father; why should
your bey
spend. his evenings at home?
hat is

there at home for him?
recreation,

what

What

happy

lan

for

pleasant
whiling

growing.

Then another jump, and

er howl

as if the

then

grand

piano

the

squeaky one.
made a jump
couple of tiof black and

easy fidget of the early evening spent in reJlaxations which, of some kind, a Boy
have,—and then at last the house is

had

clatter

Dead
hair
anoth-,

two tails and

and’ seramble

string of ‘jumps, up and down,

and

back and

forward, one hand over the other, like a
stampede of rats and mice more than like

anything I can call music.

people,

from

whom

they

received

I like to hear a

frog and a wood-thrush.—Poct at the Break-

the

pyramids, a

photographer was employ-

ed in taking a negative of Don Pedro,
with¢he mammoth mausoleums in the ‘background. The lovely group was consequently taken at the same. time, and the Emperor declared
that he could wish nothing
to remain immortal except a picture which

had

fixed

him in the

company

charming

circle,—not

even

of such

the

a

pyramids

themselves.
Wheréupon the acquaintance
was renewed, and each young lady was
declared a natural princess. A week
ago
the party, accompanied by a dragoman,
sailed from the port of Beyrout, where. they

young,

much real

give in

with, a

Testless, i Drimmi g
schemes,
view

to

devices,

how

plans, efforts,

meef [this = passionate

yearning of his mind?
play with

nature;

thought and care did. you ever
How much do you

him, tell stories

with him, make

riddles ‘with him, talk with him of what you
have done and seen, of what your father did
A

one kindness be followed by another,
you have accomplished, yonr object,
A gentleman

was

one

day

asked

until

A

Mountain

Bell.

rt

The Messrs. Meneely, of West Troy, received an order recently for sixteen slabs
of bell metal, to weigh one hundred pounds
each, and the purpose for which they are intended is sufficiently novel to note. On one
of the peaks of the Andes Mountains, in
South America, a church has recently been
the

material for

its

sound

of the

¢ church-going

bell,”

we

should say that the Monks are in pursuit of
the contemplated happiness

under

exceed-

ingly great diffic ulties.—7roy Times.

to

experienceda hope in Ohpish and

was

and

rendered her an ornament to society
church,
Her last words were of Jesus,

Board,
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e Scientific American, is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
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Farm Implements,
and every new discovery in Chemistry.
A year’s
numbers contain 832 pages and several hnndred enavings. Thousands
of volumes are preserved for
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Terms
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of all news dealers.
PATENTS
obtained om the best terms
Models of new inventions and sketches ex
ed
and advice free. All patents are
published
in the
entific American the week they issue. Send for
amphlet, 110 pages, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
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Patents,
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CENTRAL INSTITUTE
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;
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Full course of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
;
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the
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passed fearlessly over the river to join the angels
and the redeemed around the eternal throne.
Funeral sermon by the writef, from Phil. 1: 21,

Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.
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Obitwwies,
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DEA. BENJ. B.
CREASEY died in
Maine, Jan. 28, of consumption, aged

Our departed brother had

been

,

Languages,

Mapleton,
48 years.

engaged

Classes

NICHOLS

an insertion

equal to ten cents a line, to insure
Brevity is specially important.

Not more

single square can well be afforded to
obituary. Verses areinadmissible.

than a

any single

wards he joined the N. Jay church,

en

years since he and a few

others

denomination

S MMER TERM
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Some

were

sev-

organ-

of his

choice
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make
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school
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from

AGENT,

MANUFACTURERS. OF

Calendar:

per

PAUL,

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N. H.,

.

Music, Drawing and Painting.

TUITION, from $4.00 to $6.00
Music and Penmanship extra.

and

Department

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department,

W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penimanship.
GEO. B. "GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing
y Ainting.

and

Valves ; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.
lar, Flue and -QCylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Patent
Bleaching Kiers; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap
Welded Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s Patent Expansion :
Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

STATIONARY
RN

Portable Steam Engines,

SHAFTING,
;

:

TURNING

LATHES,

MACHINISTS’ TOOLS

;
of every description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass Castings, Gas
meoters and Gas Works.
tfi6

~

The

Register for 1872.

This annual which has become so essential to
every reader

of the Star makes

its appearance

promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
at the
to any who may want it ony
to be supplied
following rates, viz:

copy 10 ets; one dozen copies, 96 ots;

Single
I dre] copies, §7,00. Postage on a single
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumenta 1 one
2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen
copy,
:
and yosaliMusis
!
\
coples, +12 cts; on one hundred copies, $1,00,
JENNIE de la
MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French,
ers’
which is to be paid by- the purchasers.
{3
. OALENDAR, 1872.
are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
L. R. BURLINGAME
arch 20—Spring Term begins.

MELVILLE

Several

a Commercial Desuccessful.1
It is

|

Adress

© June 20—~Commencement,
September 4—Fall Term begins.

December {—Winter Term
begihs.
For College Catalogue apply to

|

MACHINE COMPANY..

Mathematics

Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.

GEORGE

de-

V7 3

Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.

,

term.

on

useful

SEMINARY,
:

LYNDON

Prin.

tion the pioneer ministers who Bow the trump | now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
ears each, which opened for the
over these hills and throug 4 Course, of two
He con- admission of students at the commencement of the
if a certain . sound.
fall term.
\
sound of the old gospel oi
Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
e
de~
pthinnéss and power.
K.C; LEWIS, See,
New Hampton, N. H., Marsh 15, 1872.
that: savored of a departure

gospel
mself from being in- oftheseo free.
friend how he kept
vales, giving
volved in quarrels;” "He answered; ‘By let- tinued to love the
ting the angry person have all the quarrel | od with primitive
‘plored everything.
to 1 himegelf.”

+

those

Per order,
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres.

Miss L. D. Moare,

to $6.50

extra;

and

paper covers,

A. M. JONES, Sec.

instruction.

sirous of bearding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
phiows ases and towels.
.
.
from

revised

Chicago, I11.

150
- 8.00
.- 500

LATIN SCHOOL.

PIKE

H. M. Willward,
Miss E. L. Gordon.
ExPBENSES. Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful operation,

J Poition

newly

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent

INSTITUTION.

years ago the Trustees introduced
partment, which has been 3 very

this

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.

"=

Students

J.D.

ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. A@ Large
Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to
JONES & CO., Troy, N. Y., or, 149 Dearborn St.,

26.00

-

Z

ave invaluable,

begins April 22,1872, and

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25.

by

ujne Bell Metal (Copper and Tim). ‘Hung with Rotar;
Mountings, the best and most
durable ever used.

ages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
. N. Rand, A. M.,
Miss T. A. R. Dow,
. BE. C. Rich, A. B.,,
Miss Alice I. Libby,
A. P. Shattuck,

of

OLD ESTABLISHED

students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic.
Ancient Geggraphy, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and, Latin poetry,
scanning, &c.
The location of the ‘school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advant-

on Monday

:

MEN,

of Church, «Academy, Fire Alarm, and other Bells
constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Gen-

and liberal education.

continues ten weeks.

Postage

TROY,

ness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and: pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The

children

.
G. H. RICKER;
North Scituate, R. I., March 15, 1872.

U

SELF-MADR

latter, 2 cents.

confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough

will commence

MADE; OR

OF OUR

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in

15 cts.

College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school
being composed of only one department, a thorough-

services by
CoM.

Complete courses of study for both sexes,

NEW

ized into a church af E. Dixfield. He continued
a faithful and much valued member of the same,
until his Master called him home. - He had been
associated with the

The

J

the labors of Rev. Elias Hutchins,was baptized by

ber have a copy
book.

1-6: JORDAN, A. B., Principal,with three Assistants.
]
The special work of this school is to fit students for

Academies,

Persons wishing obitPARTICULAR NOTICE!
Star, who do
Morning
the
hed
in
uaries publis

«

Penmanship

to

THEY WERE

TRIUMPHS

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family.” Let every pastor and church-mem-

Monday, June 24.
Tuition $25.00 a year.

Y., Feb. 13, of congestion of the lungs, aged
years, Hé was the last original member of the
first F. W. Baptist church of Columbus, of which
he remained a worthy and -efficient member for
nearly half a century.
For some months he had
been praying earnestly for a revival of religion
in the church, and was permitted to see his
prayers answered; for a glorious work had begun (which still goes forward) ete Gbd took him
to his rest. He died as he lived, with a firm
trust in the Saviour and in the hope of a glorious
resurrection,
A larger concourse of people has
goldom gathered than convened at his funeral to
Funeral

-

Music.

Music,

AGENTS.

per month, by selling

McCabe, Jr., By forty emineitexamples, it Teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra terms, address
4
3m2
GEORGE MACLEAN, publisher, BOSTON.

SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March 22.
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, Aprill, and closes

She was left a widow with eight small

his companion,

«

BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
5
. JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.

children, forty-five years ago, and in poor circumstances, but struggling through untold difficulties,.she brought them up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord.
Six have passed away
and all died in the triumph of faith, doubtless
through the influence of a noble Christian mother. She has been blind for the past six years,
but having lived an exemplary Christian,quietly
submitted to all the dispensations through which
she was called to pass, and even death, to her,
had no terrors.
0. B.

mourn their 10ss with

in Vocal

Work formed, if desired.
Special - attention given

SISTER BETSEY DEMERITT died in Effingham
Falls, Feb. 27, aged 77 years.
Sister Demeritt
experienced religion and was baptized by Rev.
J. Davis in 1836, and continued a worthy member until she removed ber membership to the
new church which was orgamzed at the Falls in

and numerous relatives.
Rev. J. M. Langworthy.

A

-

College.

Com.

DEA. VARNUM CHURCH died in Columbus,

A

Bass, Secular or Sacred

HOW

AND

An excellent opportunity will
iven those desiring
a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
from Massachusetts, - qualified to teach Thorough

MRS.
SUSANNA, ‘widow of the late Pelatiah
Thompson, died in Lee, January 15, very sudden-

1843.

ah,

Use of Instrument, -

in the

service of the Saviour and identified with the
objects of Christianity for thirty years; the last
twelve of which he resided in the county of
Aroostook and was a valuable member of the
first F. Baptist church in Presque Isle, which he
under God faithfully served as a deacon. He died
as we feel assured all faithful Christians will die,
comfortefl with the word and Spirit of God.
C. PURINGTON.

ly,in the 78th year of her age.

-

|

8t9

Penmanship, (12 lessons)
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
ig
¢
(10 lessons) -

Trustees to

not, patronize it, must accompiny them with cash

AND

Rev. SOLOMON HARTFORD died in Rochester,
Mareli 30, of typhoid pneumonia, aged 72 years,
‘WEST LEBANON ACADEM Yoyo
2 months.
Bro. H. was converted and became a
The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
member of the West Lebanon F. B." church in
TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
1838, and has been a consistent and constant
N. MARSTON, A. B,, Principal.
traveler inthe way to life. Says one, ‘* 1 never " A.Miss.
H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
heard aught against Bro. Hartford as a neighbor, | of Instrumental Music.
.
citizen or a Christian.”
He was man of peace
Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draws
and a peace maker.
He lived a Christian’s life
ing.
and died in hope of the better inheritance reservTUITION:
ed in heaven.
He leaves a large circle of friends
Primary Course,
- 84.00
and a lonely wife to mourn his death ; but they are
Common English,
“iw
oe
4.50
consoled with the thought that he now rests in
Higher English,
gl

the bosom of Christ.

bf

THE BEST PAPER! TRY IT!!

Mabrey will give his whole time to the school. His
experience in the school-room warrants us in saying
that teachers will find this school second to none mn
the county.

MAINE

£y

years experience.

containing Patent Laws ,with full direc-

tions how to obtain Patents, free.
A bound volume of 118 pages, containing the NEW
CENSUS by counties and all large cities, 140 Engravings of
Mechnical Movements,
Patent Laws and
‘rules for obtaining Patents, mailed on receipt of 25
cents.
4wll |

reasonable

of teachers.

ve

Pamp!

#10.
Rooms

BY MUNN &
Sciéntific Ameri-

can, Park Row, N. Y.

$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
- $6.00

week.

2

.

Principal,

"

per

:

$3.50

"For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

weeks.

Music

"

dh

DLs sued:8 uly DoFr both sexes. Special
: bapa
atten oh given to those rr fh to take a thorough

Over fifty graduates an-

Terms: Primary
Common English
Higher English
Languages

=

. Faculty:

Ll
Calendar:
.
SPRING
1872,
\
SUMMER TERM opens oil
, 1872,
Board
be obtained
in
private
es at
per Week, oF rooms may
ihn
yao

VIRGINIA.

SEMINARY. ,

M. K. MABREY,

She

and
and

Whse

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The Spring Term will commence on Tuesdhy, Feb.

baptized

friends,

Mine

Lizaie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield, Waly Hin

term of this institution, will open

20, and continue eleven

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,

WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

C.A.
A. B., Principal.
in
E. rower ig Fo E. C.
G, A. Stock:

nually,
"the. Boarding Hal] has been refitted and farnished, and placed under the care of the principal,
Ferms moderate. Send for circular.
?
J. 8B. GARDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872.

out a murmur, and her quiet and harmless life
relatives

.

Coy

teaching
and for business.

by Eld.J. Hovey in 1823. Sister Stevefis died of
heart disease.
She endured her sufferings with-

endeared her to her

GREEN

March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are
ared for co!
, for

Me.

Stevens.

TAYLOR

WHITESTOWN

Co., Maine;

A.

FLEMINGTON,

The summer

MRS. CLARISSA CormaN
died in Loudon,
March 29, aged 72 years,
Sermon by the writer,
from Rev. 19:7.
¢ And his wife had madé herself ready...
S. N. BROOKS.

from its feeble but very hopeful commencement
He remembered gvith great affecs
in this region,

by a

Kennebec

1823,

ace

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President,

LUTHER HARRIMAN died recently in North
will go ovefland to visit the Saviour’s tomb. Fayston,
Vt., aged 78 years, 8 months,
Father
While at Cairo they received distinguished Harriman was pot only a'soldier of 1812, but also’
courtesies from the’ Consul-General Butler. of Jesus Christ, ind enlisted under Prince Imfaithfully
Now they are bound for Constantinople, manuel’s banner in early life, serving
the remainder of his days and fell at his
intending to come home when they get during
post fighting mantully.
When his warfare was
ready.
*
| over on earth he cheerfully obeyed the summons,
“ Come up higher,”
Sermon by the
writer
from Heb. 13: 1.
J. F. BuzzELL.

Ebenezer Scales and united with the ¥F. B,
ttt 4 Rev.
church on Severy Hill, Dixfield. Years after-

If you have an enemy, Wet kindly toward
What have you done to make home" attractive and winsome to him ps John’s home ? him, and make him your friend. You may 204
He would likejamusements suited to his win him over at once; but try again. PEL}

March,

=

This Institution offers to students Japazoumé and
peculiar advantages. - For particulas
tion,
send for a Circular to

every

ospitality, as it might be expected such a
bevy traveling in such unique fashion would.
They” then extended their patronage to
Scotlayd, England, France, Switzerland,
Germany, and Italy, in the same way,
romped over the Alps, and enjoyed. everything without the trammels of society upan
them. Now they are traveling in the East,
and meeting with all sorts of pleasant adventures. In Egypt they met the Emperor of Brazil, and desiring his autograph,
he kindly gave them each a photograph of
himself fully endorsed. When they visited

woman sing, and I like: to hear a fiddle
BRO. JOHN MORSE, of N. Jay, Me., died Feb,
sing, but these noises they hammer out of
18, after a painful sickness of a few weeks, havtheir wood and ivory anvils—don’t talk to ing
He
almost completed his four score years.
me; I know the differenee between a bull- | was converted nearly half a century ago, under

away the hour, does
he find inviting him Jast Table.
there, or that would invite any boy there ?

was born in Belgrade,

great

you had trod on both of ‘em at once, and
a

Ar

LypIA, wife of Elder Amos Stevens, djed in
Pageville, Meigs Co., Ohio, March 14, aged T1
years.
She was the daughter of Jesse Page,
was married

GEO. C. P VEY, President
Strafford Center, ARES
h Sey.

:
JAS. W. MARTIN.
No deduction for~leg\ than half a term, except on
count of sickness.
If terms commence at the
FREDRICK STROWBECK dicd in West Parishb inning and middle of the term.
;
ville, N. Y., March 31, aged 106 years and 11
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
| months,
The father and grandfather of this very
$2.00 per week.
Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
Fourteen American Girls.
are formed.
‘
aged man both lived to a greut ,agze; his father
5
died at 104, his grandfather at 105 years. The
Rooms and board in private families at reasorfable
subject
of
this
notice,
until
the
last
10
days
of
rates.
It will be remembered that about one his life enjoyed a good degree of health and the
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
year ago fourteen American girls, from all use of his mental and physical powers ‘except
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
Ri of the Union, started out from New sight, which he lost some 12 years ago. His
companion,
who
is
left
to
finish
her
long
life
RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
ork, witlf a lady named Mrs. Stone,at
their head, and a courier named Gilbert, journey alone, is 93. She lived with ber husband
SPRING TERM will begin March 12, and continue12
near
70
years.
To
them
was
Yorn
9
children,
weeks.
Tuition,
$6.00;
Incidentals,
$1.00; Penmanwho, completed the party. Their object 50 grandchildren and 55 great grandchildren. ship, $1.50 for twenty {essons; Instrumental:
Music,
was to see things as they really existed, This aged couple for many years enjoyed the with use-of instrument, $11.00.
Board, in clubs, $2.00 or less, per week; in private
and not to take everybody's word foyit. support and comfort of the Christian hope. * A
$3.00. Rooms for self-boarding, can
had
They first visited Ireland, not going ine large congregation assembled at the church at his | families
at reasonable rates.
conventional way, but mingling witlf the funeral, the services of which was conducted by
Sead for Circular.
:
the writer.
‘WM. WHITFIELD.
Wi. REED, Sec. -

erected by the Monks,

’

The Fall Termof 10 weeks will com
Tues an, Al
29, under
the instruction of ri)
McCLE
graduate of Yale Coll
Tuition aid bo
’ 8 usual.
can
or those who wish to hotd
i Rooms Su

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

March 28, aged 93. In early
life he lived at
Sandwich,
We have often fend him tell of
John Colby, then a youth there, whom he knew
well, and who afterward became useful in a high
degree as a preacher of the gospel.
Mr. Harrimar experienced a deep work of grace H3 years
ago, was baptized by ad David Harriman, then
of Candia, and united with our church.
For several years,in consequence of difficulty of hearing,
he attended meeting but little, but he gave good
evidence that be was ripening for heaven.
He
delightedto converse on experimental religion
and in hig last severe illness of a few days was
happy in the Sayiour’siove.
|,

The old Master was talking about a con- construction having been carried thither on
to a street corner, or”h billiard-room with
the backs-of mules, by long, circuitous and
cert he had.been to hear:
the attachment of a beer-shop.
:
dangerous bridle paths. After completing
I don’t like your chopped music anyway. the church it was determined to add to its
Well, by and by, just before. the clock
strikes ten the father ‘wakes from his doze, That woman—she had more sense in her attractions by placing a bell weighing sixthe spectacles falling and the paper sliding little finger than forty medical societies— teen hundred pounds in the turret. To
upon the floor, and looking round with a Florence Nightingale—says that the music | transport an.article of that weight to the
you pour out is good for sick folks, ‘and the dizzy hight would be simply impossible,
bewildered
gaze, asks, ‘‘Where is John P”
Whereis he? Why, for want of better music you pound out is n’t. Not that ex- but * where theve isa will there is a way,”
actly, but something like it. I have been and the Monks determined to constructa
instruction, he is out practicing our modern
It was a furnace near the church, with the sufficient
plan of training himself up in the way he to hear some music-pounding.
likes to go, having
no thought that when young woman, with as many white muslin capacity to melt the metal, and cast the bell
he is old he will care to
depart from it. flounces round her as the planet Saturn has from the slabs above) referred to.
It is the
But the father who has inquired for his boy rings, that did it. She gave a' music-stoo] intention of the Monks to transport the
a twirl or two, and fluffed down on it like slabs up the mountain-side by ** packing»
rubs his eyes, looks out into the darkness,
and listens; but he hears him not. He a whirl of soapsuds in a hand-basin. Then one hundred pounds on the
back of each
wishes that hig boy would not go out so of she pushed up her cuffs as if she was going mule engaged in the dangerous undertaknights; but then be does go out. He won- to* fight for the champion’s belt. Then she ing. Ifit be a pleasure to listen to the

ders that John can not sit down at home

of Lebanon,

I

ACADEMY,

Center Strafford, N. H..

Northwood. N, H., Feb. 19, 1873.

loss so deeply.

emphasis, and

of p

rv

expression of sincerity and
éarnestness, a died of consumption,March 17. aged 52 years an
frank and hearty candor of intomation, if I 6 months. But a few days before her death she
may so call it, which is no less refreshing to wis brought on a bed from Rochester, leaving a
made desolate by death, which bereft , Bo
the ear than to the heart. , They speak as if home
of all her children, and, very
suddenly
‘this last
they meant something by their words, in- winter, of her hushand,he having died
of heart
stead of experimenting with glittering soap disease, on a load 6f wood that*he was taking to
*
lei Dy FB
bubbles,
The women, in bt roi
8 only Rochester village.
those of the cultivated classes, but to a
MR. JESSE HARRIMAN, of Raymond, died

against Mr. ‘ Gladstone
not adopt an educational
upon secularism. The oppo-

he wi

policy based

Oh,

voices

siroutly

because

of doing

deeds that outwardly look so fiendish!

Nonconformist

tees take this o)

al months
from the time
of the first of his illness
an unwelcome thought, but meantime he gave
his heart to the Saviour and gradually
relaxed
his hold on life,and came at last to a willin 088,
even a desire to depart and be with
Christ.
May the Lord sustain the parents in their bereavement, and bless-the death to the good of the
three brothers and five sisters left who feel their

the subject, [ ventured td call in question
the correctness of the description, iy own
experience lias entirely
given me a different
impression, and never have I heard oup
noble English spoken with such clearness
of articulation and energy
of tone, as during my wisit in. London. There is a far

ave a certain melodious sweetness of expression, a graceful undulation of tone and’
wild excitement, a coming deed. Men hurcadence, that reminds you of the warbling
road in
ried along the usually lonel
of birds, and more than makes up for the
the
ands,—
their
in
groups, with weapons
ortunate, also, in his relations with the deficiency of personal charms, which Hawwith
barrel,
old fowling-piece or seven-foot
Nonconformists.
He has found it an ab- thorne so eloquently deplores as characterwhich the Puritans_had shot ducks on the solutely
imsoluble
problem to secure their istic'of the blood. You seldom find this
river a..d Walden Pond; the heavy harque- cordial and united support while retaining melody and grace of expression among
King that of Liberal State churchmen. A very American women.
bus, which perhaps had leveled one of
You at once detect the
Phillip’s Indians; the old King gun, that active, very vigorous, very honest section difference in the crowd of travelers that you
or
urg
Louisb
blazed away at the French of
Whether it is the
of the Nonconformists, irritated and alarm- meet with in. Europe.
Quebec,—hunter, husbandman, all “were
ed by what they consider the sectarian op- effect of the atmosphere or of physical conhurrying each other. It was a good time, eration of the Education Act passed by the stitution, of mental habits or domestic cultoly felt, ‘to be alive, a nearer Kin- Government, have proclaimed the Prineipié ure, I can not say, but the fact is ‘undeniadred, a closer Symapathy between man and that religion of all kinds must be excluded ble. If you hear
a woman with a, certain
msn; a sense of the goodness of the world, from the national schools. As was said by fhinness and flabbiness of intonation, a want
of the sacredness of country, of the excels a Nonconformist who does not adopt the of perspective and. emphasis in her utter.ence of life; and yet slight account com- viéws of this party, it .has entered on a ance, letting the.words fall from her mouth
pused with any truth, any principle; the ¢ crusade against the Bible.” This it does as if they were counters rather than coins,’|
of the material and ephemeral,
weighing
not mean, but this is what the nation takes and speaking as though she had no mo
and the Sndiig the former not worth con- it to mean, and to such policy the nation | or mental purpose in what she said, y
sidering, when, nevertheless it had so much will, I believe, offer inflexible resistance, may confidently set hér down as an Amerito do with the settlement of the crisis. The Mr. Gladstone could not,"if he would, ex- can. [do nowmsay that all my excellent
ennobling of brute force; the feeling that it clude the Bible from the schools of Great countrywomen
are subjects of this infirmihad its godlike side; the drawing of heroic. Britain ; and yet this party, able and ener- ty, but it is so common as to have become
so
ry
life,
breath amid the seenes of ordina
;
getic—all sting—speaking so loud that a distinctive national trait.
that it seemed as if .they had all been trans-

a

and prayers of her brethren
and sisters. at
home
and abroad.
.
Gh Wo.Ge

swallowing their words,

and power of

AUSTIN

| —

CHARLES 8. HAYES, of Lebanon, Me., died
ejaculating them with emphasis March
22, of consumpti
d 18 years and 9
I remember that Lord
Lytton months. It ia is sald that Charlie fom a ehild
in his work on ‘ England and | was an affectionate snd dutiful
son”
," refers
to this im
on f | loving brother. Attachedto tite rf
and entertaining high
hopes for the future,
as a characteristic
trait of his ests
i bo cut off 0 early ni whs for im for sever

greater variety

SEMINARY.

of this Institutien will com6, 1872, and. continue
tin
chargeof AL-

Bro. Morse leaves the companion of hig youth,!

1 befleys, is Sister Morse, a tried friend.and supporter of her
opinion, ace

gen
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on'W

© us
facilities offered to those
pursuing
Star. He remembered his Master's cause in the 3
final disposition of his Dropertyy The KE.
Dix- . studies in any branch of an Aodemin Eueation:
Charges moderate. For further
information or
field church and Farmington Q. M. feel their loss
culars address the Principal,
:

UEDIGHON: hl

og
the Tnglish are a race of thi
and stammering
h, drawling, hesitat-

and

The

and liberal supporter of all the be-

force of i
to

NORTHWOOD

was a

now
and infirm, and a son and daughter
and other relatives to.
n their loss, May

The evil Lganids which seems to have hovered
over
the Gladstone Cabinet ever since
Irish church

He

nevolent Snlerprises of his day, especially m
of the .
sions; and was for mang years a pal

women, re,
ting various classes,
have been struck with the distinctness and

——

humanity

that distinguished early F. Baptists,

true friend

~The Gladstone Cabinet.

little rude meetiig-houses there was‘the here
a.- the day when its splendid
and

" whose

from the spirituality, simplicity and

au

- the coast and the wilder forest borders.
past the line of farmHorsemen galloped
houses Shouing ar ! alarm ! There were

iy

- Women in Conversation.

sports, what
pencil, with
you devised
ation were

Mr. George Ripley, writing to the 7ribune
from England, says:
your
love
to
you
want
I
saying, ‘““My,boy,
ic
ey other spot of. ‘earth "? In the conversation of many English

ine all though the succession of country
owns and. rural communities that lay
around Boston, and dying away towards
g
storied. of
dreams through the mi

What

poe

es, what
efforts at skill with slate and
| knite, saw, and - gimlet, have
© That night there was a cry of alarm pass- for him, while your look and
and saw?

Before the Battle of Concord.
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MORNING

by a strict’

y vote ~~

petition ‘was received

from ‘the

Jrether of Dr. Houard, and referred to the for¢ign committee, which declared that the prisoneris an American citizen, and asked that the
United

government

States

should

demand

of

republicans,88 Carlists,and 82 opposition conservatives. The accounts of disturbances throughout the country increase, but it is believed
they will be speedily suppressed.

that

The following comes fi
ent in Massachusetts,
who
How often

do we

a

when a visitor has eaten as much or eyen more
tuke of all that is placed

no

foreign papers, and that his father had renouné-

ed his foreign nationality in accepting an official.
position under the Spanish Government,

the

do take
a “piece, it is very simple,it will not
harm you in the least.” “ Why do you not eat?”
“Isn't that goodP? * You do not eat anything!”
This latter remark is not unfrequently made
than others, but as

had

overstep

table by urging her food upon her guests! * Now

‘istered in Cuba as a Spaniard,

he

hostess

bounds of true courtesy as she presides at her

The charge d'affaires at Madrid has telegraphed to Secretary Fish that Dr. Houard was regthat

from a corresponds
8 herself** W”:

she

does

not choose to par-

before

her, the

seems to consider it incumbent

apd question her
places

the

reasons,

guest in a very

hostess

on her to urge,

which

oftentimes

unpleasant

position,

Spain bis unconditional release with full reparation and apology for the indignity. The Senate

All doubts concerning the presentation of the
English‘ case ” at. Geneva on the 15th instant

Now, a

amendments

are removed by the

lacked all knowledge of their own appetites and

inthe House of Commons

on

legislative

the

appropriation

bill were considered in committee of the whole.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the message of the
House, returning the Senate tanff bill, was referred to the committee on privileges and elee-,

tions.
stead

A bill was passed for the relief of ‘homesettlers.

who

suffered

Wisconsin

nesota,

by the fires in Min-

Michigen last

and

autumn.

The Indian appropriation bill was also passed.
In the House, a bill to abolish the franking privileges after July 1, 1873, was reported and recommitted.
The legislative appropriation
bil
. was considered in committee of the whole, and
the civil service reform appropriation debated
at length, but without action.
y
On Wednesday, in the Senate, bills were passed to prevent the enlistment into military serv-

ice of miners

without the

consent of their par-

ents or guardians; to provide superintendents
of national cemeteries; for the sale of the old arsenal near Augusta, Gai; to provide for the payment of women nurses during the war, to pay
a full bounty of $100 to- soldiers who enlisted
prior to July, 22,1861, and for the payment of
£190,000 to thé officers and crew of the Kearsarge.. In the House
bill authorizing the Postmaster-General tore
stamp postal cards was
reported and passed. The bill amending the

lay relative to mints, and the assay of metals
and coinage, was taken up and acted upon in
part.
On Thursday, in the Senate, an adverse report
‘Was made upon the bill to grant a peusion to the
widow of Admiral Farragut.
The
diplomatic
and consular
appropriation bill was passed.

In the

House a bill to prevent

cruelfy to ani-

mals in transit was passed.
The legislative appropriation bill was
considered in committee
of the whole, and the civil service reform item

was reduced to $10,000.
On Friday, in the Senate, the ll
struction

of a bridge across the

at Nebraska

City

was

Missouri

passed.

ported extending to July,

for the con.
River

Bills were

1874, the

re-

time within

which States may comply with the provisions of
the agricultural college act, and appropriating
250,000 for observations of the transit of Venus,

In the, House, the legislative] appropriation bill
was taken up and variously amended, the civil
service reform appropriation being reduced to
$10,000. A conference committee was ordered on
the

non-concurred

amendments.

A report

was

nade in favor of Mr. Armstrong.the sitting member, in the Dakotal? contested

election case.

MISCELLANEOUS.
York Republican State convention

The New

will be held in Elmira, May 15.
Dr. Joseph
Woodhull, the husband of the
notorious Victoria Woodhull, died on Sunday
night, of excessive intemperance.
The earthquake in California moved the whole
of the Owen’s valley southward fourteen feet.
The New- York cominissioner of public works
has reduced the expenses of his department
$925,000 since New Year's.

The

distribution

of supplies at} Peshtigo

will

be continued until the 1st of June.

statement of Mr. Gladstone

delay.

:

Louis, when near Brooks’s Point, twenty miles
above Cairo, at 4 o’clock, Thursday morning, exploded her boiler, tearing the boat fore and aft,
and making her a complete wreck.
Of a hundred or more souls on board only about thirty

“are known to be saved, the others having been
scalded to death or drowned.

:

The Merrimac River rose rapidly last Thursday, the freshet and

the

ice-dam carried away

the Federal bridge at East Concord,N. H., and
the bridge of the Boston, Concord and Montreal,
Railroad.

On the Contocook: River the railroad

bridge between Henniker and West Henniker
was destroyed, and the debris burned4o prevent

damage to other bridges.
The

list of candidates for the nomination of

Vice-President at Philadelphia now

includes,

besides Colfax, Senator Wilson of Massachusetts,
ex-Congressman James F.* Wilson of Iowa, Gen-

eral Harlan of Kentucky, ex-Governor Dennison

T

are often

treated

as

though

they

that it is prepared

The

Nicholson

pavement

a com-

This is no imagination or exaggeration, but fact.

plete faiJure in Cincinnati.
The city engineer
says in his repott that under the most favorable
circumstances it will not last five years.

Even if it be a simple dish, who can’ tell better
than ourselves whether we can eat it with impu-

An almost inexhaustible

has proved

supply

of richly

va-

riegated marble has been discovered on the
shores’ of Lake Champlain, and it is expected
that ¢ Champlain marble” wil} take the place of

nity or whether
“Is it not

good?

we

desire it?

and

The

Mr. R. H. Bayley, a Virginian
lately dead in New Orleans, left

by birth, and
$70,000 to en-

ing

Green,

New

UproN, Boston,

York;
Mass.;

George
Wm.

H,

B.

dow a professorship in the * Washington
Robert E. Lee College,” Lexington, Va.

and
So»

Mr. Miller, of Lynchburg, Va., left $1,000,000, it
will be remembered, for the education of the
poor childeen of Albemarle, and
a like sum to

the University of Virginia.

~

instead of entertaininggl

A small fish imbedded in ice was found lately.
The little fellow was solidly encased in ice as
cleur as crystal, and when placed in water and

from about

it, its rigid-

‘ity left, the tail quivered, and after turning over
a few times it swam away ' as if nothing had happened.
How long his’ .minnowship had been
thus housed is not known, but probably not less
than two weeks.
.

Four hundred and ninety-two convicts in the
Ohio penitentiary have remonstrated againsta
relaxation of the temperance law in that State,
They say

they owe

their present

misfortune to

the use of intoxicating drinks.
Since the acquisition of Alaska,San Francisco's
fur trade has, assumed large proportions, and is
growing larger ‘every year.
Last year the im.portation of raw furs into that city was $2,000,
000. The most of these were, spon after their
arrival, exported.
One steamer, the Alexander,
alone
brought 62,000Brea) skilg, worth about

$800, 000.
A society to be known as a
Mission for Animals,” has been organized in Boston, based up-

on the considerations

that the public

health and

morals are tg a large extent injuriously affected
by our presefit mode of treating live stock destined for food, ‘clothing and other uses.

A

woman's right?’

House

discovers’a palate

bill passed

the ‘Tlinois

of Representatives, last week,

by a vote

that does

It

should

be ‘the aim

of the host and hostess to make each gathering
at the table pleasant, that the mind may be
diverted and Aligestion assisted.
Do not make
the current prices of the market
the subject

of your

conversatioh, or find

fault

with the

oven or the cook.
If the result of your teachings
or your own personal efforts does mot equal
your desires, resolve to try again; but defer
until away from the table all conversation that

Foge

New York ; Fericiaxo Latasa, of Latasa & Co., 178 Pearl Street, New York ;
Evcexe Kerry of Eugene Kelly & Co.,
21

Nassau

Street,

New

York;

Dows, of David Dows &

Co.,

Street, New York ; Morrrs

M. K. Jesup & Co.,
New

York;

Juxivs B.

Davip
20 South

K. Jesup, of

Liberty Street,

59

WHEELER,

Pro-

possible, after which

avoid further

allusions to

the subject,
Avoid all unpleasant topies ; choose
those in which all can participate or be interest-

ed, and then make

merry, tempering

your solic-

itude for your friends’ appetite by a little

‘able Jjudgment,—remembering

reason-

the maxim, * ev-

ery one to his taste.”—Am.
Ag.

v.

Chewing

Gum."
.

4

RA 4

A gentleman in the streets of C
Jowa,
lately counted,.in fifteen minutes, se venty ladies

chewing gum. This habit prevails extensively,
especially in the West. Almost every schoolgirl you meet-is chewing, chewing, chewing.
Of course it will not be pretended that this
habit is either as injurious or as nasty as that of
chewing tobacco, yet itis not altogether innocent. When food is taken, saliva is secreted
to aid in masticating it. When other substances
are chewed, saliva is, at first secreted
as for
food, but the vital instincts soon recognizing the

nature of the substance,

excreté
a fluid similar

to saliva for the defense of the tissues. This
fluid (thrown out against tobaceo, gum,ete.,) is
really an excretion.

the undersigned declare

the

chafe

to

be

false and/malicious.. On the contrary,
dersigned find that the erection of the
in all its details was carefully watched

Academggg®
West
Point;
TrEOpore W. Dwignar, LL. D., Professor of

tary

Municipal Law, Columbia College, New
York, this Committee have made the fol-

the

Directors and

particularly

by

the

Building

discretion may consider that the

7. The Secretary of the Society, who

formefly

general broker, relinquished the charge of the
fire insurance ‘business of this Society when he

nor has the Secretary

loaned

as chargéd.

money

on

policies

Society to themselves upon securities not

ed by law, and that

no

loans

have

through the favoritism of its'Officers and

so far from

the Society

having

managed

wastefully

managed them

prud

have made

false

no

jor
ly

the

affairs

are

and

returns

to

the

stated.

to

agents

No

are

ed them that this newspaper

had’in

or concurrent examination, which

he

the undersigned at once entered upon

an extent

of 210,-

laws“were

enacted

in

companies

organized

New
after

of the

The.

as a guarantee

all

such

to

enactment

to

market

charged, and as no unlawful gains
for

the

protection

price

can

thereon, the ownership of the stock
desirable

be

as

can only

of .the

were burned out, besides the loss of several

halls, -schoolhouses, the Unitarian church, ete.
- The total loss is estimated at more than $150,000,

The

current

expenses

were

and a bequest

of five thousand dollars was received during the
year from a Massachusetts lady.
The

treaty agreed upon between ‘Russia Sand

and the insurance is probably altogether inade-

Japan provides

quate to cover it, .

arising between one of the two contracting Pow-

that, in the event of a difference

ers and a third state , the other

FOREIGN.
‘In Quebee a marrigge license costs six dollars,
The Internationalists in Spain, are active, and

a simultaneous movement

throughout

Hurope

is feared.
"Jules Pilet de 1a Rice the eminent PY sci=
entist, died at Geneva, March 15, aged 63 years.
A revolution has broken out in 8t. Marc, Hay-

{1, and terrible slaughter is reported.

The trial of young O’Connor for assaulting
Queen Victoria, ended Thursday, and he was

"convicted
and sentenced. The jury was satisfied
was sane

ok

wa

ome

eu

stated

pl

tow

the penalty
im-

atith 0) rity

Wii gen.

twenty

or and

hard

sithoriy

that. th e

1

filed

Geneva on the 15th instant,
but with a protest
omer by the tribunal of inat
ji Sn

~ eruption,

in is ‘again in a state of violent

Columns of flame shoot several hunbl

contracting Pow-

er shall mediate, and if this intercession prove
useless, shall close harbors against the ships of
the state atgpcking its ally.

The Hamburg papers state that the aki emigration to the United States is likely to be very

large:

The movement from Meck] nberg is said

to be of such a remarkable ch

villages are likely to be depopulated.

r that

* Coal monopolies are an old ide, In 1771, the
coal owners of England who shipped their coal

by the Fyne, the Wear and the Tees, formed a

combination to raise the price

supply.

This “ limitation

by restricting the

of the vend” lasted,

with but temporary interruptions, until 1845.

1¢

debility; or undue development in size. There
is also “danger of permanent depreciation and
poisoning of the salivary glands.
:
This constant chewing als6~injures the teeth.
The teeth .are no small item in alady’s beauty,
and as they go to such rapid

decay

in Aiiierica,

demanding so early the dentist’s care,it is sur-

prising that ambitious young ladies should so

attention

study, and is one of the

many

modes

In short, it'is a useless,

of killing time.

indecent,

pendent.

unhealthful

practice. —

from duty or

familiar
Medical

modern

14. In conclusion,

the

Inde-

~
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“And finally, the undersigned

take great pleasure in bearing their unanimous
testimony to the faithful and successful manage-

ment by the Trustees and Officers of the
of the great trust reposed in them, ,

CATTLE

MARKET.

* APRIL 10, 1872.

$9,50 to 290, First Juality $ 0:b0
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ualowt
ou total welght of hide,
far-
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GOLD

AND

STOCK

MARKET.
APRIL

Insurance Commissionerof the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,

I

Soclety

JULIUS L! CLARKE,

and Cedar Streets, and the undersigned refer to
the opinion of Prof. Theodore W. Dwight, re- |
specting the same.
2. They further find that the erection of the
building was a wise and judicious measure, and,
is a safe investment, yielding an increasing an-

3

'Hyson

row, and dre:
WORKING ais
to 180 per pair, or accorddy Steers, $65 to $125 >
i to their value as Beef.
1LCH Cows—$25to. $560; extra good, $00 to §000¢
with
or
out
So
Alves
as
may
be
i farrow
to make this report upon them at once. The undo Kiinay
ring 3to \
wo year old,$00 to
dersigned desire to express their unqualified a °
three. Fan
Fir HOGB—5} to bio.
approval of the action of the Roclety in resisting
SHOTES—Who Sale, bio to 60 ; Retail 6jo to eo
the attempt to extort money from it under color| HipEs—Brighton
to 96; Odmmtag lots 8c to 8
Eg
to Sos Country lots bc
of these charges:

offices of the Society, at the corner of Broadway

/

Fung

Avres.... 28 @.. 30

investigations are concluded. From the wide
publicity given to, these charges it is thought best

the

ONIONS A LA CREME.—Peel and boil some,
frequently happened that coal was sent to foreign
markets forty per’ cent. under the Prices in the’ middle-sized onions.in hot water, till quite tens
der, drain them, and- throw ‘them into
a stewLondon market.
pan, with one ounce of butter rolled in flour; nual income of more than five and a half (5 1-2)
The invention of the eifer matches is attrib- shake them round until the butter is dissolved, per cent., leaving the Society free from rent for
uted by the Pall Mall Gazette to Mr. Isanc Hol add a teaspoonful each of salt and pepper, and its own offices ; and ifthe value of the offices oc
den, an Englisli chemist who made them solely then stir in-by degreesas much cream as will cupied by the Socloty is taken into account, we
for his own convenience in lighting his candle for nearly cover them, K Shake the pan round until are of opinion that it his no money invested to
his ante-daylight studies.
3
it is onthe: point of boiling, then serve,
better advantage,

Per
B........ 6 al
Imperial........ 65 @ 150
HysoB...e.0vnss alls

Whoelesnle Prices for the week ending z,
=4
APRIL 9, 1572,
|
OATS.
APPLES.
3
I ied. iseeeseoe
6 NewYork.... Sw, @.. 55
GreenWinter 2 0 : "§ 50 Weston vos vo 4s B+: os

Law S¢hool, and Junius B. Wheeler, of the
West Point Military Academy, will at once proceed to examine the details of the management of’

tions aré presented, find :—
1. That the Society possessed the legal power
contains

83z.. 9}
&.. vi}

5

|

ors Theodore W. Dwight, of Columbia College| .

partments ad a liability in accordance with the
rules of the Departments with regard to contest-

their building, which

..

TEAS.
6} Gunpowder—

111
6

NEW YORK

that it forms

The Massachusetts” Commissioner, with

ing
fimong the list of paid: policies, a contested
claim, which error was rectified as soon as discovered, the charges and specifications aré untrue and malicious. The amount of the policy
referredto was returned to the Insurance De-

erect

Rendered, ¥ B®
Rough........«.

Do. Spruce 2 00 @ 2 50 | 90.combing
S.box shooks 3 000 @ 4 00

say, that they are unable to find an honest motive
for the presentation of charges so totally unfounded. This investigation has shown only an
nonest and efficient management of the Society.

: |sett that,'excepting a clerical error in publish-'

to

--..

Laths, pitie.. 2 00 g 2 62 gr

one of the greatest safeguards of the Company.

ed policieg, which fact corroborates other testi
agtonly destroy them. Boys often ruin their
'| mony, showing that the error was merely cleriby cracking nuts; they do it to get at
cal,
the kernel,~they have a motive,~but what
The undersigned, following in their investigapossible motive scan boys, girls, or women have
tion the order in which the charges and specificafor chewing, chewing, chewing, hour after hour
an insipid lump of gum?
The habit also diverts

8..

7
19

Shinglespine 2 25 @ 6 75 | LOArse.
Do. cedar..3 00 @ 3 50 California,

Company.

concealed from policy-holders, but, on

examined under

Crushed...
c.e
Hrosted-. ees

@..12
Bee

il}

Do.Spruce

made

oath, and each specific charge wag carefully and
exhaustively inquired into, and the undersigned

debt.

paid by voluntary contributions,

the undersigned desired, were

av

Ved Slits. 50 00 8. 0 Coffee crush... fg."
Do. refined 100 00 2105 00
TALLOW.

Clapboards

The provision #s to a stock management is not

and

jofmles

: 1213

policy-holders.

the inves-- trary, the Directors are’of opinion

books

lly

Muscovado—

SpProce. ..... 17 00 @18 00 |

annual dividends upon this stock are limit-

ers ; the stock bearsno such

of the several

Nos. 18to 20..

Cuba

120 00 8130 00]

Oak,¥ ton.. 10

Society,

York requiring

is free from

lage of Ayer was destroyed by fire on Saturday
evening. -More than forty individuals or firms

ally chew gum unduly exercise the salivary
glands, thus wasting vital force and injuring
the glands, ‘occasioning in them either ultimate

and

12}

not

will examine its assets and investments, which,
the undersigned will report upon as soon as the

~The entire business portion of the thriving vil-

The minutes of the Sotiety

Committees, the account books, cash

@8.. 2

ShippingB’d 20 00 825 00 | aie,

labors,

ed to seven per cent. This amount is néarly
* earned by the investment of the capital; all of
the profits are divided amongst the policy-hold-

testimony in support of his charges, and presented the affidavit of personal service of the notice
upon him.
Mr. Gove did not appear - or offer any testimony to sustain his allegations.

§

Clear Pine..30 00 §65 00
Coarse do.. 21 00 822 00

Department,

caused Mr, Gove to be notified in writing of the
investigation, and had invited him to furnish’

8g.
21 g.. 23

Orinoeo
3 g.. 27 Sowshong...... 5415
Oak Sole .... 34 @.. 40 Jolong......... Ey

have a capital stock and to make a deposit of one
hundréd thousand dollars. with the Insurance

tigation of Mr. Gove’s charges made to the New
York Insurance Department, and singe widely
spread before the public in printed form. The
Massachusetts’
Commissioner, at the meeting
called to make the investigation, stated that he

se
©
800
200825

guaranteed for three years to

fact that before the organization

Upon assembling at the offices of the Society,

2

12 &.17
@.. 00
00

rienced in the insurance business; that he receives no salary, but that his’ commissions are

13. They further find that the Society does

signed to assist him in the investigation.

09 a..

Judkions..

|New

Oke rssusevess

falsely advertise itself as a mutual company.
The necessity of a capital stock arises from the

consented

8..

u.

Sole—

swered by our opinion of the investment.
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000 per annum ; and that the result of his

The Directors also requested the Commissioner
of the State of Massachusetts to make additional
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an.Agency in Great Britain has not proved a
failure ; that the agent sent there is not inexpe-

its posses-

or publication, a copy of charges against
the Society, made by La Roy 8. Gove, and that
he, the professed representative of the newspaper, was prepared to enter.int6 a negotiation for
their suppression.
The officers of the Society
refused to pay for such suppression, and the
charges were thereupon published in the newspaper which the person claimed to represent.
The Directors of the Society again requested
the Superintendent of- New York to make the
examination without delay. But in consequence
of the legislative examination of the Insurance
Department of this State, the Superintendent was
again unable
to give it immediate attention.
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11. They find from the testimony given by the
Officers and Directors, that the establishment of
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The Superintendent subsequently replied that | in introducing the Society’s business there, has
he would commence &n examination
of the
been satisfactory to the Board of Directors.
Company at as early a period as his official duties
12. The charge that money has been wastewould permit.
fully spent upon the building is sufficiently anBefore an examination had’ been made by the

a person
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Insurance,

Officers of the Society, and such other persons as
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Do.
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paid to agents in addition to commissions.

the representative of a newspaper in this city,
called upon the OfficersofthveSogiety and inform-
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have
successfully, and

10- The rates of commission paid

the subject.
“I am, very respectfully, your ob’t=servant,
“{Signed) WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER,
“ President.”
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ors of the Society have not loaned the money of the

ors,

60

Middlings. .

8. Itis proved to our satisfaction that the Direct-

these charges demands.
““ Feeling aggrieved that charges so unfounded
should be referred, jealous of the honor of the
Societ
that of its Officers and Directors, 1
woul
Tospectiuily solicit that, with as little de-

said Superintendent,

Livaveninns

.

cheque books of the Society were then laid before
the undersigned and carefully examined. The

the salivary glands

‘Wheat,west’n1

Secretary has not attended to the fire insurance
business of the Company, and no director or
officer iZpr has been interested in such business,

At the commencement exercises of the New
is not food, is quite different from healthy saliva.
York Mediesl College for women, eight young
Indies graduated and received diplomas. The The waste, however, is probably just as great
report of the Treasurer shows that the building "as if it were Healthy saliva. Those who habitu-

Telegraph ComMilford Haven to

So the fluid which

Southern yell . 77
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became connected with it three years ago, * The

for by the French Transat)
‘pany. Another cable from
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was in business as a fire insurance agent and

action.

nessee and Speaker Blaine of Maine.
The laying of a fourth teiegraphic

Case

other things being equal, principals are given the
preference over brokers.

on the streets or roads, or to serve on juries.

ator Abbott of North Carolina, Senator Scott
of Pennsylvania, Congressman Maynard of Ten-

The bile occasioned by taking poisonous med-
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Corn Meal....8 ©
FRUIT.
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6. That the mode of loaning the money of the
corporation was particularly examined and meets
the approval of the undersigned, who find ‘the
charges of favoritism wholly unfounded, and,

REPORT:
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icines has, by careful experiment and analysis,
been found to be quite a different substance
from that secreted by the liver in its healthy

of Mississippi,

pee,

0:

the unbuilding
over by

of 95 to 43, It provides that no person shall be
preciuded from any occupation, profession or
employment, except. military, on account of sex,
provided the act shall not he construed to affect
the eligibility to office or require females to work

of Ohio, Senator Alcorn

25 o.. 28
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and Shing.
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interested in any other contract of the Society,
was most carefully and minutely examined, and

fessor of Civil and Military Engineering |
and Science of War, United States Mili-

maybe nogssary to effect the desired change. ofS]

An excuse may sometimes be needful; if so,
make it in the briefest and most pleasant manner
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of Wm. H. Fogg & Co., 32 Burling Slip,

eat?’

not coincide with her own.
Doubtless, a frequent cause of the many queries is an earnest
desire to please, and out of it has grown this
thoughtless habit.
But it is one which should
be overcome, for in the adherence to it a hostess
can never. become an
gdept in the presidency
of her table; for she.dgfeats her aim, torturing

15

@+. 86

Canalo 8 mann

orgamzed more than fifteen years previous to
1860.
4. They further find that no loan was made on
the 20th of September, 1870, or at any other time
upon New York Central and Hudson River Rail
Road stock. But they find, on the contrary, that
no loan has been made by the Society except up-

are such that if truthfully answered might some-

clamations if she

[12°@0

tH

questions

*“ Why do you not

Moulds. Aad

DR

"its income during the same
a ratiout least as favorable as

no manner connected with or interest
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Ametican.
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Java ¥# ph«ah
investigate its affairs, viz.: HENRY F. the year in which the Equitable was organized,
Si, Domings.
Adon, ‘88 Rote ta." 83
SPAULDING, of Spaulding, Hunt & or since that time, or even prior to ‘that time,
COMRON,
Neatsfoc
113815
with the exception of two, the preliminary ex- Bond Si
PAINTS,
Cq., 80 Worth street, New York; Gus0 dw
ee
9 @.s
penses of those two companies not being taken
TAY SCHWAB, of @elrichs & Co., 2 Bowl- into necount in the estimate, because they were
| An
1 s n

NEW YORK, March 30th, 1872,
times occasion embarrassment to the visitor and
In the month of January, 1871, the Equitable
deep mortification to the hostess.
posing the
visitor refuses food for sanitar:
sons, she“does|« Life Assurance Society of the United States,
the imported varieties.
:
not wish to solicit the commiseration of those “were informed by the Superintendent of the Ine New Times is the name of ie new wom- around her by making a parade of her weakness- surance Department of New York, that La Roy
an suffrage paper to be started in New York.
es., On the other hand, imagine the feelings of 8. Gove, who had insured his life in said Society,
about one year previous, for the sum of $2,500,
Mrs. Croly and Mrs. L. D. Blake are to be the J the hostess if the visitor replies to her questions,
editors.
;
“Is it not good?” and * Do you not like it# “No, had presented certain grave charges against the
Directors and management of said Society.
I do not like the molasses sweetening in your
It is said that Whitelaw Reid,
John Hay and
‘Whereupon the President of the Society adpie; I prefer to eat this cookie instead” or,
W. F. G. Shanks of the Tribune, intend to start
Mdressed the following letter to the Superintend“Your
cake
is
not
well
baked,
consequently
is
during the comiig season a new illustrafed magent :—
not palatable to me.”
Now, does the lady of the
azine, devoted to material interests, fushion and
house expect or wish her visitors to eriticise
general literature.
JAN. 6, 1871...
the food, or cavil to this or that because it does
‘ Hox. GEO. W. MILLER, Supe rintendent of
Secretary Belknap estimates the total loss by not happen to suit their taste? If so, a more
the Insurance Department of the State of New
the rebellion of the Confederate States at five
discretionary way would be to avoid the publieYork.
billion, two hundred
and
sixty-two millions,
ity of the table.
If she desires praise, would
. DE AR SIR: The Council of this Society has
three hundred and three thousand, five hundred it not be. much pleasanter for guests and more handed
to me a copy of charges with specificaand fifty-four dollars.
tions
sworn to by a policy-holder.
As some of
creditableto herself to dispense with her questhese charges and specifications have not the
Dr. E. G. Marshall, Assistant Sutin of the
tions, and await the option of the guests for
slightest foundation in truth, and in other cases
Insaiie Asylum, died in Madison, Wis., the other
compliments?
If deserving, they will generally
are grossly eSaggerated,and the truth perverted,
admits of the
day, afier a painful illness of over a week.
Debe given by actious, if not in words. Not that and as I fully believe each cha
fullest
and most complete explanation, I have
ceased had assisted at the post mortem examinathe visitor should flatter, but when circumstanole it my duty to address to you this communicaces will admit, compliments may be bestowed,
tion of an insane woman, gnd virus from her had
on.
penetrated his system through a wound in his which will give a-happy gratification to the host‘ Conscious that the affuirs of this Society have
been conducted by the officers with a high infinger.
ess, and 4 add not a little to her ease,~for deseiytegrity
of purpose and with a view to the best
ing praise helps wonderfully.
Simply. passing
One Henry Joyce, of Detroit, recently became food, with a single invitation to" partake, ought Hit Bs of the policy-holders, and having nothing to conceal as to tife'condition of the Society
‘convinced that he was a great and very profitless to be sufficient, without-any urging.
Of course, or the manner in which its affairs are conducted,
bother to his wife, and accordingly drew up and
I would respectfully request that in the exercise
if one knows her visitor's peculiar taste, she
signed a paper which reads: “ This is too Agre
will endeavor to cater to it; and it not, to ascer- of that authority conferred upon you by law and
BBDOS
tent to your position as Superintendent
that if my wife paze me 10 dolrs i won’t Never
tain itin the most delicate manner possible, and
the Insurance Department, you would instibother Her anny mor as true as I liv if i doo she
not because her food is refused demand an extute such investigation into the condition, affairs
kan sind the pleese after me.”
and transactions of the Society as you in your
planation, or express surprise -by looks and ex-

< Mrs. Laura Fair's second trial takes place in
San Francisco, June 24.
The Southwest was
flooded
last week.. A
The aggregate issues of the Chicago Relief and
heavy rain-storm on | Monday caused a rising of Aid Society to March 2, were 1,460,117 articles,
the rivers and streams, sweeping away several
or yards of goods.
Among these were over 21,railroad bridges in Kentucky and Tennessee. |
matresses, over 60,000 blankets, 56,000 pair.of
In Ohio there were several land-slides, the town
shoes, 1,283,000 articies of clothing, 15,000 bedof Wilmington was inundated and a half-dozen steads, 17,000 stoves, 20,000 tons of ool,

or more bridges are reported destroyed.
The steamer Oceanus, from Red River to St.

sense?

desires, This continuous urging and discussing
and on the way. With the case is transmitted of food implies either that, er that they distrust
a note reserving “the rights of the Queen,” the willingness of the. hostess to have her food
which action the Premier assured the Conmmons
partaken of. This would be a decidedly uncomavoids any compromise of the position of they dlimentary opinion for the visitor to possess,
consequently very uncourteous in the hostess
goverment relative to the consequential claims.
to insinuate the®existence of such by her excessive importuning,
Paragraphs.
The food genomindted very simple and harmTwenty-four thousand gallons of milk are re- less is
tly compounded of the most" delequired for daily consumption in Boston,
terious ingredients.
Not that prevarication is
It is estimated that the total cost of milk per intended, but there is often ‘an’ unconscious 1g
norance of its harmful qualities, and the guest
year to the consumers is $2,975,5616.90.
must either run the risk of being made ‘uncomVinnie Ream has bought a ten thousand dollar house on Pennsylvania avenue, and trans- fortable for several hours, by giving her stomach food for which it is not capable of caring, or
ferred her studio there from the Capitol.
incur the evident displeasure of the hostess.

the ice gradually melted

The snow blockade on the Union Pacific Railroad is over.
Trains have met with very little

t visitors supposed to have common-

as compared w
period, i
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passed to be engrossed

The Spanish Cortes, according to the atest returns, contains 201 ministerialists, 62 radicals, 42

business and professional men Who are in ty duridy the fix§t eleven’ years of its existence,

——

8

The bill to break up the system of * straw bids,”
for mail contracts, was passed with the pending
amendments. The Indian appropriation bill
was govnsidered. In the House, the committee
on banking was directed to investigate the alleged conspiracy among national banks to lock
up currency. Mr, Hooper’s civil
bill was

fearfully
from injuries received by the calamity
and from want.

Sg

ges

amendments,

reported with

.

@®

ap-

The deficiency

passed.

were

propriation bill was

ed with himself the following eminent
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BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
or the week ending APRIL 10, 1872
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earthquake

surance Commissioner of jthe Commonwealth of Massachusetts, having associat-
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Syria has been visited by a terrible

the construction of a bridge across the, Missou- | and one-half of the ancient city of Antioch was
destroyed, Fifteen hundred persons lost their
Mo., was passed. The
ri River, at Boonevillé,
are suffering
committeé on ‘claims reported several bills for lives, ‘and the people remaining,.

The er

|. 8 They further find, that in reference to the|
compensation of the offleers, both the method of
payment and‘the amount paid as charged, are
untrue. From the evidence submitted to them,
the aggregate sum ‘paid’ for salaries by the Socie-
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